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CHAPTER I
COMMUNICATING THE EVENTS OF REVOLUTION. 1763-1775
On that night the formation of American Independence
was laid.
—John Adams
If one were to list the prominent events of the
ten-year period immediately preceding the War for
Independence, the Boston Massacre would surely be included.
Famous persons in American history along with historians
have generally attached considerable importance to the
incident. Not only did John Adams speak the words quoted
at the top of this page* but he also referred to the
Massacre as "an event never yet forgiven by any part of
America. " Some years later Daniel Webstar said. "From that
moment we may date the severance of the British empire.*1
Rarely, if ever, does a book or article embracing
the date of March 5. 1770. fail to discuss some aspect of
the killing of five citizens in the streets of Boston by
British soldiers. In his history of journalism in America.
Edwin Emery wrote that the Massacre illustrated perfectly
Samuel Adams* formula for revolution. Henry Hansen wrote
in 1970 that "nobody in the colonies was allowed to forget
the Boston Massacre." while Hiller SSobel thought it is "a
^1
.
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2part* not only of our national history* but of our national
mythology. " And contemporary Revolutionary historian
David Ramsay said it fueled the fire of liberty and "kept
it burning with an incessant flame." As eminent a
colonial historian as Edmund 8. Morgan thought the incident
called attention throughout the colonies to the threat of
British troops quartered among the population. Pursuing
this theme, Philip Davidson said, "The Boston Massacre was
the first major incident used to condemn the troops and the
7
administration. * Commenting on the propaganda effort
aimed at the lower classes, Arthur Schlesinger said the
Whig leaders created the label "Boston Massacre** as a
propaganda device in order to martyr the victims to the
cause of liberty. To Schlesinger, "A casual street fight
thus came to be regarded as a pre-meditated slaughter of
innocents.
These and other historians assign to this Boston
event deep meaning for all the colonies without offering
evidence to support that contention. Although few would
argue that Boston led the agitation against Britain, this
in itself is insufficient evidence to generalise the impact
of any single event to all the colonies.
Only three books have been devoted exclusively to
the Massacre. Of these, Frederic Kidder's, written in
1870, reproduces sources and documents used by the town to
get its side of the story to England before that of the






3Crown officials. It is heavily slanted to the Whig point
of view in telling the story of the event itself. Henry
Hansen concentrates on causal factors of the incident and
their relationship to mob action in Boston. Miller Zobel's
1970 work is a thoroughly documented treatment of the legal
aspects of the incident as reflected in the trials of the
soldiers. Fully half of Sobel's book traces political
conflict in Boston in the 1760 's resulting in the rise of
public violence and the gradual disappearance of duly
constituted authority. Drawing upon a variety of sources
9he presents the most accurate account of the incident.
A few historians have looked in varying degrees at
the problem of what was known about the Massacre outside
of Massachusetts. Philip Davidson discusses it when
illustrating various methods of propaganda used during the
Revolution. In his treatment of newspapers* he depicts
front-page coverage of the event in South Carolina. Arthur
Schlesinger, in his study of colonial newspapers as propa-
ganda vehicles* makes numerous references to the Massacre*
but confines his discussion principally to the Boston
papers with an occasional mention of Sew York and South
Carolina.
Although generally acknowledged by historians as
one of the important events of the period* they have
neglected the reporting of it. Such is not the case for
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4twenty-eight-year-old article* "The newspaper Coverage of
Lexington and Concord* " Frank Luther Mott treated that
occurrence in detail. Similarly, Schlesinger covered the
11
newspaper propaganda effort following the Stamp Act.
George Andrew's 1965 study of colonial news dis-
semination carried a case study of the Boston Massacre as
an illustration of tine and channels for news diffusion.
Bis was the first and only attempt to systematically tell
the story of news reporting of the event throughout the
colonies. He dealt* however* only with the incident
12itself* and examined only newspapers. Thus we find that
little has been written about what the colonies outside of
Massachusetts knew about the Massacre. Consequently there
exists little support for historians' claims of importance
to the colonies *m a whole.
From this brief review of historical writing about
the Boston Massacre emerges the two-fold purpose of this
study s to determine* as far as possible* what was known
about the Massacre throughout the colonies* and to estimate
relative impact of information about the event in six of
them. The Massacre will not be considered as an isolated
event* but rather a continuing story embracing the incident
itself* the trials and the series of annual commemorative
events* which took place in and around Boston. The study
stops at 1775* the beginning of open warfare.






Connecticut* Mew York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and South
Carolina. This selection was mad® on the basis of
geography (two each from the north, south, and middle
sections of the colonies), population (the six largest),
and degree of political activity—high in each case.
The three aspects of the story are probed in the
light of four channels of communications newspapers,
pamphlets, sermons, and committees of correspondence.
Although other means of communication, such as broadsides,
songs, plays, poems, cartoons, etc., may have been used,
the record for them is relatively incomplete, and. with
exception of the broadside, historians have assigned them
13lesser importance.
A few brief explanations on style should be helpful
to the reader. Because this is a historical study of an
event during the American Revolution the reader's prior
knowledge of the general historical context in which it
occurred is presumed, and only limited reference will be
made to it. In order that the "flavor** of quotations from
colonial sources be retained they are reproduced intact. A
standard label for political identification has been
adopted. "Tory" refers to those persons and institutions
which advocated retention of established ties with Great
Britain. "Whig 4* refers to those which opposed the status
quo and agitated for change. Additionally, short titles of
newspapers and pamphlets are used in the text. Full titles






6may be found in Appendix B and the Bibliography.
The importance of newspapers* pamphlets, the
clergy, and committees of correspondence in informing the
public and influencing their opinion has been well
recognized, not only by historians, but by contemporaries
of the period as well. In 1774 a Tory pamphleteer
discussing development of public opinion said, "Handbills,
News Papers, party Pamphlets* are the shallow and turbid
Sources from whence they derive their Notions of Govern-
14
stent. " In 1815 John Adams agreed, while taking a some-
what more optimistic view of the results
• • • The Revolution ... was effected, from
1760-1775 ... the pamphlets, newspapers in all the
colonies, ought to be consulted during that period to
ascertain the steps by which the public opinion was
enlightened and informed. • . . *5
In 1775 Tory Daniel Leonard, writing as
"Maesachusettensis," claimed importance for the newspaper
and the clergy when he wrote
i
When the clergy engage in political warfare, they
become a most powerful engine ... What effect must it
have had upon the audience to hear the same sentiments
and principles, which they had read in the newspapers,
delivered on Sundays from the sacred desk • • . from
which they had been taught, from their cradles, to
believe could utter nothing but eternal truths?
Later in the same pamphlet, when speaking about the
effectiveness of committees of correspondence in Massachu-
setts, he complained of their composition saying they
consisted of Mthe highest Whigs or at least there are Whigs












7at town meetings when attendance was minimal, or if the
meetings were full. ". . . the moderate men seldom speak,
or act at all* when this sort of business goes on.
"
Newspapers were chosen for the study, because they
are generally accepted as the "chief means of formulating
public opinion and stating radical ideas, " and of
persuading the colonies to unite. As Schlesinger saldt
Doubtless a fair overall judgment would be that
although a multitude of factors from the Sugar Act
onward pushed the colonists along the road to
Independence, the movement could hardly have succeeded
without an ever alert and dedicated press.
They were printed in every colony throughout the period by
men who viewed their role as "ranging from the high purpose
of uniting the colonies to the more mundane motive of
17
earning a living."
Most of the papers were weeklies, with some like
the BQ«tQI> Chronic iQ and Mflaaflchurett* Spy appearing
bi-weekly. Toward the end of the period, the newly
established Pannaylvflnia Evening MQat came out three times
a week. Some publications like the anaton fm&m* Heat
Yflrk iMMBall* and South CaXOUna JismMWU to name a few,
printed throughout the period. Others came and went. But
all colonies had at least one for the duration, with the
number climbing as high as eight in Massachusetts and
18Pennsylvania by 1775.
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8of sources* most of which were outside the newspaper.
Reporters* in the modern sense* were unknown. Original
stories came from the pens of citizens with information to
pass along or* as likely* a point of view to advocate,
Printers themselves wrote little in their own papers. When
they took up the pen it was usually to announce diffi-
culties in obtaining material for the paper* explaining why
they printed a story as they did* or to share their
problems of production and distribution with their readers,
for instance* in 1773 Ebenezer Watson apologised for poor
print quality in his Cannaeticut Courant. explaining it was
due to "worn types. " And John Pinkney complained about the
slimness of his Virginia Gaxattfi in 1775* but expected to
do better in the future* because Min a few weeks we expect
19
to receive a fresh importation from Philadelphia.**
Printers had various methods for distinguishing
their own writing. Thomas and John Fleet used italics set
20
within brackets in their toaton Evening pp«t. John Main
printed in Italics in his Boaton, Chronicle* often
introducing his notes with three asterisks arranged in an
inverted pyramid. This was a favorite practice of Samuel
and Ebenezer Hall in their HI— Gazette* as well. Several
others* including Green and Watson in their Gnnn»<s*Lc>ii±
Courant- used a cut of a hand with a finger pointing to the
first word of their italicized message.
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9of news stories for the colonial printer—other newspapers.
The propensity of printers to clip stories from other
newspapers as a means of newsgathering is well known. Most
material was reproduced verbatim as clipped or with
minimum editing. It is mainly because of this habit that
diffusion of news stories can be traced through the
21
colonies.
Colonial printers usually produced a four-page
newspaper on a regular printing day each week. If they had
more material than four pages could accommodate * they
either held it over until the next week or added a
"Supplement** or "Postscript" to the current edition.
Hardly ever did they advance a publication date regardless
22
of when they received news of its importance. One
notable exception to this latter practice was in South
Carolina. Peter Timothy's flaaettft and the ftaarican JMigal
r.**<*++*> f Robert Wells often appeared in the form of
"Supplements* "Postscripts* M or "Additions'* on other than
normal printing days. This practice appeared keyed to
arrival of ships in Charleston bringing papers from other
23
colonies.
Many printers "believed it was part of their public
duty to print materials on all sides of a question* even
when they ran counter to a particular publisher's own
24
views. " At least they professed this view of their role
in proposals for their newspapers* which generally appeared
















on page one of their first editions. Although each used
somewhat different words, John Me in expressed the substance
of their feelings when starting his chronic if» in 1767 by
saying , "Whenever any dispute claims general attention* the
arguments on both sides shall be laid before the public
25
with the utmost impartiality."
Despite statements of fairness* printers found as
the revolutionary movement deepened they could not maintain
this impartial position. As feelings mounted during the
period, printers either voluntarily took sides or were
pressed into one political camp or the other, often to
their disliking. Isaiah Thomas summed up their feelings
thuslyi
One of my profession here must either be of one party
or the other (he cannot please both) he must therefore
incur the censure of the opposite party which, to incur
censure and displeasure of any party or persons, though
caressed and encouraged by others, is disagreeable to
me.
The position of the printers was clear. Their newspapers
would reflect partisan politics in the growing split
26between the colonics and Great Britain.
The most fully articulated political arguments of
the Revolutionary leaders appeared in pamphlets. They were
spacious enough to allow complete recapitulation of a point
of view, which in many cases appeared first in another





this form, according to Bernard Bailyn* that "much of the
important characteristic writing of the American Revolution
occurred." Their purpose was to persuade by explanation
and description that political liberty in America was
threatened. For Philip Davidson they expressed "the best
27thought of the day.
"
Pamphlets were probably most effective north of
Virginia. There a greater number of printers and book-
sellers and closer concentration of people permitted fuller
and more rapid exchange of ideas. In 1774 a pamphlet
describing colonial grievances with Great Britain circu-
lated through the interior of Connecticut as a means of
informing those who were "not under the best advantages for
information from the newspapers and other pieces wrote upon
the controversy." Thus pamphlets emerge as a favorite
28
channel of communication during the period.
SUBMM
Sermons were chosen because of the importance of
the clergy and the pulpit as communications outlets and
influencers of opinion. Ministers were among the best
educated and most widely traveled persons in the colonial
society. Schooled in political literature as well as
ecclesiastical* they were political persons despite the
ethical problems this created for them. Their sermons were
as often political discourses as religious preachings.








such as elections* anniversaries of prominent events* and
military musters. In New England they annually preached on
general election day—the last Wednesday in May—and
artillery election day when officers of the militia company
were chosen* It was custom on these occasions to preach a
"decent* serious and constructive" sermon on a political
subject* The obligation to "fight sin" became a political
29
as well as religious objective.
Despite internal differences and reasons* the
majority of the clergy in Hew England joined the Whig
movement. In the South they played a less prominent part*
but after 1774 increased their efforts. They were imbued
with the concept of natural law—the idea that man lived
under justice and equity which was God-given. They
possessed an anti-monarchlal spirit based upon the concept
that people had the right to choose their own rulers and
fix the bounds of their authority. Presbyterian church
doctrine* for instance* asserted the right of majority rule
and distinct self-governing entities. Where the layman
went to John Locke* Milton* and Sidney for theories on
government and a free society* so the clergy went to them
for theories on religious tolerance and human understand-
ing. The most radical "Dissenters" of the period were
influenced by "radical Protestant church life." Thus*
their religious teachings and political leanings inter-
twined. Through the period they more and more preached a









right of resistance to acts of Great Britain* which they
thought threatened people's liberty. It is not surprising*
therefore* to find them as leaders in the Whig cause.
Their feelings were perhaps well summed up as early as 1763
by Reverend Jonathan Mayhews
True religion comprised a love of liberty and of one's
country and the hatred of tyranny and oppression; that
civil liberty they cherished so deeply received its
chief sanction from religious faith.
^
finmmlfitffflm of Coggewaondence
Philip Davidson referred to committees of
correspondence as ". • • the most important organization
for dissemination of propaganda that was created throughout
the entire period. They represented the end product of a
series of extra-legal political organizations* which
functioned in various capacities during the period.
Founded in Massachusetts in 1772* they constituted a
"powerful grassroots political organization" for the Whigs,
functioning outside the colonial legislatures. Following
their inception in Massachusetts* Virginia proposed, in
1773* that they become official in all the colonies. But*
32
the system was not complete until summer* 1774.
Forerunners of the formal system first appeared in
1764 at the time of the Sugar Act. By uniting the colonies
in refusing to import certain articles of British manufac-
ture* they hoped to bring economic pressure to bear upon
England to repeal the act. During the controversy over the
•-
-
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Stamp Act colonial assemblies corresponded in order to form
a concerted effort throughout the colonies against use of
the *tempo. Again* in 1768* in response to passage of the
Townshond Acts. Whig-*dominated assemblies acted by
correspondence with each other to establish a united course
of action against this latest economic and political
threat. At that time Samuel Adams sent the Massachusetts
Circular Latter throughout the colonies* accompanied by a
series of letters from Massachusetts citizens to prominent
persons in England demanding repeal of the Townshend
duties. The Circular Letter appealed to the other colonies
to add their protests to those of Massachusetts. Thus*
continued use* over time* of this form of communication
encouraged development of the formal system* which emerged
after 1773 as tensions increased. 33
CflarauniKflf iQna in the. Colonial
Distribution of written word in the colonies was
not easy. Any discussion of diffusion should be more
meaningful if problems associated with communications
during the period are understood. Road networks did not
exist. Land travel was primarily by horseback* and no
permanent bridges existed over any major stream in the
colonies. As John Ringwalt said in his study of American
transportation systems* "At the time of the American
Revolution there was not a good road of considerable length
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in the north* it was virtually non-existent in the south*
with only a single road through extensive eworaps connecting
34
seacoast towns below Virginia.
The postal service was the principal means by which
written communications were delivered. In the north that
consisted of the postal rider traveling between cities on
horseback. Bis load was necessarily limited. Service
between northern cities and the South was by ship* taking
anywhere from two to five weeks between Boston and
Charleston* South Carolina. Colonial printers were* in
loost cases* also postmasters. This provided them an
advantage in distributing their printings through the
postal system* but it could not increase the load-carrying
35
capability of the postal rider or shorten delivery time.
By modern standards the colonies were not in close
contact with each other. Communicating events or spreading
ideas was a difficult* slow process. A sermon had to be
printed as a pamphlet* then sent through the colonies
(usually in limited numbers) to be reprinted when and where
36
another printer thought it offered a chance of selling.
Newspaper printers served a real "gatekeeping" function
through their liberal use of scissors and paste. A news
story had first to be written by an individual in one
colony* supplied to and printed there in a newspaper and
dispatched through a relatively slow postal system. It
then had to survive an evaluating and editing process in
iv.--:xv -•: „>'*amq bat mummXi& a« mm U ;'-- --.•?:; ..-r.-f.ov.- j-
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another colony by a different printer. To compound the
difficult situation* another step was often inserted into
the process. The story, in many cases, went through an
intermediate location where it was reprinted. This, then,
was the process by which written communications got from
colony to colony. We shall see how it affected what
information became available about the Boston Massacre.
Lacking our modern systems of rapid communications,
much information diffused through conversation between
individuals or within groups. Each city possessed
numerous taverns, inns, and coffee-"houses, where citizens
gathered and discussed the news of the day. One historian
has claimed the "political pot simmered and seethed" in
them when people congregated to "read the latest news-
sheets and fortify each others prejudices. " Another
student of the period asserted that "If the American
Revolution was •cradled* in any place, it was in the urban
public houses." Although these assertions seem reasonable
in the context of the times, little actual evidence exists
to support them. Beyond generalizing about these institu-
tions and associating some with political factions,
historians have written little about the social and
37political role they played in colonial life.
Queiflona. Slyni fleaner and TAmltationa
This study is descriptive and comparative in
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regarding news coverage of the Boston Massacre and to
estimate relative impact of various media. Major questions
for which it seeks answers ares
1) What printed material about the Boston Massacre
diffused through the colonies?
2) In which channel of public communications did the
Boston Massacre receive its fullest coverage?
3) Is the credit which Sen1«singer gave to newspapers
as the principal vehicle for fomenting revolution valid in
the case of the Boston Massacre? Be said:
Of these many ways of kneading men's minds* none*
however* equaled the newspapers • • • they influenced
events both by the reporting and abetting of local
patriot transactions and by broadcasting kindred
proceedings in other places. The press* that is to
say* instigated, catalysed and synthesized the many
forms of Whig propaganda and action. It trumpeted the
doings of Whig committees* publicised rallies* and
mobbings* promoted partisan fast days and anniversaries*
blazoned patriotic speeches and toasts* popularized
anti-British slogans* gave wide currency to ballads and
broadsides* furthered the persecution of Tories*
reprinted London news of the government's intentions
regarding America and* in general* created an
atmosphere of distrust and enmity that made reconcili-
ation increasingly difficult. Besides* the newspapers
dispensed a greater volume of political and constitu-
tional argument than all the other media
combined. • • .38
4) What central themes did the information which
diffused about the Massacre contain?
5) To what extent were the communications pro-Tory*
pro-Whig* or neutral in their manifest sources and their
apparent purpose?
By the answers to these questions the study probes
significance and impact on the basis of what and how much
> flPtfftfS







information about the Massacre public communications
diffused throughout the colonies* and any response shown by
each to Knowledge of the affair—again as displayed in the
39
media.
Although not intended as an investigation of
printing habits and procedures of the colonial newspaper
publisher* the study provides soma insight into this
subject. By tracing news stories back to their original
Boston sources* the study shows whether printers' sources
matched the political leanings of their newspapers as
established by historians.
Three basic limitations arise from the structure of
the study and research procedures usedt
1) It does not examine interpersonal communications
about the event* except as reference was found in the
sources consulted. To accomplish this would require a
monumental effort of sifting through diaries* papers*
archives* and letters in collections throughout the
country. This study is limited to information carried
through public communications channels* and uses materials
available at the State Historical Society of Wisconsin or
through inter-library loan.
2) Only a limited attempt has been made to fit this
communications study into the political and social context
of each colony examined. A basic question of why the







3) With the exception of a few stories about the
incident itself* the study does not show intermediate
sources of newspaper accounts--that is, if a story origin-
ated in Boston and subsequently appeared in Kew York and
South Carolina, the study does not determine whether the
South Carolina printer got the story frora the Mew York
paper rather than the Boston one. More will be said about
this in the suggestions for further study contained in
Chapter VII.
ft fibte on tMm
Historian Richard Buel, Jr., says that any discus-
sion of the American Revolution involves a "rich
multiplicity of interpretations'* which has "helped to
illuminate the complexity" of the subject, but from time to




An example, germane to this study, involves argu-
ment among historians over motives of Revolutionary
leaders. On one side lies the position of Philip Davidson
and Arthur M. Schlesinger, that Revolutionary rhetoric
contained in pamphlets, sermons, newspapers, etc., was
"propaganda*1—a contrived effort on the part of a small
group of radical leaders to manipulate public opinion to
their ends. And that these ends were not shared by a
majority of the population. Thus, Schlesinger says, "The











and * slavery' had little or no objective reality , at least
prior to the Intolerable Acts* bat ceaseless repetition of
the charge kept emotions at fever pitch. H
Countering this concept is Bernard Bailyn* who
believes the saute rhetoric reveals that the colonists felt
"real fears* real anxieties, a real sense of danger.* They
wrote and spoke* not out of "desire to influence by
rhetoric and propaganda the inert minds of an otherwise
passive populace*** but as an expression of true belief*
His difference with Davidson and Schlesinger lies in his
rejection of the Revolutionary writers as persons engaged
in an attempt to manipulate the public toward hidden ends*
42
often with false messages.
But* Bailyn does not argue that the writers had no
intent to persuade. On the contrary* he says their
43purpose was to do so. Bailyn* Schlesinger* and Davidson
thus agree that the writers* regardless of their degree of
honesty and openness* were trying to persuade people to
oppose Great Britain's attitudes and measures.
Deep motive, while posing a significant historical
problem* is not the concern of this study. It is*
instead* to describe the diffusion of communications about
the Boston Massacre in an attempt to assess historians*
claims that it was an important event in the move toward
independence. The study examines these communications as
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communications Which diffused, not the honesty or motive of
the writer* Persona in other colonies could only know what
they were told about the event. Their knowledge and
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CHAPTER II
WSWSPAPERS REPORT THE MASSACRE j SPRING, 1770
Because the newspapers contained so much material
about the Massacre and treated each aspect of the event
differently, it is necessary to devote three chapters to
the story they told. Ths role played by sermons*
pamphlets, and committees of correspondence in relating the
Massacre tale will be discussed separately.
HQCftgrpttftd,
In May, 1767, the British Parliament passed the
Townshend Acts, three pieces of legislation named for the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Charles Townshend. These acts
emphasised British sovereignty (particularly Parliament's)
over the colonies, thereby reversing some long-held
policies regarding relations between the mother country and
America. The Acts suspended the New York Assembly, imposed
a revenue measure upon the colonies, and created an
American board of customs. By suspending New York's
assembly. Parliament took the power of calling and dis-
solving colonial legislatures away from the Royal governors
and vested it in itself. The Revenue Act reversed a long-












into the colonies by imposing import duties on British
goods such as glass* painters* colors* paper* and tea.
Lastly* a customs board was established in Boston with
powers to administer and enforce all customs regulations in
the colonies—-a function previously performed in England.
To say the Townshend Acts were unpopular in the
colonies is to understate the case. They met strong
resistance. Of the Revenue Act* John Dickinson* writing in
his widely circulated sories* "Letters from a Farmer in
Pennsylvania* said it had the single purpose of extracting
aoney from the colonies under the guise of regulating
trade—a departure from the time-honored principle of
regulation only. To counter it* and attempt to force
repeal of the Townshend Acts* Whig groups throughout the
colonies pressed for and obtained* in the spring of 1768* a
2policy of non-importation of British goods.
In Boston* seat of anti-British sentiment in the
colonies* reaction to establishment of the customs board
included snob violence and threats of mob violence against
members of the board. Following capture by the customs
officials of John Hancock »s sloop TJiatarty on June 10, 1768*
mob rioting forced the commissioners to seek safety in
Castle William* an island fort in Boston harbor. There
they remained for months under threat of physical harm from
3the Whig mob.
In the midst of these growing tensions* four













regiments of British troops came to Boston in the fall of
1763 under orders of General Thomas Gage. British military
commander in /anerica. Lord Hillsborough* colonial secre-
tary, directed Gage's action from England, Stationing
British troops in the colonies was not a new event. They
had been in America for years, having fought a major war
there from 1759 to 1763 to prevent French encroachment into
Morth America. Following the French and Indian War.
however, they remained in the colonies, ostensibly to guard
the frontier against Indians and any lingering French
threat. They were quartered in some twenty-six places
throughout the colonies—mostly outposts or small communi-
ties like Ticonderoga. Crown Point. Niagara. Pensacola. and
soma in South Carolina. But with increasing tensions the
soldiers moved into the major cities of Slew York.
Philadelphia. Charleston, and finally. Boston. Whig
factions among the colonists felt they were there, not as
protection, but to support functions of the British
officials by terrifying the people into compliance with
4
unjust laws.
From the time of their arrival in Boston, the
British soldiers created traditional frictions associated
with troops living among civilians. They failed to adhere
to customs and traditions of the city? shop lifted.
brawled, and insulted and seduced the local women. The







with sticks, stones* and, in the winter, snowballs. fr'ona
felt the threat more than Samuel Adams, who felt the
soldiers' arrival ended all possibility of reconciliation
with Britain. John Adams marked his cousin's determination
5
for independence froft the date of that arrival.
Whig leaders in Boston, headed by Sam Mams,
drummed up hate against the British troops through a news-
paper campaign waged between October, 1768, and July, 1769.
They popularised any item reflectiiig unfavorably upon troop
behavior in the "Journal of Occurrences.'* This feature ran
regularly in Jolu* boifs ftew, YtttK Jtttiinal under agreement
between Whig leaders in IJew York and Boston. Written in
the latter city by various prominent Whigs including Adasss
and town clerk William Cooper, each installment of the
"Journal** was printed two weeks later by Holt. It then was
reprinted in the Boston Evening Post two months after its
New York appearance. This was probably a tactical maneuver
designed, according to one historian, to inflame the
emotions of the Boston populace long after details of the
incident were too dim to be accurately recalled.
Lieutenant Governor Thomas Hutchinson claimed the towns-
people were willing to accept them as printed.
With dislike running high against both soldiers and
customs officials, two unrelated incidents occurred within
two weeks prior to the Massacre which set up the final
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boys mocked four Boston merchants* accused of ignoring non-
importation, by displaying their names on a poster attached
to a large wooden head. The boys paraded this effigy
before the house of one of the businessmen. Ebeneser
Richardson* who lived next door and was thought to be in
the pay of the customs officials as an informer* attempted
to destroy the display. Failing* he retreated* in the face
of taunts* into his house* got a gun and fired upon the
boys. Bis shot killed Christopher Snider* and wounded
several others. Richardson was arrested and charged with
murder. Also charged was George Wilmot* who was found
inside Richardson's house. Wilmot was also thought to be
7
associated with the customs commissioners.
The Boston press labeled the incident a "barbarous
Murder attended with fflany. aggravating Circumstances. M The
Boston Gaatttta and the Svimtorifaafc coupled a gory
description of the wounds of the victims with an account of
the violence of the attack. The "Circumstances" alluded to
was tyranny in the form of customs service domination of a
8peaceful populace. This story diffused throughout the
colonies, later to be linked with the Massacre as a basic
theme. A subsequent denial by the customs officials of any
connection with either Richardson or Wilmot appeared in the
Boston press* but was later ignored in favor of continued













During the week preceding the Massacre* which
occurred on a Monday night* several arguments and fights
broke out between soldiers of the 29th Regiment and workers
at John Gray's ropewalk. These battles* involving up to
thirty or forty soldiers and about a dozen ropewalkers*
heightened tension between the soldiers and the town to the
point where little was required to spark the disaster which
occurred three nights later. The aoaton Evening-goat and
the JHfiKa^Lafcfcsr. carried stories of these affairs* showing
the soldiers as the aggressors. The Evf>ninff-gpnt: story
appeared the afternoon of March 5* along with an account of
Snider 'a funeral. Thus* the aggressive nature of the
soldiers* coupled with their basic incompatibility with the
townspeople* was displayed in the press on the day of the
Massacre.
It was this constant friction between the soldiers
and the town, especially among the lower economic classes*
that culminated in the incident of March 5* 1770* when a
group of eight soldiers of His Majesty's 29th Regiment of
Foot fired upon the townspeople in front of the customs
house in King Street* killing five and wounding several
others. One can readily believe* as did John Adams* that
hate* Systematically pursued for months . . . between the
lower Class and the Soldiers* " created the atmosphere for
11
the Massacre. This is not to imply that the Whigs* who







wanted anyone to die. Who was at fault in the actual
shooting may still be debated* but for purposes of this
study is of little consequence. Of importance is what
information circulated and where. Regardless of what
happened or who was really to blame, persons in the other
colonies could only Know what they were told about the
incident. With this in Mind* we may now look at the story
related by the newspapers.
Mftaaachusfttta
John Main printed a good newspaper by colonial
standards. Typographically the Boston Chronic Iff was the
best in Boston at the time—if not in all the colonies.
Originally founded as an impartial or neutral paper* the
Chrnnipifl became a Tory supporter following personal
attacks against Main by the Whigs for his refusal to sign
12
the non-importation agreement.
Because the Chronicle published on Thursdays* its
March 8th issue was one of two Boston papers to report
first the events of the night of March 5. In a half-
column account beginning "For some days bye-past there have
been several affrays between the inhabitants and the
soldiers quartered in this town, * the Chronicle gave a
brief summary of the facta of the incident* as then known*
and a list of the casualties. It finished by reporting the
actions of Hutchinson and Lieutenant Colonel Dalrymple*
•on****** - *w*b*«mw©' ***•
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commander of the 29th Regiment* in withdrawing British
troops from the town subsequent to the affair. Mein
followed the account with this italicized note* explaining
why he did not provide more information: *We decline at
present giving a more particular account of this unhappy
affair* as we hear the trial of the unfortunate prisoners
13is to come next week." Eleven days later the CHrop iiale
its only other reference to the incident with a one-
sentence announcement of withdrawal of the 14th and 29th
14Regiments from the city to Castle William.
Also on March 3* Richard Draper's pro-Tory Bpaton
ftwa-^c^r printed a one-column neutral story of the
Massacre. The Meva-i^tter was the oldest newspaper in
Boston, and for many years printed for the governor and his
council. Draper set off the top of his story column with a
row of large black dots. His lead consisted of a long
sentence apologizing for not printing a fuller account*
explaining that "A number of Gentlemen are collecting
Evidences of the whole Transactions* as soon as these are
done* an Account will be drawn up and Published in the
Papers. " Then followed a factual story of the Incident
without placing blame for the shooting. This excerpt shows
Draper's attempt at fairness t "Soon after* the Word Fire:
was heard* upon which one Gun went off* in a Second or two
of Time one or two others. . . • * The account listed the










describing the arrest of the soldiers and withdrawal of the
troops as a result of town pressure on Hutchinson and his
council applied in a series of meetings the following
day. 15
In its continued coverage of the Massacre* the
ttew«-Lettar departed from the basically neutral position of
its original account. It leaned* not to the Tory side*
however* but to the Whig. On March 15th* Draper began his
story by again explaining why he printed such a limited
account the previous week* and rejecting more comprehensive
coverage because N . . • there being many other Circum-
stances that have not been published, and additional
Evidences daily arising* . • . * He thus appeared reluctant
to be drawn into the mounting controversy. Nevertheless*
he went on to print, again under a heading of black dots* a
funeral account of those killed similar to that of the
March 12th issue of the Boston Gaaatta—complete with
coffin symbols* on which were inscribed initials of the
dead.
In the same issue Draper offered evidence of
support for Boston from around the colony. He printed a
petition from the town of Roxbury backing Boston in its
effort to rid the soldiers from its midst. Then followed
an account of votes taken in a town meeting thanking
Cambridge* Charlestown* Watartown* and "all our Brethren



















thoy manifested for us in the late horrid Massacre by the
Soldiery. • • • •* Pffitvw't^f.tMir coverage continued for two
more weeks with single -sentence announcements of troop
withdrawals and the town's hiring of a schooner to take its
17
side of the story to London.
The Jtewa-T^***!^ accounts, whil© not as numerous*
detailed* or strident in tone as those in the Whig papers,
offered readers a view of innocent people murdered by an
aroused soldiery. The accounts made no attempt to excuse
or defend them for their action. EJesplte its Tory reputa-
tion, the Mawe-L^t^r favored a Whig view of the affair.
Historians generally agree that the Boston Qaaflttfi?
was the principal Whig newspaper in the American colonies.
One of its printers. Benjamin Kdes* was an original member
of the Boston Loyal 1 Mine, forerunners of the Sons of
Liberty in that city. Sam Adams and his group of Whig
leaders, including Josiah wuincy, Joseph Warren. James
Otis. John Hancock, and Thomas Cushing. wrote extensively
for it—Adams in particular. Material for the paper was
often made up for the Monday publication over the weekend by
Adams and his associates, assisting Edes and his partner.
John Gill. The association between the Whig leaders and the
fia«afcfc« was so strong that John Adams, in 1771. moved his
18
office to "Uueen -Street in the house of Mr. John Gill."
It is not surprising, therefore, that the heaviest
coverage of the Massacre and most clearly Whig point of
.>-.= >' ::rr. ; -.-?a : ; . : - « .. ' ?~ I'-^ir:-. • -: .












view would appear in that paper. The original qaasefcfaa
account filled nearly four full columns on two pages of its
March 12th issue. All columns on both pages* even those
with stories not pertaining to the affair . were heavily
bordered in black. In the midst of that portion of the
story telling of the funerals, the fla^tta displayed its
coffin symbols—thirteen lines high—with skull and cross-
bones and initials of the dead emblazoned on each. Samuel
Maverick *s coffin symbol also showed a scythe and hour-
glass—traditional symbols of death.
Either by itself or in combination with a similar
account appearing the same day in the Boston &yenlnqrffoat
(we examine it shortly) . this ffliMfttffi article provided the
source for a majority of Massacre news accounts which
appeared throughout the colonies within the next month.
This in itself is sufficient to mark its importance. But.
beyond that, it is significant because it first presented
three major themes about the Massacre, which Whig writers
would repeat over and over again. These wares
1. The Massacre was a direct and inevitable result of
quartering British soldiers among civilians—soldiers whose
function, under a false guise of protection, was to
threaten the populace into submission.
2. The soldiers were entirely at fault, killing
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3. The soldiers were conspiring with the customs
commissioners in some sort of dark plot against liberty.
In a two-thirds column preansbie to its description
of the incident, the Gagjetfce established the Whigs* fears
about troop quartering. The opening sentence set the tone
for what was to comn
The Town of Boston affords a recent and melancholy
Demonstration of the destructive Consequences of
quartering Troops among citizens in a Tiras of Peace*
under a Pretence of supporting the Laws and aiding
Civil Authority*. • * «
The account maximized hatred against the soldiers* accusing
them of firing into a crowd consisting of "thirty or forty
persons* mostly lads*** under direct orders of Captain
Preston* their of£ieer~in-charge* for no other reason than
they "were clamorous* and it is said* threw snow-balls- B
One paragraph* picked up three days later by the Hfett&z.
Latt-^r. painted the results in these vivid terms $
Tuesday Morning presented a most shocking Scene* the
Blood of our fellow Citisens running like Water thro'
King-Street* and the Merchants Exchange the principal
Spot of the Military Parade for about 18 Months past*
Our Blood might also be tracked up to the Head of Long-
Lane* and through divers other Streets and Passages.
Following a series of resolutions and votes
demanding troop withdrawal, the Whig author drew his
picture of conspiracy between the soldiers and the customs
officials. He recounted the arrest of a boy who confessed
to firing a gun out of the customs house under orders from










others "hired by the Commissioners and Customs Officers to
do their Business in* The account ended with one final
reference to the dangers of standing armies* hy equating
the "dreadful Tragedy" to a recent* similar military action
against a civilian population in St. Georges Field*
London.
Despite its Whig loyalties* the Gazette that day
printed the first words heard from the other side. In a
one-paragraph letter to Sdes and Gill from the "Boston-
Goal* " Captain Preston thanked the inhabitants of the town
for "throwing away Party and Prejudice ... in Defence of
my injured Innocence 14 with its treatment of him. We shall
see how the Whigs later used this letter to their own
advantage.
That the Massacre evoked rapid response in
neighboring communities was also reported by the Qaaattn.
It told of "neighboring Towns actually under Arms upon the
first report of the Massacre*" with "many Thousands of our
brave Brethren in the Country** only waiting a signal to
march upon Boston. The paper also printed the petition
from Roximry to Hutchinson supporting Boston's demands for
troop withdrawals--just one of several like it which
21
appeared.
A week later the Ga«atte again devoted the bulk of
its two pages to Massacre stories. First appeared a letter
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of the "present miserable Situation* occasioned by the
Exorbitancy of the Military Power • • • long since
stationed among us. * The letter also dealt with the other
basic themes contained in the original Gassets article by
blaming the soldiers for firing without provocation and
tying the affair to the customs officials* With the
letter, and clipped from the Ksse^ qasepfcte of March 13th,
appeared an article by MA Whig** pledging armed support by
1*500 Salem men, if needed. The paper also reported Carr*s
death in a black-bordered announcement accompanied by a
coffin symbol, attributing it to the "Rage of the
Soldiery.
*
Kdes and Gill also printed in this issue the first
Tory counter to the Whig assertion that the soldiers
provoked the affair. An article told of persons
gathering "Testimonies,'* including one deposition accusing
a boy in King Street of throwing a brickbat at the customs
house. This article also reported the departure for
England of customs officer John Robinson carrying deposi-
tions which would show the town guilty of provocation.
These depositions would later form the basis for the Tory
pamphlet. A jfftjr Account . « . . which we shall discuss in
Chapter V.
Accompanying this story, however, was a contrasting
one showing Whig activities of a similar nature. This
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would definitely brand the soldiers as the aggressors.
Like the Tory depositions, the article indicated that these
would also be sent to England, (They ultimately were* as
the Whig pamphlet A Short BareflUvft of ,.ths .iteris!
m««°»T^ - » . .) Each side was fighting to get its side
22
of the story to London first.
On March 26th the Gazette again devoted two pages
(the third straight week) to the Massacre. A Whig writer
responded to the previous week's Tory counter-argument hy
reiterating the size and composition of the crowd (thirty
to forty boys) * and couplained of Kobin3on*s departure with
the Tory depositions* designed* he said* to deceive the
"Administration into believing there was a threat to the
customs house." The gft«»tt.e then debased Robinson's
character with an accompanying article about a young man of
dubious character from Boston who recently took a new job
in Hew York. The story claimed he was previously
Robinson's "Pimp and Procurer. " Zn the same issue* Edes
and Gill offered another Tory view of the affair* by
printing a second deposition. In this one Angelo Michael
Harwell provided an alibi for Manwaring and his servant boy
by claiming they were somewhere else at the time of the
233hootings.
Gazette coverage of the Massacre continued in
diminishing amounts for another three weeks. Some stories
were one or two-sentence accounts announcing the hiring and
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sailing of Captain Gardner* a schooner M&JUBS&.* carrying the
town's story to London* Other longer articles complained
of a delay in Manwaring's trial and failure to arrest
24
others who had helped the soldiers* On April 2nd.
however* the r^—***™ presented, in its only page one
account of the Massacre* another look at the standing army
theme* In a reprint from the fflfiW HflfflPllMrft (afUgftttt
(mistakenly identified as the Eor,t«fiQUth fiflglftfttat) of
March 12th* "Consideration" appealed for vengeance* and
hoped the Massacre served as an example that "Standing
armies have ever proved themselves destructive to the
Liberties of a people* * . • " In a tirade full of refer-
ences to "Blood of innocent Americans* * he likened the
Massacre to "horrid scenes of barbarity and murder
committed by the tyrants of Rome*" This article diffused
widely* as we shall see*
The BQB^on ffapftfcfce went well beyond reporting the
incident. Its coverage told a story of conspiracy between
soldiers and customs commissioners* designed to subject the
townspeople of Boston to the arbitrary will of outsiders*
And if the people failed to submit* the ffijaaatte showed them
the result—they would be murdered* The few stories
offering a Tory view were overwhelmed in number* size* and
polemics by the Whig bias*
Thomas and John Fleet's ftQgfcon Braning-Past: was the





duriny the Revolution. Schleeinger described it as
"conscientiously and consistently" attempting to give equal
coverage to both sides. And Yodelis* most recent study of
Boston newspapers concludes that the Po^t did indeed pursue
a course of printing both sides of the story. At the same
time, however, both historians noted that, because of a
greater amount of material provided by Whig writers, the
paper publicized the Whig cause more than the Tory.
Nothing illustrates this better than the Ev^nlng-Poafc 'a
coverage of the Massacre.
The Fleets were the only Boston printers to put an
account of the Massacre on page one. Like the MeMff'tAtt^r
they set off their story with a row of large black dots
across the column. This was cheir only typographical
emphasis—no coffins or black borders like the &Uj&££a's.
The Fleets concentrated on reporting the incident by
printing a story remarkably similar to that of the qasettg.
27
In fact, the accounts matched exactly in line after line.
It appears they obtained their account from the same Whig
source as Edes and Gill. While leaving no doubt as to what
happened and who was at fault, the Evening-frost article did
not contain either the polemical preamble about the threat
of standing armies or the succeeding story about Manwaring
and the firing from the customs house, which had appeared
in the ffmnftitifl- The account thus included the Massacre










and Crown officials. It thanked "with Gratitude, the
generous Sympathy" of adjacent towns and the colony in
general for their support. Then it ended with this poem*
summarising the writer's concern for the victims
t
With Fire enwrapt* farcharged with sudden Death*
Lo, the pois'd Tube convolves it's fatal Breath!
The flying Ball with heav'n directed Force* ...
How galflwell * &t£ficJSA. QX&& and Httver&cK fell.
While eschewing most references to a conspiracy*
the Rvenlng-Poflt did tell its readers that the Massacre had
been planned. Earlier in the account, following this
anguished cry over the incidents
How the authors of the almost entire subversion of
British Faith* British Liberty* Juatiee . Humanity and
mutual Affection of all to all* can bear to read this
tale* let others imagine!
the i>Q«fc made its single reference to a preconceived plan
against the town by the soldiers* sayings
An apprehension of a settled plan for a general if not
universal massacre* from such barbarous outrages in
conjunction with their former attacks and continued
menaces* justly alarmed the peoples —The bells were
set a ringing ....
This account* coupled with the March 5th story about the
previous altercations between soldiers and ropewalkers*
gave Evening-feet readers a Whig picture of the affair.
20The Fleets would do more.
a week later the £o&t joined the fiftiifittfi in
emphasising all three major Massacre themes. On that day
the Fleet8 printed Boston's letter to England. They also









Boston" asking for information about the Massacre. In his
reply the "Friend" explained in some detail that the
incident resulted from the introduction of standing armies
into the city by those who believed the "people a
licentious* factious and rebellious rabble* which their
lordships the common soldiery must awe into peace and good
order. . • . * The £&&&. also credited itself and the
Gazette with the most "authentic** accounts of the Massacre
29
"as could be collected.
*
Over the next two weeks* the &QML continued to
emphasise the danger of troops living among civilians. On
March 26 "A Whig" appeared* and in the April 2nd issue, the
Fleets printed "Consideration. In each issue the £&at
also ran advertisements for a print* sold jointly by the
Fleets and Hdes and Gill* "containing a Representation of
the late horrid Massacre in Xing-Street. " The print
depicted the Massacre scene* showing soldiers under command
of an officer firing upon the citizens while the victims
30lay in the street* blood running from open wounds.
Although they printed fewer articles than Sdes and
Gill* and minimized the customs service conspiracy theme.
the Fleets* nevertheless* displayed strong Whig sentiment
in their Massacre coverage. If Tory material* such as the
caz^fct^ offered* was available to them* they made no
attempt to balance their Whig view by printing it.
Evfenipg-Pofefr readers* therefore* got only slightly less
•fcMf ;.=• .» :--»•







Whig persuasion than n*"^**^ readers.
One other Massacre account appeared in Boston on
March 12—in John Green and Joseph Russell's Po^fr-Boy- The
Poat-Boy. although considered a Tory organ, was basically
timid and non-controversial. It normally avoided politics*
printing limited amounts of local news. It concentrated,
31
xnstead, on articles from England.
Pespite its disinclination tc get involved in local
affairs, the Pr>gfr-»**y covered the Massacre. Its account of
the incident itself was identical to that which had
appeared in the Mw-Lafcfcar four days earlier. Following
that, Green and Russell added funeral details and the
series of messages and resolutions running back and forth
between the town and Hutchinson (much the same as the
Gsamtta and Evening-goat of the same day) . The paper did
not press the story, however, breaking its coverage a week
later with an account in which Boston thanked the towns of
the colony for their support and "kind Concern they mani-
fested for us in the late horrid Massacre by the
32Soldiers. . • • *
Green and Russell's coverage was only partially in
keeping with their reputation. Although they did not get
deeply involved, what they did print presented a Whig view.
Outside Boston one other newspaper published in
Massachusetts at the time of the Massacre. In Salem,
Samuel Ball printed his Whig paper. The Siseat Gftaetfca*
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every Tuesday. Hail began his paper in 1763, printing it
by himself until 1772 when he took in his brother*
Ebeneser* as a partner. The paper changed its name to Xbe.
HtW gntflanti Chroniclfi when it moved to Cambridge in the
spring of 1775. 33
In its Massacre coverage the 5*1 *»m RaMfte clipped
its stories almost exclusively from the BQaton Qfiratte.
On March 13* Hall gave his readers the Roafccm Gaaatta 1 !
entire account of the affair in two black-bordered pages.
Salem responded* as we have seen* by readying its men to
rush to Boston* s defense. *A Whig** also requested
supporting resolutions from throughout "America* " and
further asked that citizens prepare to "sacrifice their
Lives in extirpating a profligate* licentious and blood-
thirsty Soldiery. . . . -34
Over the next four weeks* the fn^gftttifl treated its
readers to additional examples of its Boston namesake's
vituperative persuasion including Carr*s death*
"Consideration's" fear of standing armies* plus denuncia-
tion of bail for Manwaring and the others accused of firing
from the cuetonus house. This last article pushed for a
speedy trial* claiming the issue was being delayed. If
innocent* it said* they should be released* if guilty* they
35
should be "hanged.
In order to assist the reader in picturing the
disparity between the amounts of Whig and Tory material
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appearing in the newspapers* Table 1 has been prepared.
From it can be seen that the Massachusetts newspapers
printed over four times as many articles favoring a Whig
view of the incident as a Tory and neutral one. Through
the preceding analysis of these articles* we have seen that
the Whig accounts were also much longer and partisan* thus
intending to be more persuasive. There is little doubt
that Massachusetts got and responded to Whig news of the
"horrid Massacre. w
TABLE 1
DIFFUSION OF HEWS STORIES RESULTING FROM BOSTON MASSACRES
POLITICAL BIAS BY COLONY*
Bias Mass. Conn. N.Y. Fa. Va. b) » V» a
Ts-ry 6 1 2 2 1 1
Whig 34 19 5 22 4 7
Neutral 2 3 2 1 1
*This table shows number of stories one paragraph or
greater in length which appeared in all newspapers up until
coverage break in news deriving from the incident itself.
Three newspapers were printed in Connecticut at the
time of the Boston Massacre* one in each of the major
population centers. They all were Whig* and published by
members of the largest family of printers in the colonies—
the Greens. Thomas Green, in partnership with Ebenezer
Watson* produced the Connect icut Courajnt in Hartford until
It









1771 when Watson took it alone. Thomas and Samuel Green
printed their Cofln&cticttt iMBMil in New Haven; while
Timothy Green's MMClsttdttj jjjifcM appeared in that town.
Each paper printed throughout the period covered by this
study, with Timothy Green changing the name of his to the
36
Cflaas£t&cut Gaaatto. in dtMssfi 1773.
The first mention of the Massacre in Connecticut
appeared in the BMMMMBslaat fiWMBtli on Monday, March 12.
Green and Watson received the information three days
earlier "By an Express from Boston to Hew York, who went
through this town on Friday last. . . . M Their account
stated that a "Number of Inhabitants'* had been killed
"Opposite the Custom-House in King -street Boston** by fire
from weapons of a "small Detachment of Soldiers* ** directed
by a 'captain of the Regulars. * We shall later see this
rider arrive in New York, where his news was handled some-
what differently. In the same issue appeared an account,
taken from the fiaatan, Evgning-ffpsj^ detailing the previous
altercations between British soldiers and the ropewalkers.
The Cgurmnt explained that Ma more Particular Account of
this tragical Affair must wait the Arrival of the Thursday's
37Post from Boston. • • •
*
When the regular post rider got to Hartford he must
have brought Green and Watson copies of both the BQS&QXk
G8&&SJ&. and £.mnlag~g,qftfc of March 12, because on March 19
the CjpurjfcnJL combined those papers* original Massacre
•wo* r
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articles into a single account* Without special typography
the Caurjuxt gave its readers the Bobton fittSftttft. view that
the "horrid Massacre" resulted from an unprovoked attack
upon innocent townspeople by British soldiers acting in
combination with customs officials in a plot to tyrannise
them. As an extra. Green and Watson added the EvjinJLngj:
£££.£.'8 poem* but excluded Preston *« jail letter. This was
the first of three newspapers in the colonies to combine
38Massacre stories from the Boston papers.
The customs menace was not lost on at least one
Qotuxaajt reader. In the same issue* under a March 13
Hartford dateline, an anonymous local writer set forth his
"Dream. " In it he envisioned the customs commissioners
seized by Boston citizens and shipped to England in chains.
The dreamer awaited the next post "For the Solution 1* to his
39
vision.
Green and Watson continued their coverage for three
weeks in April after skipping the week of March 26. On
April 2 the Gauraat used the ftoatfla AtewaijLi&fcfc&& as a source
to tell about the Whig effort to get its side of the story
to England before the Tories; reprinted "Consideration" out
of the JBMJflgSftWfel and from the BoatfcQft ^ftatstte* complained
of bail for Manwaring and the others accused of firing from
the customs house. Thus, Hartford readers got a Whig view
of how and why the Massacre occurred, even though Green and
40
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Mew Haven citizens read about the Massacre on
March 16. when the Connecticut Journal reproduced the
entire tonatan g$aee^ta account* including Preston's letter
from the Boston jail. In the same issue the >lourxial» like
the Cctuxajifc., printed the KUBJMgSftBt article telling of
earlier troubles with the soldiers. After attesting* on
March 23, to the credibility of their account (by quoting
the Evening-goat's opinion of the Gaaejttsa * s coverage)* the
Greens reported on March 30- -again front the Bqj&oji
£&E£JL£&~~ 'that Boston had hired a ship "to carry to England
a full Representation of the Tragical Affair. . . . *'
for the remainder of its coverage (lasting through
April 20) the JtoMOMU continued to print stories out of the
Boston Caaafttte stressing conspiracy between the soldiers
and the customs officials. In an article on April 6. the
JAurjaal explained that only boys had been on the street in
front of the customs house, and any "ill- language that might
have passed M was caused by the sentry's harassment of them.
This story also accused the customs commissioners of lying
in their attempts to show a threat against the customs
house. On April 20. the 4taNBMtX told that a member of the
Boston grand jury was upset because two persons guilty of
helping the commissioners in the shooting had not been
, 42
arrested.
In Hew London* Timothy Green told his readers on












citizens of Boston as a direct consequence of stationing an
army among them as a means of subjection. In reproducing
the Boatan .Qftacttfi. account , Green eliminated that portion
tying the customs officials to the act. Se would bring out
this aspect of the affair later. The Kawi^ndon Gazette
embellished its account with four black coffin symbols
deleting* however, the initials originally placed upon then
43by the Boston source.
After reporting Carr's death in its next issue, the
&S££Jt£& implicated the customs officials in the affair on
March 30. That day the paper reprinted the jgaaaJLQii..jGAn&tte.
story which claimed they were falsely trying to prove
design upon the customs house with their deposition-
gathering and sending of that story to England. Green
accompanied this article with the account connecting
Robinson with the pimp. A week later Green told his
readers that four minor officials had imen arrested for
firing from the customs house. He got this latter story
from the J&seaoxjL (H.I.) m££UX£ of April 2. which had
obtained it from a man who had arrived "in Town from
Boston. " In this same issue the fi&B&JUtg returned to the
standing army theme by printing "Consideration 8* from the
44
Boston fivftning-poit*
By April 6 Hew London was responding to the news of
the Massacre and its threat to liberty hy soldiers. Along
with "Consideration" Green printed a locally written
'IV
article "By a Friend to his Country, " citing the "innocent
Blood . . . lately spilt in the Streets of Boston ... by
the infernal Outrage and blood thirsty Measures of some of
the Soldiery . • • . " Gaze-tfra coverage broke on ^pril 20
45
with the "Grand Jury-Wan" article.
New London, Hartford, and New Haven received the
Whig side of the story, with one exception. Table 1 shows
that Connecticut got a relatively larger dose than
Massachusetts with only one short article out of eighteen
giving an opposing view. Connecticut also responded to the
news, as shown by Hartford and New London writers. The
eastern part of the colony would have displayed greater
reaction in the Kc>v-r,ondon caxn+t,* than it did if Green had
had more room to print "numerous Addresses from the Country
Towns relative to the Hon-Importation Agreement and the
late Massacre. • , „46
luUBttk
Political leanings of newspapers in New York
reflected diversified sentiments in that colony, iwo, John
Holt's Ml MM> Jouxnal and the £aa&=BQ¥ of James Parker
possessed a strong Whig reputation. Hugh Gaine*s $&w„J£o£k
JttBLKflJiEy seemed to ride with the political tide, shifting
from one side to the other as either party rose to power.
On balance, however, it favored the Tories more than the
Whigs. Holt, called the "Liberty printer** by John Adams,









in June* 1770, and the £oat»-a»y. was taken over by Samuel
Inslee and Anthony Car. Under these partners it survived
47
only until August, 1773.
John Holt printed his original account on March IS
from information he received from "an Express" who left
Boston on Wednesday, March 7, arriving in Hew York on
Monday, March 12. This was probably the same rider who
came through Hartford on Friday, March 9, providing the
source for the Connecticut Courant's original account. Ho
other Connecticut papers mentioned expresses, and the most
direct route between Boston and New York is through central
Connecticut. Time is also about right. The rider reached
Hartford—about half-way to Hew York—in two days, taking
something over four days for the entire trip. Additional
messengers arrived in Hew York on the next two days.
If the Boston Whigs hoped for a repeat of the
"Journal of Occurrences" by feeding information to Hew
York, Holt's first story failed to provide it. In a low-
key factual account, he tried to dissuade his readers from
faulting the soldiers for the incident, saying the rider
"could not certainly tell the Reason, --whether they were
assaulted, or too closely pressed, or were order 'd to
fire. ..." Holt's article, probably locally written,
appeared in italics (a mark of a printer-written story)
.
It began by sumrnariaing previous difficulties between
Boston and the soldiers, then presented facts about the
liraM • •rf*.wu ai
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incident. It ended with Hutchinson's decision to remove
the troops. Holt questioned the validity of his informa-
tion or attributed it to the "Express" four times
throughout his story. He further detailed his policy of
43
neutrality in a note following the article.
Holt's continued coverage did not match his reputa-
tion as a devoted Whig, either. Although he printed
articles about the Massacre for a month* he limited the
number to one or two per issue, following a basically
neutral course by balancing those of Whig flavor with Tory
views.
The Journal did not directly mention the incident
again for two weeks, although Holt did print* on March 22*
a combination of ao*t-.af> se^atta and F,vtsning-gQat accounts
of the Snider murder. However* he never tied that affair
to the Massacre. On March 29 the paper blamed the incident
on the soldiers* but not through the medium of a Boston
newspaper. Instead Holt printed* under a Philadelphia
dateline* an "Extract of a letter from a Gentleman in
Boston to his friend in this City* * which he clipped from
the PenneylyBflifl-gEtronisl^ of March 19. This letter
faulted the soldiers for firing without provocation* but
mad© no effort to convince the Philadelphian that a plot
existed. 4
A week later the Journal fired its heaviest Whig
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the town to England which summarised Whig feelings about
the conspiracy behind the Massacre. On April 12* however*
the paper gave a Tory side. In that issue Holt produced an
extract of a letter from Boston in answer to a request from
a Hew York writer for information about the incident. The
letter tried to "show that the People of this Town, have
not on all Occasions, been so innocent and free from
Aggression, as they represent themselves. M It went on to
tell of an "Outrageous Mob" harassing a sentry, who was
defended by the soldiers. The letter characterised the
shooting as the result of threats against the soldiers who
feared for their lives. It further summarised the previous
disturbances between soldiers and townspeople as caused by
"The lower Sort of People, whose Minds were poisoned to
that End. instead of looking on the Soldiery as fellow
Subjects and Countrymen. " Thus did the "Liberty printer
balance his books. Holt broke his coverage a week later
The other Whig paper in Hew York acted much the
same way. Although only two issues of the EosJtrSQK were
available, they reveal similar neutral coverage of the
Massacre. James Parker's first story appeared on March 19
It came from Draper's Boston Hfittg^Lefcfc&E.. Thus Parker
opted for neutrality, when a Whig view of the affair was
available to him. if only through the information brought
by the messengers from Boston. By April 2. Parker's
coverage was down to one paragraph. From the Boston
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l. he printed the account of the town* a hiring of
Captain Gardner 'a schooner to take its aide of the story to
London. Although it is possible that missing issues of the
contained more extensive coverage « it seems
unlikely considering what Parker printed in those issues
51
examined.
On the same day that Parker printed his first
account, Hugh Gaine also went to the Boston 2fowa-Lstte.lL for
hia story of the Massacre. At the same time he gave his
readera background for the incident by using the Hojt&an
Evening-ppgtr article concerning previous difficulties
between the ropewalkers and soldiers. By implication*
then, the WtittUn blamed the soldiers. The following week
Gaine added little to his coverage as he again picked the
H^Mi~r*>ttor as a source. On March 26, he reprinted the
messages passing between Hutchinson and the town which
resulted in troop withdrawals. To this he added Preston's
52letter from the Boston jail—from the Boaton ftaaftttft.
A week later the Mercury became more Whiggish. By
printing (from the Bogton By^jftingTftMtt) Boston's letter to
London, Gain© introduced his readers to the Idea of a
conspiracy and the threat of a standing army to liberty.
In an accompanying reprint from the Jgojit. of an "Extract of
a letter from Boston, * the Mercury emphasised the Whig
position that Boston Tories rm&de<$ the army to awe the
people into submission. Gaine ended his coverage of the





incident on April 16 with a one-sentence announcement that
Manwaring had been indicted for murder. He had presented a
stronger Whig view of the Massacre than either of the
53
"Whig" newspapers.
Mew York newspaper coverage is puzzling. Table 1
shows that the three papers gave basically balanced
coverage, and relatively little at that. Clearly* the
printers ignored the bulk of the Whig polemics. In view of
New York's long association with British troops (General
Gage's headquarters was located there), and the recent
Golden Hill altercation between Hew Yorkers and the
soldiers* the question is why did the Whig papers downplay
the Massacre? This study can not provide the answer* but
Schlesinger has suggested that both Parker and Holt were
under extreme pressure from British officials because of
their past activities* particularly in supporting Alexander
McDougall in writing against additional financing of
54British troops stationed in Hew York.
ggnnsylvania
Philadelphia, the largest city in the colonies at
the time of the Massacre* with a population of about
29*000* possessed five newspapers. Two printed in German,
and are not included in this study. (See Appendix A.)
The remaining three favored the Whigs* but to varying
degrees. The strongest Whig paper was William and Thomas
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Bradford had the reputation of a "Patriot printer • " He was
secretary of the Philadelphia Sons of Liberty. The
Panpaylvanie Chronicle matched the wandering, argumentive
character of its printer, William Goddard. Substantially
Whig, the Chronic la only lacked the Jgujcnftl's consistency.
When Goddard was involved in his personal arguments with
individuals on both sides of the political spectrum, the
ChXQnigle. focused on things other than the political
situation. The Pennsylvania JJMiteii was Benjamin
Franklin's old paper. Printed now by David Hall and
William Sellers it supported the Whigs, though lacking the
Miction of th.Ua.KaaL. 55
The Chronicle published the first news of the
Massacre in Philadelphia on March 19. Under a March 15 Hew
York dateline, Goddard reprinted the flaw York Journal
account of the incident, less the final paragraph which
told about the arrival of additional expresses in Hew York.
This was probably the only account available to him at the
time. Only a week had passed since the fiaaafcte and
Evening-goat articles had appeared in Boston—hardly
sufficient time for them to travel the distance to Phila-
delphia by postal service. But Goddard must have had the
Boston papers of February 26, because he printed a combina-
tion of iMKttft and flgeiiingTftMt articles about Snider*
s
murder, which had not previously appeared in any
56
newspaper.
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Between this first account and his break in
coverage Goddard made up for his modest beginning by giving
his readers the same Whig story of conspiracy that Boston
had received. On March 26 the chronic ia reprinted the
March 5
-vsiunj-ffQgt account of troubles between the
soldiers and ropewalkers. Following this came a combination
of Gaaetttt and Svaniag-anati original articles about the
Massacre * including the introduction warning of the dangers
of standing armies and the part tying the customs
commissioners to the affair through their firing from the
customs house. To this Goddard added the £qsJL's poem.
Although the format of the chrf>nieia'« account was similar
to that of the cann^^i^m; ccturant:. the section implicating
the customs officials contained information not included in
the Connecticut paper's article. In fact* Goddard
reprinted that portion of the story exactly as it had
originally appeared in the fKffltfln fia^afct**. Thus* he must
have combined the two Boston accounts from their original
versions.
Over the next five weeks* Goddard reprinted
extensively the fe^on r.a«»<-i-^ view of the affair. Be gave
his Chronic)* readers "A Whig*" "Consideration** Boston's
reply to Preston's jail letter* and actions of the Boston
committee in taking "legal" testimonies proving the
soldiers "aggressors. " On April 16 he showed what another
Massachusetts town thought of the conspiracy between Crown
I•-










elements* The "Votes of the town of Aldington" included the
opinions
That the troops (may they not more properly be called
murderers) sent to Boston . . . at the request of
Governor Bernard to aid and protect the Commissioners
of the Customs ... amount to an open declaration of
war ... we are reduced to a state of nature* whereby
our natural right of opposing force is again devolved
upon us. 58
Three days after the CHror^g i e, first reported the
Massacre* the gennaylvaiua Journal began its five-week
coverage of the affair by also printing a combination of
HsJMMI UBmMMM and gveiung-ggst articles. This account
included portions of the original kQML story* which had not
appeared previously. Thus the Brad fords* as Goddard was to
do four days later* combined their story from the original
59
versions.
Also like the Chronicle* the Journal printed most
of the strongly Whig articles from the Boston press. By
the time Jntirn^i coverage broke* its readers knew the
implications of the event through exposure to Whig themes.
journal readers got Boston's letter to London on April 5*
along with the town's version of deposition-gathering and
its complaints regarding Robinson's departure for England
with "false information. ** On April 12 they learned of the
arrest and indictment of four customs officials for firing
from the customs house (this was the Newport* ft* X.«
article which appeared earlier in the Itaw-fcpnilorii Gflafitte)

















armies. Finally* on April 26. the Journal reported
Boston's complaints about bail and delay of trial for those
officials. 60
By selective editing of their clippings. Hall and
Sellers emphasized implication of the customs commissioners
in the Massacre. Their Pa^ayivania Ifjfrj did not
completely delete references to the danger of standing
armies, but it subordinated this theme. Gaa»t.fre coverage
began on March 22 (the same day as the Journal *al with two
Massacre stories. Under a Hew York dateline came the Utet
York Journal account of the incident. It was followed,
under "BOSTON, March 12. " by the Boston Giaattfl story
without that paper's introduction about the threat of
soldiers to civilians. This was the only paper to this
point using the original fift^tte article, which deleted the
61introduction.
A week later, however, the fla^tt^ addressed the
earlier"ignored subject by reprinting "A Whig" under the
original "SALEM, March 13 N dateline. In that sane issue
Ball and Sellers told of troop removals and Carr's death by
reprinting two Boston jfeWJTiettflr articles of March 15.
Over the next three weeks the ^agafcta printed only three
more Massacre stories, but each stressed the link between
the customs officials and the killings. Of the three
Pennsylvania newspapers, the rtagetfrc* provided the smallest
Massacre coverage, and the least polemical in terms of a
;>e















As graphically depicted by Table 1, the Pennsyl-
vania press provided its readers the fullest Massacre
coverage outside Massachusetts. Each newspaper played the
story about the way one might expect from its individual
reputation. With the possible exception of the Gazette.
the Pennsylvania press exposed its readers to the full
spectrum of Massacre themes and coverage offered by the
Boston Whigs.
Virginia
Virginia's newspaper situation was unique in
America in that both newspapers printed in the colony
during 1770 bore the same nana
—
inru* Virginia, fiMfttte. Only
by reference to the printer could they be separated. The
fiaftf*t;t-P of Alexander Purtiie anc John Dixon was older*
having printed in Williamsburg since 1751. In 1766 Thomas
Jefferson and socks associates* concerned with limitations
imposed upon free expression by this situation* brought
William Rind to the capital to begin a second Virginia
fi&£&t£&. So little has been written about these papers
it is difficult and dangerous to attach a political label
to each. At most* historians have considered them moder-
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ately Whig* with Rind slightly more so.
Located at the southern end of the overland postal
system* Williamsburg did not receive information about the













did, the newspapers gave spare coverage to the incident.
Rind printed the first news about the event on March 29
under a local dateline. His account reads
It is reported that a tray happened lately at Boston,
between some of the Inhabitants and some of the
soldiers, and that the latter fired upon, and killed
several of the former; whereupon a large number of the
inhabitants rose, and (the report says) drove the
soldiers out of the town, and the Commissioners
vanished nobody knew where. We hope there is no truth
in this report, but if there is, a few days will clear
it up. 64
A week later both printers had received northern
newspapers, and offered their readers substantially the
sane picture of the Massacre—that of the ftr^frrm £;&»«••<;%.
The story Virginia readers got, while limited, showed the
"dangerous consequences" of standing armies as it blamed
the soldiers for shooting down innocent civilians without
reason. Both papers deleted that portion of the story
telling of firing from the customs house. Mo other papers
played the story in this manner. Thus, in their first
stories, the only reference each Ga^fcta made to involve-
ment of the customs officials in the affair was to say,
H
. . .To the Commissioners ... are we indebted as the
procuring cause of the military power in this capital.
This single clause appeared in the introduction.
Rind chose to emphasise the soldiers' militancy by
accompanying his account with an article about the previous
difficulties between troops and ropewalkers. This he got
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Purdie ami Dixon tied the incident trore closely to the
customs officials. Along with their Massacre story they
printed the BQfltOft ffYfiPJLng-PQgt account of Snider *s murder.
Two weeks later they came back to the standing army threat
with MA Whig. This April 19 article ended Massacre
coverage in the two Virginia Gaagttii«. Table 1 shows that
Virginia coverage, though limited , favored a Whig view of
65the Massacre.
South Carolina
South Carolina possessed three newspapers during
the period. All published in Charleston (called Charles-
Town then) • the fourth largest city in the colonies. The
South Carolina Geasefcte of Peter Timothy was the strongest
Whig paper in the South. Timothy* like Benjamin Edes in
Boston and William Bradford in Philadelphia, participated
actively in Whig affairs. He served as secretary to the
South Carolina assembly during the early 1770* s. Charles
Crouch founded his South Carolina. Country Journal as an
organ of dissent against the Stamp Act. It continued to
support the Whigs throughout the Revolution. The South
Carol ina and American General G flaretts of Robert wens
favored the Tories.
with overland travel to South Carolina hampered by
lack of roads through the swamps below Virginia* no postal
rider serviced the colony. News from the north came
.. .. imm *.
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irregularly by ship. As a result Timothy and Wells geared
their publishing to arrival of ships. Although each had a
normal printing day (Timothy on Monday. Wells on Friday)*
as often as not each did not publish then. The two papers*
therefore* appeared as "Supplements,** "Postscripts, * and
"Additions'* on various days of the week. Crouch usually
stuck to a regular day—Tuesday. When ship arrivals were
sparse* all three papers appeared with pages full of
67
advertising.
Wells was innovative in his presentation of
American news. He habitually clipped and pasted verbatim
major addresses, letters, resolutions* and proceedings, but
summarized daily happenings. He rewrote much material*
often placing events from other colonies under a
"Charlestown** dateline.
On April 4* 1770* Captain Jesse Hunt's sloop Hogg,
arrived in Charleston harbor out of New York—the first
ship from the north in a week. It brought several northern
newspapers, thereby providing the first news of the
Massacre to South Carolina. Timothy responded the next day
with one of the strongest displays of Massacre coverage
outside Massachusetts. The South Carolina Gaastte devoted
pages one and two to the incident* bordering its columns in
heavy black lines under a blackened colophon. Timothy
reprinted the entire Boa^on am»at.tt* account of the affair*
adding the Sv@iung-go,at. poem at the end. Along with the
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story he printed a combination of Gasatttt and a.Y.eninq-jfoat
accounts of the earlier disturbances involving the soldiers
and townspeople. A staunch Whig printer thus laid the full
whig story of conspiracy before his readers in a single
package. But* with exception of a one-sentence announce"*
raent on May 17 of Cbeneser Richardson's trial for Snider *s
murder* Timothy dropped the story with his initial
effort.
On the following day* April 6, Robert Wells
summarized, in two short paragraphs* the previous disturb-
ances and the incident itself* plus Robinson's and the
troops' departure from the town. He twice credited New
York as his source* saying , "Advices from New York inform
69
us • . . and later* "they write from Sfcw York."
Crouch came out with a "Supplement to his Country
Journal on Saturday* April 7, to tell the Massacre story as
strongly as Timothy. The Journal '» columns were black-
bordered on pages one and two* and Crouch displayed the
coffin symbols—complete with embellishments—as they had
appeared in the JMJjjj r«a «*>***> original. His account wae
similar to Timothy's* but he added Preston's letter from the
Boston jail and a report from the Boston liaws-l^ttar of
March 15 telling of Carr's death. Unlike Timothy* however*
Crouch printed only one paragraph of the Snider affair as
70
an introduction to his Massacre story.












Timothy. On May S« ho reprinted-—under a Boston dateline
—
that town's letter of conspiracy to England, Little
information was coming from the north at this time.
According to ship lists* only two vessels had arrived in
Charleston during the two-week period prior to the appear-
ance of this article. They both docked on April 30—one
from Philadelphia, the other from New York. This probably
accounts for the spotty and limited coverage by both Whig
printers. Crouch also printed the results of Richardson s s
trial on May 17. Nearly two months later # on July 3. he
added the Boaton Gazette version of "Consideration's"
71bloody warning of the threat of standing armies.
Charleston's newspapers lived up to their reputa-
tions, printing about as much material as was available to
them. And South Carolina readers received a stronger Whig
view of the Massacre than the quantities shown in Table 1
reflect. Ho other city got the graphical display from two
newspapers that the South Carolina Gazette and the ficmnfcgy..
Journal provided—not even Boston.
The amount of coverage newspapers gave to the
Boston Massacre varied considerably among the colonies. As
might be expected, the Massachusetts press paid most
attention to the incident, as three newspapers followed the
affair for a month or more. Although the total number of
articles appearing in Pennsylvania and Connecticut was less
-.
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than in Massachusetts* newspapers in both colonies reported
the event for five weeks* Sew York* where heavy coverage
might also have boon expected, fell far below its
neighbors. Newspapers in the South provided less coverage
of the Massacre than those of any other section. The
Virginia press printed about the sanvs amount as Ktew York,
while South Carolina provided only slightly more.
A Whig view of the Massacre dominated in all
colonies except Stew York* where overall coverage came close
to being neutral. Massachusetts, Connecticut, and
Pennsylvania got full exposure to three basic themes pro-
pounded by Whig writers: the Massacre was the direct result
of Britain's unlawful act in stationing an army among
civilians in time of peace; fault for the incident lay
completely with the soldiers who had preplanned a slaughter
of the townspeople; and the affair grew out of a sinister
conspiracy between customs officials and the army to force
Boston's submission to illegal laws. Of these three
themes* the* last drew least attention in the press.
For ths most part New York newspapers avoided
taking sides. Although their accounts did blame the
soldiers for the killings, th@y made no reference to a
premeditated plot for murder and minimised the idea of a
dark conspiracy against liberty. By contrast, in the small
number of articles they printed, newspapers in Virginia and
South Carolina emphasised the inherent dangers of a standing





army and exposed the Whig concept of a preconceived plan to
murder innocent civilians. While the number of articles
newspapers in each of the southern colonies printed was not
significantly greater than that of Hew York's* the tone was
considerably more polemical.
Except for a few articles* accounts of the Massacre
appearing outside Massachusetts derived from stories
printed in the Bay Colony's newspapers. However, only in
the case of the major articles appearing in the week after
the killings was it shown that printers in other colonies
clipped directly from the Massachusetts source. Not only
did the ftn«i-gm aaseafc»*» lead the way in publicising the
event in Massachusetts* but it provided a majority of
stories printed in other colonies. While it presented the
strongest Whig view of the incident* it also printed the
bulk of the limited Tory response which claimed the
soldiers* actions were self-defensive. Thus* most of the
small number of Tory articles that diffused also came from
the Gezafcfca. For those newspapers that offered neutral
views* the Mewa-Lafctiar usually provided the source.
Several newspapers did not report the Massacre in a
manner consistent with their established political reputa-
tions. In Massachusetts* the pro-Tory tft«w«-i^frt:er printed
mostly Whig-biased material. And* while historians claim
neutrality for the £vftning-Poafc. that paper printed Whig
accounts exclusively. Among New York newspapers* the
5<*ac< yea*











pro-Whig Journal and goat"Boy not only paid scant attention
to the fcassacre. but eschewed g&ost of the Whig argument
about the affair. This, despite Boston Whig efforts to get
the news to New '/ork as quickly as possible by special
messenger* Am the whig papers were minimising the
Massacre, the pro-Tory Mew Yprk w^rpiiry provided the
strongest Whig view to appear in that colony.
Pit least three colonies initially received word
about the Massacre from interpersonal sources. Hartford,
Connecticut, and Hew York City got it from the same
"express" in four and seven days, respectively, from the
time of the killings* Virginia heard about it from an
unidentified source in twenty 'four cays* Other than these
initial reports and an occasional letter, all news cams
from newspapers delivereo by the postal service, from time
of publication in a Massachusetts paper, news took from
four to six <iays to get to Connecticut (depending upon the
city) , ten days to ifew York, fourteen days to reach
Philadelphia, and a month to Virginia. Sea service to
Charleston, South Carolina, was irregular. Some articles
appeared there in about a month, while at least one
required two months for publication. Tfeeso times compare
favorably with those contained in Andrew's study of news
diffusion. 72
{Newspapers aieo showed reaction to news of the
Massacre* Towns all over Massachusetts erupted in
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indignation and pledged support to Boston in that city's
efforts to rid itself of the soldiers. Connecticut
citizens were also aroused to comment on the affair.
Beyond an occasional letter of inquiry from Hew York and
Pennsylvania* however* the Hew Kngland colonies were the
only ones in which public recognition of the incident
appeared in the press.
By the time the South Carolina .Country journal
printed the final article in its initial coverage of the
Massacre* Boston newspapers had begun printing a second
phase of the overall story. The next chapter focuses on
the trials for murder of Captain Preston* the soldiers*
and the four men accused of firing from the customs house.
These trials came about in late 1770* but were preceded in
the press by several other significant accounts referring
to the Massacre. He begin with these.
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NEWSPAPERS ARGUE MURDER OR SShV-DHFEHSTd 5
U 1770-WINTER, 1771
Ironically, on the same day of the killings in
Boston* Lord North acted in fenglanti to remove part of the
source of colonial discontent that had led to the Massacre.
On March 5* 1770* he recommended repeal of all provisions
of the revenue portion of the Townshend Acts except the
duty on tea. Political in-fighting in England coupled with
American opposition to the Revenue Act in the form of non-
importation and inability of British colonial officials to
enforce the act resulted in revokeroent a month later. This
situation produced what one historian has called Ma
collapse" in American resistance to Great Britain which was
to last for over two years.
Although nonrimportation contributed much to Great
Britain's decision to repeal the Revenue Act. the internal
fight in America over the policy tended to polarise
sentiments there into opposing Whig and Tory camps. No
unity of purpose similar to the opposition to the Stamp Act
was present in the struggle against the Townshend duties.
Much internal resentment to non-importation existed,
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the agreement. Actions of Samuel Adams and his Whig
partisans in forcing through rion-importation aid not sit
well with many influential Americans* who looked upon the
activities of the more radical elements as beneath then,
ttob action was not universally accepted by this segment of
the society either. Many felt that violent activities
would alienate Britain rather than wring concessions from
her.
Different public reaction to the Boston Massacre
illustrated this growing internal division among Americans.
The Whigs thought it epitomized British tyranny* while
Tories believed it the culmination of agitation by a
lawless mob against legally constituted government. Before
the period of malaise could take full effect in Boston*
that city had to resolve the guilt or innocence of those
accused of the killings.
Following the affair* a combination of pressure
from the Boston town meeting* led by Samuel Adams* and
support from communities throughout Massachusetts forced
Lieutenant-Covernor Hutchinson to withdraw the British
troops from the city. He initially ordered out only the
29th Regiment* whose men had been involved directly in the
incident. A few days later* however* faced by an aroused
countryside plus Adams* d^mmxidm backed by several thousand
men in Boston* Hutchinson withdraw tit© 14th as well. This
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not content. They next pressed for a speedy trial of
Preston* the soldiers* and those accused of aiding them by
firing from the customs house.
Hutchinson faced a difficult situation. He had to
obtain a fair trial for the accused men When the explosive
situation and temper of the people threatened their safety
and fair treatment. He believed it essential to postpone
the trials until the "heats on the minds of the people
should abate. 1* In this Hutchinson was supported by Tories
in the colony including his friend Israel Williams* who
wrote him stating the Massacre showed the society was
"degenerating fast." With this backing by prominent
Tories* Hutchinson resisted Whig demands* and delayed the
trials for over six months. Then* too* he was able to
separate the proceedings against Preston from those of the
soldiers. Preston finally came to trial on October 24*
1770* with the enlisted men following a month later on
November 27. Hanwaring and the others were tried last*
3during the second week in December.
John Adams was among those who believed the
Massacre "had been intentionally wrought up by designing
Men* who knew what they were aiming at better than the
4instrument employed. M His dislike of extreme measures
coupled with a desire to see Boston provide the defendants
as fair a trial as possible caused Adams to join with a
second prominent Whig* Josiah Quincy* in representing
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entitled to the best possible defense.
Witnesses* testimony followed the basic arguments
which had previously been established by both the newspaper
accounts of the affair and opposing Whig and Tory
pamphlets s ft Short JMPtHJlfal t « and ft Fftir Account a » •
Preston airaply denied he ordered his men to fire. Evidence
left sufficient doubt that he issued the command, and he
was acquitted. Quincy and Adams based their defense of the
soldiers on the premise that they were sufficiently
threatened by the mob to fear for their lives* thus firing
in self-defense. This* coupled with the fact that only two
of the soldiers could be positively identified as having
shot a specific individual* resulted in acquittal for six
and a verdict of manslaughter for the remaining two.
Juries composed of all men from the country in the case of
the soldiers and six each from country and city (the latter
identified with Tory sentiments) may have helped the
defendants. By invoking "benefit of clergy" (a plea for
mercy) the guilty soldiers were sentenced to branding on
5the thumb.
In the trial of those accused of firing from the
customs house* the only evidence to support the charge was
the testimony of the servant boy. When he was proved to
have bean elsewhere on the night of the killing* the jury
acquitted the four without leaving their seats.
The trials were a shock for the militant Whigs.
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Samuel Adams launched a three-month campaign in the Boaton
Gazette in an attempt to persuade the people of the
"miscarriage of justice. This in turn led Hutchinson to
complain that Adams was "trying the Soldiers over again" in
the press. Despite the outcome of the trials* Hutchinson
felt the continued Whig exhortations caused the greater
part of the people in Massachusetts to believe the
acquittals unjust* and the killings continued to be known
7
as "a horrid Massacre.
"
fctewa CQvarftge,-titenexfll
Continued coverage of the Massacre by newspapers
from the break in initial coverage of the incident through
the aftermath of the trials may be divided into three
periods* hereafter referred to as pretrial* trial* and post*
trial. During the pretrial period (roughly beginning at
the end of April) newspapers presented basic Whig and Tory
positions regarding blame for the Massacre. Whig argument
stressed the threat of standing armies to liberty and a
preconceived plan by the soldiers to murder the townspeople
of Boston. The Whigs dropped the theme of a double
conspiracy involving the customs officials. Except for a
brief moment in 1773* this theme does not reappear in
writings about the Massacre. Tory material emphasised the
town's hostility toward the military* while absolving the
soldiers from blame for the killings by stressing the self-
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provided the source for roost of this give and take.
Colonial writers contributed only one of four major
articles which appeared in the colonial newspapers at this
time*
While the trials were in session (trial period)
«
newspapers mainly reported the proceedings in neutral
accounts. Most stories, that is. told only of the
convening of the trial, its continuation, length of jury
deliberation, and verdicts. Arguments of the attorneys
were not included. With the Boston JMJjUBfc a notable
exception, only occasionally did the Boston-originated
stories press a partisan view upon the reader.
Then, following the trials (post-trial period)
,
while other Boston newspapers dropped the subject, the
Kv^ning-Pogfc and Gflgfltta returned to partisan journalism.
Samuel Adams, as "Vindex. * assisted by other militant
Whigs, in a series of articles, tried to discredit the
verdicts, while stressing the continued threat posed by the
army. Massachusetts Attorney-General Jonathan Sewall*
writing as "Philanthrope in the ftofijt, opposed Adams in
another series. Sewall's newspaper rebuttal was the
strongest Tory counter-effort to Whig writings about the
Massacre to appear in colonial newspapers during the period
3
covered by this study.
While Massachusetts newspapers devoted considerable
space to Massacre coverage during this period. Table 2
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shows that little of this diffused throughout the colonies.
Pretrial stories account for the bulk of Whig and Tory
information printed by newspapers outside Massachusetts*
while trial coverage constitutes most of the neutral
articles which diffused. The newspaper battle between
"Vindex" and "Philanthrop" was limited to Massachusetts.
Hot a single article of the series appeared outside the Bay
Colony, nor did any newspaper even mention the controversy
was going on.
TABLE 2
DIFFUSION Ur HKWS &TUKJLE5 JS£#2SKKXBG TU BUfc»TUM MA&&MJKIS
DURING PRETRIAL. TRIAL. AND POST-TRIAL PERIODS s
POLITICAL BIAS BY COLONY
Bias Mass • Conn. N. Y. Pa. Va. s . c
Tory 22 3 2 3 1
Whig 41 8 3 3 1 1
Neutral 18 5 3 8 3 3
Table 2 shows number of news stories one paragraph
or greater in size which appeared in all newspapers from
break in initial coverage of the Massacre itself through the
break in post-trial coverage.
As with news about the Massacre itself. Connecticut
and Pennsylvania led the other colonies in printing stories
during the trial period. Connecticut readers got about the
same balance as those in Massachusetts, but in greatly
reduced amounts. Pennsylvania newspapers, however,
provided more neutral accounts than those which advocated a
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position. Of the latter type* they offered an equal number
from each side—a significant departure from previous
coverage. The New York press continued to balance its
coverage in the small amount produced. Virginia and South
Carolina newspapers printed so little during the period one
must question whether their printers had any real interest
left in the affair.
Massachusetts was the only colony in which the
newspaper situation changed during this period. In the
summer of 1770 Boston lost a Tory sheet and gained a Whig
voice. The Chmnlcia had been a favorite Whig target for
many months* because it printed names of Whig merchants who
violated non-importation. By June pressure on the paper
became intolerable* and it ceased printing on the 25th.
On July 17 Isaiah Thomas founded the ^n^^*"1****** spy *• •
newspaper designed to reach the lower classes. Initially*
Thomas hoped to be neutral, and assured the Tories he would
not let the mob threaten him into performing otherwise.
But he was too much a Whig and businessman to follow a
neutral course very long. Within three months he was
openly soliciting articles "supporting Liberty. H The Spy.
w*y>ld ultimately become a higMy successful business enter"
prise among colonial newspapers* and rank with the fioat°n
aaaattfl as the foremost advocate of Whig causes. With
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9Whig* two Tory, and one neutral.
Four major articles—in addition to many minor
ones—referring directly to the Massacre appeared in the
Boston press during the pretrial periods one at the end of
April* two in June* and the last in July. Three were
reprints from London newspapers, while one gave the texts
of an exchange of messages between Hutchinson and the Whig-
controlled Massachusetts House of Representatives.
The only Tory view came in one of the London
articles. It began with a summary of the basic Tory
argument from the pamphlet, A Fair jjsjsjsjfc - - - . stating
M
. • . the Conduct of the Town has been misrepresented in
Regard to that tragical Scene.** It charged that a "Plan
had been preconcerted for attacking the Troops on that or
the succeeding night* • • • * To this was added "The Cass
of Captain Thomas Preston, " a deposition taken by the
Tories from the accused officer in the Boston jail. In it
he denied ordering his men to fire or even to load their
weapons. Preston further complained of "Malcontents M among
the people who infused "the utmost Malice and Revenge into
the Minds of the People who are to be my Jurors. • • •
"
The "Case" ended with Preston fearing for his life.
Massachusetts newspapers played this article two
ways. Those that wanted to point out the contradiction
between this statement and Preston *s earlier expression of
thanks to the town reprinted his original letter along with
*.x«*
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the •Case." It is not known What effect—if any—thia had
on readers. Without any attempt to explain the relation-
ship between the two statements* the Whig effort seems
minimal. The pamphlet summary and the "Case* filled nearly
two full columns, while the original letter was but a
single short paragraph. By eliminating the original
letter, the fleMsr-Ua&fcOL made no attempt to discredit the
article. 10
The other three articles stressed the Whig view of
the Massacre as a preconceived plan by the soldiers to
murder the inhabitants, and emphasised the threat of the
army to liberty. In the exchange between Hutchinson and
the Bouse, the lieutenant-governor complained of violence
done in Glocester by a mob in defiance of "the Laws and the
Authority of Government. * In its reply a House committee,
which included John Hancock and Joseph Warren, defended the
citizens. Their message noted "they seldom if ever
assembled in tumultuous manner unless oppressed ... while
under the hand of tyranny and arbitrary power. ..." To
the committee, the arbitrary power was a "Standing Army
designed to subjugate the people ... in D& fiance of the
Laws and Authority of Government. resulting in (among a
long list of grievances) "the most horrid Slaughter of a
Slumber of Inhabitants. " Thus, the Whigs again tied the
11Massacre to a larger threat to freedom.
One of the accounts from the London papers told of
w
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the arrival there of Boston's schooner Bafc«*y . carrying
reports that "soldiers of the 29th Fegi> sent had been heard
to declare, ten days before *hr . -assacre* that the streets
of Boston would flow \ ... blood on the Sth of March. M
Later the Boston papers reprinted a London article by the
"North Briton" who stated, after "giving a long Account of
the several Nations * who have lost their Freedom by means
of standing Armies* M that the "BOSTON ... tragedy is at
once the roost bloody * most cruel and cowardly of any* as a
preconcerted scheme ... by the army for murdering the
greatest part* if not the whole of the inhabitants.** By
these two articles* the Boston papers again told their
readers they were in grave danger from the soldiers among
the». 12
Each newspaper handled these four articles
differently. Only the gazette and S,ye.nlng-gpat printed all
of them. Presentation in each was identical, except that
the j&a&'s introduction to the "North Briton** was shorter
than the Gazette 's. On July 9* along with the "North
Briton* the Qszat*^ also printed a "Letter from a Gentle-
man in London. H Other statements to the contrary aside*
"Gentleman" believed "the narrative sent home by the town"
correctly represented the affair as the soldiers* fault.
Although it did print a Tory article at this time, the £a&JL
continued to emphasise the Whig position as it had done
with its earlier Massacre coverage. The fia*****^ continued
-.»*•©* ?mi3 -a e*f*
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to lead the Whig persuasive effort.
Boston's two Tory papers did not publish all of
these articles* The ffoyrnwigia printed the exchange between
Hutchinson and the House* while the fitwa~3ietf.ftff did
likewise* Draper also printed Preston's "Case, * following
it* in late September* with another deposition from the
£ai£,J—I .« » . • This latter article again stressed
the culpability of the townspeople in the killings. The
e*nror4gia certainly did not help the soldiers' cause with
the story it printed* Draper's effort* however* was more
in keeping with his reputation than his previous coverage
had been. But overall, the Mawa-JLftttfeK. lagged as a Tory
14
voice.
In Salem* the g*««» oaa^^te played these stories
differently than the Boston qaaffi<-fce. which it previously
had followed so closely* Hall printed the summary of
ft fair Account .—«—* on a different page from Preston's
"Case*" adding the original jail letter on yet a third
page* On July 10* Hall extracted the "North Briton" from
the Boston Gamtta of the day before* While continuing to
take his accounts from Edes and Gill* Hall balanced his
coverage at this time by restricting the number of Whig
IS
articles he reprinted.
As was earlier pointed out* the bulk of coverage in
the Massachusetts papers while the trials were in session





twice and the Ev«ning-po«t only once. Between the trials
of Preston and the soldiers* Draper printed a letter from
London in Which the writer said a new fleet and army would
be sent to Boston at fctm time of Preston's trial to ensure
his safety should he be convicted and subsequently pardoned
by the King. This turned out to be unfounded rumor. Then*
in its announcement of the verdict in Manwaring's trial,
the Mftwii-r^tfcor added the opinion that the case was
dismissed because "no doubt existed that no firing came
from the Customs-House . " On the other hand* the Evening-
PjCuajL sounded a Whig note by reporting a London article in
which *Barneveldt** urged that charges contained in Boston's




During the trial period, the Boston Gftaattc. ignored
the conduct of the proceedings completely. Instead, it
kept up a steady barrage of articles supporting the Whig
contention that the soldiers were entirely to blame for the
Massacre, and their larger mission was subjecting the town
to the Crown's will. One account cited several depositions
from A Short NflcrflUvft , . . charging the soldiers with a
preplan for murder, while another pointed to the now-
familiar threat to liberty of a standing army. On the day
prior to the beginning of proceedings against the soldiers,
an article predicted their defense would either be "orders
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aggressors. The article also presented an emotional appeal
for justice. It invoked the memory of Christopher Monk,
who "still survives* the Wounds receiv'd in the horrible
Massacre, and lives to see the Death of his Fellow
Sufferers is not yet reveng*d. • • •• Finally, the Whig
writer asked blood for blood as he wondered whether "there
was any Murder" committed, and "Whether the Dogs greedily
licking human blood in King-Street ... is any Thing more
than a Dream. 4* Then, in the middle of the trial, Sam Adams
as "A Chatterer* emphasised the need to remove the "threat
to liberty" from among the people. Thus, the fiag^fte
pushed hard to discredit the soldiers as they stood trial
17for their lives.
The remaining Massachusetts newspapers merely
reported the progress of the trials. In Boston that
included the ^QafBoy and the HMaachuattttfi Spy. Over in
Salem, the isaa&x iMMBsli for the first time in its cover-
age of the Massacre, went to other than the «n«ton Gazatte.
for its stories. Hall used both the Evening-frost and
lattafsK as sources for articles he printed about the
trials. 13
The newspaper controversy C following the trials)
between Sam Adams as "Vindex, supported by other Whig
writers, and Jonathan Sewall as "£>hiianthrop" swelled the
amount of exposure to the Massacre for Massachusetts
citizens. However* the combined Whig effort more than
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doubled the Tory output. Coupled with earlier dominance of
Whig writings* this added quantity validates Hutchinson's
opinion that the Whig view prevailed in Massachusetts.
Beyond increased exposure to the Massacre* the
series interests us because of the role the revtaning-PoMfc
played in it. "Philanthrop" appeared exclusively in the
Fleets' paper, thus balancing to some degree the
previously Whig view of the affair it presented. The
iMMJtgfcMMI did not eliminate Whig articles* however. It
also printed "Detector** and "An Inhabitant of Boston" as
counters to "Philanthrop. " The Fleets* willingness to
fight the Gaaafcfce in this matter, yet offer Whig rebuttal
at the same time, substantiates historians* claims that the
Evaning-Poat was basically neutral in its political
19position.
The series is also important because it permits the
first specific identification of writers on both sides.
Previously, all locally written Massacre articles had been
anonymous. Besides Adams and Jonathan Bewail, Dr. Thomas
Young wrote as "An Inhabitant of Boston. Unfortunately,
other Whigs writing as "Detector,*4 "Philalethas, " MA
20
Mechanic, " and HPhilo Patraie" cannot be identified.
With one exception, the other Boston papers avoided
the controversy. The Mawg-i^fctttr did get involved in a
small way. On December 27, Draper refused to print a Tory
















pressure of those who said he was wrong to judge what he
21
would print* and ran the poena.
Outside Boston* the Eaap>« ga«»t^ printed two
"Vindex" and two Philanthrope articles along with the
Miiwg-i.ttt-*-«*r parody and Hz. Young's piece. With this
balanced coverage* Hall repeated the neutral style he had
22
earlier adopted.
The post-trial argument ended newspaper coverage of
the Massacre trials. Massachusetts readers had received
continued exposure to the affair over an extended period of
tins. In fact* a comparison of Tables 1 and 2 shows more
articles appeared during the period with which this chapter
deals than in coverage of the incident itself. A
substantial Tory view of the affair was also presented.
Except for the Bonton Gaaat-ta. Massachusetts newspapers
provided essentially neutral coverage* balancing whig and
Tory articles. By its strict adherence to the Whig view*
the caa^fctita emerges as the champion of that cause. Mo Tory
paper came close to equaling it* and the number of pro-Whig
articles it printed was double the quantity the F.van^pg-
goat provided as a voice for the other side.
In the following examination of diffusion outside
Massachusetts* the reader should guard against allowing
detailed description of coverage in each newspaper to imply
greater ii^portance of the Massacre to each colony than
warranted. He (or she) should keep Table 2 in mind* and
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remember that the entire post-trial argument between the
Boatrm na^fte and the Kvftaing-Ppat did not diffuse.
Cannaetic at
In Connecticut* the Whig view continued to dominate
overall newspaper coverage of the Massacre during this
time. However* Mew Haven and Hartford readers got sons
Tory news of the affair.
Although the reply of the Massachusetts House of
Representatives to Hutchinson's complaint of violence in
Glocester provided one of the fullest Whig statements about
the threat of standing armies* no Connecticut newspaper
reprinted it. Of the four pretrial articles* the
Connecticut Cpursnt printed Preston's "Case* and the "North
Briton-—the latter taken from the Boston Gazette. In »ew
Haven, the Greens gave their Jouma? readers another look
at the Whig conception of the soldiers' premeditated plan
for murder by reprinting the account of Captain Gardner's
arrival in London. The Journal also printed Preston's
"Case. " Both the Courant and the Jjaucoal published this
latter article without Preston's original letter. Thus,
these papers provided one Whig and one Tory view of fault
for the Massacre. The itew~London GftasttiS gave its readers
no such balance* as it reprinted the flQflton Gaaatta's
introduction to the HKorth Briton.*' Gardner's arrival in
23
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For the trial period* all Connecticut papers
coupled neutral reports of the proceedings with the BfiAtfiA
fiajS&i&fi/s article speculating on the defense of the
soldiers* Additionally, one single-paragraph article
favoring a Tory view of the trials appeared in the Jjdju&eisI
on December 21. After reporting Hanwaring'a verdict, the
Greens reprinted a story defending the fairness of the
trials. This article had earlier appeared in both the
24
BoatQft Hvenlng-goat »mxi the goat-soy-
JtaKk
John Holt maintained his neutral position on the
Massacre with his spare coverage of various aspects of the
trial story. For the entire period the Jaufjaal printed
only four articles. Two merely announced conduct of the
proceedings. Earlier, Holt gave his readers the House
reply to Hutchinson's violence complaint and Preston's
25
"Case." He took the latter account from the Hawa-Lflttftg
»
Hugh Gaine printed the same pretrial articles in
his Wm+MUfr fttercugy that Holt gave his Jjojurjaal readers,
adding one other of Whig bias. On June 25, a week after it
had appeared in the Boston papers, he told of the soldiers*
preplan to "murder 1* the inhabitants, by reprinting the
account of the &&£&&&*s arrival in London. Gaine 's
coverage matched what he had earlier provided about the
incident itself. While paying scant attention to the
affair, he slightly favored the Whigs.
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All three Pennsylvania papers handled pretrial
coverage essentially the sane way. Each offered its
readers one of the three Whig articles* along with portions
of Preston's "Case." Both Goddard and the Brad fords
printed the Massachusetts House reply to Hutchinson's
violence complaint as their Whig illustration of the
ultimate consequences of a standing array stationed among
the people. By printing the account of Gardner's arrival
in London. Hall and Sellers again told their readers about
the soldiers* premeditated plan to murder the citisens.
In reproducing Preston's "Case. " all papers deleted his
original jail letter. The Chronicle also left off the
summary of A gsir tegount - . . , which had appeared in the
27Boston original.
Bach paper reported progress of the trials in about
the same number of neutral articles. Only the individual
stories selected differed from paper to paper. Overall*
Pennsylvania newspapers balanced Whig and Tory accounts
through this period—a significant departure from their
earlier efforts* which had heavily favored the Whigs.
Virginia
Virginia's two Gazette* showed so little interest
in the Massacre during the trial period* they failed to
report the proceedings against the soldiers. Both papers
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Preston and Manwaring. Because Purdie and Dixon used the
Eoaton ttewa-i^ttar version of the latter* their readers
also got some Tory comment on the results of that trial.
Earlier Rind had printed the only pretrial article to
appear in Virginia. On August 2 he reproduced the Boafcon
,'s "London Gentleman's" letter* backing the Whig
contention that the soldiers were to blame for the
28Massacre.
South Carolina
Coverage in the Charleston newspapers was so sparse
during this period that South Carolina readers barely
learned that Preston and the soldiers had been tried for
the killings. The papers ignored Manwaring *s trial
completely. Somewhat surprisingly* the American conarai
SJyeejbtfi. was the only paper to print other than neutral
trial stories. That Tory sheet presented a Whig view of
the affair by reprinting the Bouse reply to Hutchinson's
complaint of violence in Glocester. As with Virginia* it
seems South Carolina printers lacked any real interest in
the affair at this time.
Newspapers in Massachusetts continued to show a
high degree of interest in the Massacre during this period.
In comparison with earlier reporting of the incident
itself* the number of articles nearly doubled. Moreover*
a new dimension was added when a substantial Tory
.a X*i
















counter-argument to the Whig assertion that the soldiers
were entirely at fault for the affair emerged in the press*
Whigs , principally using the ftoatoa GfliaeJ&fl.* sought
to discredit the defendants before and during the trials by
hammering at two themes i the danger to liberty inherent in
a standing army and the soldiers' premeditated plan to
murder the inhabitants of Boston. When the verdicts went
against Whig desires* Samuel Adams led a three-month
newspaper vendetta agains.. the army and conduct of the
trials. Whig argument deleted reference to a conspiracy
with customs officials* and this theme only appears one
more time in the next four years.
The Tory counterattack began slowly during the
pretrial period, as two articles argued that the towns-
people were the aggressors causing the soldiers to fear for
their lives that night in King Street. Tories viewed the
shootings as the unfortunate result of soldiers defending
themselves against a violent* unlawful mob. In response to
Adams' ffia»at:fca attack following the trials* Massachusetts
Attorney-General Jonathan Sewall answered the charges on
this basis in the fivsninff-gpflt
.
Except for the fiaaafcJta and JSYsnirag-ffQat * other
Massachusetts newspapers paid less attention to the
Massacre during the trial period than previously. And
their coverage was basically neutral* as they either
balanced Whig articles with Tory ones or merely reported
N
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the conduct of the trials. Thus* the Boston (iaawittfi
emerges as an uncompromising advocate of the Whig cause*
while the Kwanlng-pp«fc reasserted a neutral position by
printing the bulk of the Tory argument along with sons
Whig.
Outside Massachusetts* newspaper interest in the
Massacre abated during the period. Pennsylvania newspapers
printed only half the number of articles they had
previously offered following the incident itself.
Connecticut* while printing nearly as many articles as in
earlier coverage * provided their readers with less than
twenty-five per cent of what appeared in Massachusetts.
Earlier they had reprinted approximately half of the
Massachusetts material. In the South* coverage was so
spare that one must question whether printers there had any
real interest in the trials.
Furthermore* coverage throughout the other
colonies was basically neutral, with only the Connecticut
newspapers printing more Whig accounts than Tory or
neutral. Even the strong Whig papers provided a balanced
view* with the Maw-London BSjajfcs, the only one to offer its
readers a dominant ly Whig picture of the soldiers* guilt.
Perhaps most significant in terms of lack of interest shown
in the Massacre beyond Massachusetts at this time was the
failure of any newspaper outside the Bay Colony to reprint














Everything reported outside Boston had earlier
appeared in that city's newspapers. There was no other
source i even the London-originated stories had first
appeared in Boston* as shown by the Boston datelines with
which non-Boston papers headed these accounts.
Boston sources for articles appearing in newspapers
outside Massachusetts were somewhat different from those
previously used. In the case of biased material* the
flftHftfcj was IM4 SMt oft^n iM Mfclf articles, and klM
&ewa-tgfctar for Tory. Since the Gazette did not print any
neutral accounts* printers who had made extensive use of
its material previously had to go elsewhere for stories
about the trials. Here they divided about equally between
the Rvaninfj-PftBi- and the Ivawa~LettfliC.
Despite the outcome of the trials* Whig leaders in
Massachusetts did not let *he matter of the Boston Massacre
rest. In 1771 they initiated a series of commemorative
celebrations which lasted until 1783. These annual events
form phase three of the Massacre story. Wfcs next examine
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THE PRESS REMEMBERS THE MASSACRE* 1771-1775
With the troops gone and the murder trials complete*
Boston* like the rest of the colonies* settled into
relative calm for a period of more than two years. As long
as British soldiers remained in America* however*
Massachusetts Whig leaders saw them as a continuing threat
to liberty. In order to keep this danger before the public
the Whigs created an annual commemorative celebration of
the Boston Massacre as a vehicle for reminder. Samuel
Adams summed up the purpose of the anniversary Mas designed
to preserve in the Minds of the People a lively Sense of
the Danger of standing Armies.
The time frame of this chapter overlaps that of
Chapter ZZX by five weeks* because the proposals for the
anniversary celebrations appeared in February* 1771* during
the post-trial period. Although historians differ as to
whether Adams or Josiah Quincy was the individual actually
responsible for suggesting the event* Quincy was the first
to publicly propose it. As "Mentor" writing -to the
Publishers" in the Boafcojk £x3Ains£z££S& on February 11*
1771. he asked for an annual celebration of the *5th of
March" to show the -fatal effects of the policy of standing
105
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armies. Quincy was not the only one to spaok in public on
the subject. The next day an anonymous writer from New
Hampshire asked Samuel Hall to "insert the following**
proposal for a celebration of "March 5 ... as a warning
to all generations to come to guard against the fatal
effects of standing armies* into his £&aBU£J£&z&£t&» A week
later both the Boston Gaatatta and By.anijnargQ«t repeated the
call by reprinting this article. In the same issue of the
tiumXamJ&tiL* mO' m agreed with "Mentor's" original
suggestion.
In answer to these proposals the Boston town meeting
formed a committee to devise a format for the anniversary
•vent. The result was a standard celebration which began
at noon with ringing of the town's bells for an hour* and
ended at nine in the evening in the same manner. In
between a commemorative oration was delivered and lighted
displays shown. The speeches were originally planned to be
delivered at Faneuil Hall, but the crowd at the first one
was so large it was transferred to the Old South Church.
This became the permanent site. Prominent Boston Whigs
gave the orations. In 1771 James Lovell spoke, followed in
1772 by Joseph Warren, who repeated in 1775. The year 1773
saw Benjamin Church orate, with John Hancock filling the
pulpit in 1774.
The lighted displays were set up for viewing after
dark. In 1771, Paul Revere *s house was the site. The
following year they were switched to the balcony of
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Mrs. Clapham's boarding house* located in King Street near
the scene of the Massacre, where they were shown there-
after. While varying slightly from year to year, the
displays usually depicted the Massacre scene, including the
soldiers firing and the casualties lying on the ground or
falling with blood flowing from open wounds* This was
accompanied by a scene of grieving friends and a monument
inscribed with the names of those killed. A third display
showed a figure of a woman (representing America) sitting
on a stump with her foot upon the head of a prostrate
British soldier, pointing at the scene. Above all this
3
appeared various poems memorializing the affair.
Both the orations and displays attracted large
crowds, variously described by the newspapers as Ma vast
Concourse, " "A numerous and crowded Assembly, " and "a great
Part of the Representative body of the province. Whig
merchant John Rowe estimated the gathering at more than
4,000 for Warren's 1772 speech. In 1773 the crowd was so
large that speaker Benjamin Church and John Hancock,
moderator for the oration, reached the pulpit only by
4
coming through a window.
Other Massachusetts towns also held commemorations.
Zn 1771 Salem conducted a celebration, as did Nswburyport
in 1774 and 1775. However, public communications media
give no indication that events of this sort took place in
any other colony. Likewise, no secondary source consulted
*o t.
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by this writer mentions commemoration of the Boston
Massacre in any colony other than Massachusetts* Further-
more, the newspaper proposals for the anniversaries did
5
not diffuse.
While this chapter deals primarily with comraemora-
tive events as a source of news in the colonial press about
the Massacre* three other events caused public mention of
the affair during the period. In March, 1771* Charles
Bourgette* Manwaring's servant* was tried for perjuring
himself at his master's hearing. This trial resulted in
some Tory publicity appearing in the newspapers at the time
of the first anniversary of the Massacre.
Then* in 1773, the Massacre was referred to in a
series of "Resolves'1 of the Massachusetts House of Repre-
sentatives condemning some letters written in 1763 and 1769
by several prominent Massachusetts Tories. Zn these
letters* Lieutenant-Governor Thomas Hutchinson* Andrew
Oliver* secretary of the governor's council* and custom
commissioner Charles Paxton (among others) wrote to England
about their distrust for the people of Boston.
"Hutchinson's Letters*" as they came to be called, took a
superior tone and talked of the necessity of controlling
the "licentious" townspeople with British troops. Benjamin
Franklin obtained these letters in London and sent them to
Samuel Adams. Adams thought the letters showed a "design
• • . to introduce arbitrary power into the province," and
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that the writers wore part of a plot against Boston. Adams
and the Boston committee of correspondence published the
"Resolves and the MLetters" in both the newspapers and a
7pamphlet
.
Finally, for several months in early 1775 , John
Adams, as "Movanglus, M argued the validity of America's
grievances with Great Britain in a newspaper debate with
Tory Daniel Leonard as "Massachusettensis. " In his argu-
ment, Adams referred to the Massacre as the consequence of
troops being introduced into the province, while Leonard
charged the Whigs with using the commemorations to play on
the emotions of the people. These three references to the
Massacre will be discussed in conjunction with newspaper
8
coverage of the annual celebrations of the event.
Jttata Cqvqrage--General
Mews coverage of the Massacre anniversaries
stressed one basic themes the standing army was the instru-
ment by which Great Britain sought to force the American
people to submit to her wishes; if they did not, they would
be killed. The theme was established in the proposals for
the celebrations and carried through the reports of them.
Newspaper descriptions of the displays would continue to
blame the soldiers for the Massacre, and "Hutchinson's
Letters'* momentarily revived the idea of a larger
conspiracy. But the threat of the standing army was what
news coverage of the celebrations emphasised.
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With reporting of the 1771 celebration, this
coverage established a pattern which prevailed throughout
the period. Anywhere from a few days to several months
prior to the anniversary date* the Boston press would
announce a town meeting for the purpose of requesting a
"gentleman" to provide an oration commemorating the
"barbarous Murder ... and to impress upon our Kinds the
ruinous Tendency of Standing Armies in free Cities. . . .
"
This would be followed by an announcement of the Whig
leader selected to deliver the address on the "dangerous
Tendency of Standing ArnUfB to the Right« of civil
Society . " After the celebration* the papers described the
displays and reported the oration with its subjects
exposing the dangerous ". • • Policy of posting Standing
Armies in Free Cities. M Surprisingly* however* only Joseph
Warren's 1775 oration was printed in the newspapers. For
the most part these stories were short—one to three
paragraphs in length—nothing like those which earlier took
9
several columns to report the killings.
In 1771 and 1772 several commemorative proclama-
tions also appeared in the press along with standard
reporting of the celebration. On these occasions the
columns of the newspapers carrying them were suitably
black-bordered* and printers made liberal use of large-
point type and italics for added emphasis. After 1772*
















We have already seen that no colony outside
Massachusetts celebrated the anniversary of the Massacre.
Table 3 also shows the relatively small amount of news
about the Bay Colony's commemorations which diffused.
Remembering that Table 3 covers a four-year period* the
number of articles appearing in New York, Virginia* and
South Carolina is hardly of consequence. As with coverage
of the pretrial, trial* and post-trial periods* only
Connecticut and Pennsylvania printers thought the
anniversary celebrations significant enough to provide
their readers relatively substantial coverage of them. But
the number of articles appearing in those colonies pales
before what the Massachusetts press printed.
TABLE 3
DIFFUSION OF NEWS STORIES ABOUT THE BOSTON MASSACRE DURING
ANNIVERSARY FERIODs POLITICAL BIAS BY COLONY*
Bias Mass. Conn. N. Y. Pa. Va. 6. C.
Tory 5 1
Whig 70 17 2 19 3 S
Neutral





Table 3 shows number of news stories one paragraph
or greater in size which appeared in all newspapers subse-
quent to the end of post-trial coverage. It also includes
those few articles proposing the anniversary celebrations



















Table 3 also shows that the Tories offered meagre
opposition to the Whig effort at publicizing the threat of
standing armies. Of the six Tory articles which appeared
during this period* only three of five in Massachusetts
concerned the celebrations. The other two Massachusetts
articles referred to Bourgette's trial. The Whig polemics
in Massachusetts newspapers substantiates Hutchinson e s
earlier claim that the prevailing view was that of a
"horrid Massacre."
Changca in the Statua of, Nffswapaacra
Before beginning a discussion of how the individual
newspapers reported the commemorations* a few words about
the papers' changing status may be helpful. In Massachu-
setts the character of the Beaton goat-Boy altered after
April 26. 1773* when Nathaniel Mills and John Hicks took
over the paper. The new printers* combined with what
Isaiah Thomas described as a "number of military writers*
"
gave the paper a more strident Tory tone. Mills and Hicks
increased local coverage* putting Boston news on page one.
At the same time* they all but eliminated the previously
dominant London news. By 1775 they were doing such a good
job for the Tories that Daniel I^onard's "Massachusettensis 1
series ran in the goafBoy.
Also in 1773* Isaiah Thomas answered requests of
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he began the e«^»x Jnnrnai in partnership with Henry
Tinges, promising to print both sides of the political
argument. As with the M*a«aehua*frfra Spy, however, his new
venture shortly became a Whig voice. Over the next year.
Tinges printed the paper while Thomas remained in Boston.
Then in August, 1774, Thomas sold his interest to Ezra
Lunt. 12
Meanwhile, Richard Draper died in Boston in May,
1774, after a long illness. His widow, Margaret* joined
John Boyle (Draper's partner of one month) in continuing
the HflMrtettftr. 13
One newspaper came and went in Massachusetts during
the period. In Salem, Ezekiel Russell founded the Siloa
Gaattte on July 1, 1774, as Tory competition to the SJUMUL
aazetta. It lasted less than ten months, expiring on
14April 21. 1775—two days after war began.
Connecticut also gained and lost a newspaper, while
a second changed its name. James Robertson founded the
MorwieH Packet in that city in 1773. This paper, the only
Tory sheet in the colony, lasted until early 1775. It was
not available
. for this study, however. In Hew London,
Timothy Green began calling his Whig paper the Gnnnenticut
IS
csaaefcti* on December 17. 1773.
The Hudson River valley in Hew York got a newspaper
in late 1771, when Alexander and James Robertson estab-
lished their Albany Gamtte on November 25. It supported
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the Tory side* but wont out of business in August* 1772.
The Tories gained a powerful and lasting voice in fc'ew York
City* however* when James Rivington founded his GaMttear
on April 22* 1773. Rivington proved as troublesome to the
Whigs in Hew York as John Mtein earlier had been in Boston.
A year later the £&£&££&££ *s Tory voice was so strong that
Whigs took action to bar it from South Carolina and
Connecticut. Also in 1773* three months after the
16
ftMBtt—E appeared* the Boat-Boy ceased to print.
Philadelphia added yet another whig organ to its
newspaper family in October* 1771* when John Dunlap began
printing his Pennsylvania Packet* The colony also lost a
Whig paper—on Pebruary 8. 1774—as William Goddard closed
the doors of his Chronigl,e. Early in 1775 two newspapers
which were to have some import in later years also
commenced printing. These were the Pennsylvania Eveming"
PjQfijL, founded by Goddard f s ex-associate, Benjamin Towne*
and the Pennsylvania Jtedqftg of James Humphreys. Neither
paper had really established a reputation by the time
warfare began. 17
In Virginia* the fia»a»^ picture muddled further.
On June 9* 1774* William Duncan founded a Whig newspaper in
Norfolk called the Virginia Qaaifltf.fi* or the jjjoxfQlK
Intelligences It lasted until April* 1775. when its press
was stolen by Lord Dunmore and began printing for the
Tories. Meanwhile* in Williamsburg. William Rind died on
1:










August 26* 1773. His widow, Clementina, printed the
Gazette until September, 1774, when she turned it over to
John Pinkney. Then on February 3, 1775, Alexander Purdie
dissolved his partnership with William Dixon and founded
still another Virginia fiftaett.e of his own. Dixon then
18picked up William Hunter as a partner in the old paper.
Newspaper coverage of the Massacre anniversaries in
the Bay Colony reveals several interesting points about the
newspapers there. First, the Boston GsaBttft did not
dominate the Whig scene as it had in the past. Hot that
the Osmtto did less than before, but the »e««agh»«e»t« Spy
and ««* GM^^m did more. Rather than follow the BjaatpJu
Gazette * a lead, these other papers initiated printing of
articles about the Massacre. A contributing factor to this
may have been the relationship between the different
printing days of the various newspapers and the day of the
week on which the anniversary fell. Over the four-year
period, papers to first print an account of the celebration
were those with a printing day closest to the anniversary
date. Then, too, both the k«m» fie^»fcfe« and the £jta&&
Journal were located in towns which conducted their own
celebrations, thus giving these newspapers local events to
report. Also, the »^y «a«**»«» had Hew Hampshire
contributors who provided the Halls with Portsmouth news
before it got to Boston. Overall, this period shows much
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more reprinting among the Massachusetts newspapers than had
previously occurred.
Dominance of Whig"biased material must have created
a real problem for Tory printers* Their alternatives to
printing Whig accounts were to ignore them or edit out the
Whig flavor. Apparently they did neither* because their
articles read just like those of their Whig competition.
Thus* all Massachusetts newspapers—regardless of political
leaning
—
printed heavy doses of Whig material.
The single exception to this was the Peat-Boy in
177 i# which ignored the celebration but printed two
articles taking a Tory view of Bourgette's guilty plea in
his perjury trial. These articles contended that the boy
was forced to lie under threat from Whig mob leader William
Molineux. The Boston Gaeettft answered the accusation with
five sworn statements claiming Molineux only cautioned the
19boy to tell the truth.
1Z7JL
The initial celebration in the series was the only
one in which the displays and commemorative oration were
widely separated in time. The displays were shown on the
night of March 5 at Paul Revere' a # but James Lovell did not
orate until April 2. The Eaaax Gearatte led off anniversary
reporting by black-bordering all pages of its March 5
issue. The Balls gave the upper half of a horizontally
divided page one "as a solemn and perpetual Memorial of the
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fatal and destructive Consequences of quartering Armies* in
Time of Peace* in populous Cities." After five more
references to this theme, the large-type proclamation
dedicated the day as the "Anniversary of Praaton * a
Massacre. . • . " The bottom half of the page contained a
reprint from the Mew HampsMra Gaastta of March 1, in which
"Consideration** backed the "Several proposals offered to
the Consideration of the Public* for commemorating the 5th
of March on account of the Massacre."
On the next Tuesday* the qa.gett** originated another
article by describing Salem's celebration. The Halls
reported that "A numerous and crowded Assembly" attended
"Dr. Whitaker'a Meeting House" to hear him speak on "the
fatal Effects" of the "Terror of Arms. « . . " Then on
March 19* the GA&B&&&. reprinted the Boston plan for
20
"perpetuating the Memory of the Horrid Massacre."
On March 7 the Mflmaachustttts Spy and the Beaton
MgwH-T^ttftr shared reporting of Boston's commemoration.
The Haw-latter account gave a detailed description of the
day's activities and displays. The Sfiy. similarly told of
the displays* plus reporting a memorial oration by Dr.
Thomas Young at "Factory-Hall." Also on page one* Thomas
reprinted the ffsjftx Qai»ttft*» proclamation inside heavy
black borders and topped by a skull and crossbones. The
£&¥. did not report again* but Draper printed articles over
the next three weeks. The M«w«-T^fr,fceir was first to report
?&•& htm iR
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Love 11 's appointment to provide an oration commemorating
the "barbarous Murder • • • and to impress upon our Minds
the ruinous Tendency of Standing iirmies in free Cities*
» • w* Draper also "scooped" the Boston papers again on
21April 4 with a report of Lovell's speech.
When the Boaftftfl tiaaatttf came out on March 11, it
contained nothing that had not already appeared in other
papers* but its display emphasised the importance it
attached to the anniversary. Edes and Gill black-bordered
page one and divided it horizontally as had the &*jt£X
fiftaaJLtfi.. In the upper half they reprinted that paper's
proclamation exactly as it had appeared six days earlier.
In the lower half of the page* under a current dateline*
appeared the Ma»«agimaet:t^ Spy '* story about Boston's
celebration. The fla^tt^ reprinted the account in large
type* spreading it across the full width of the page.
In the succeeding four weeks* the paper went again
to the K«fl»y r,a*»frt«—for the story of Salem's celebration
—and twice to the Mawn-ii>ttflr for accounts of Love11 *s
appointment and oration. FOr the first time in coverage of
the Massacre* the fiamtt-ft followed rather than led the
22Boston press.
In its coverage of the first anniversary* the
WmmimSMm* appearing on the same day as the Gftaetts*
reprinted three of the same articles as its rival. But* as
previously* the £oj& dispensed with graphic display. It
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merely printed the articles in standard type within normal-
width columns. Of the articles that appeared in the anaton
Gazette* the £Vflning "frost deleted the proclamation on
March ll. 23
X221
With March 5 falling on Thursday in 1772* the
HflSftftTtvmfittS Spy got the opportunity to lead in reporting
the anniversary. Isaiah Thomas bordered page one in black,
heading it with a skull and crossbones and a quote from
Shakespeare about "Massacres." The Spy.9 a lead story was a
one-column proclamation memorialising the dead. A week
later Thomas reprinted an account of the displays at Mrs.
Clapham's and Warren's oration, which had appeared in both
the Boston fiftaatte and Evening-Past of March 9. Then on
April 16, the spy printed one of two Tory articles about
the commemorations to appear in the Massachusetts press.
It was a parody on the celebrations and Thomas* earlier
coverage entitled "Everymedon Ben Orpheous, The Pandemonium
Gazette March 6 No. 2, 943, 799. * The article told of "a
great meeting at the sign of the jaoot" with numerous toasts
drunk in "praise of the heroic action 1* of the 5th of March*
including one to the "gallant Preston • • . upon the happy
prospect ... of receiving further «ftfvie* from this
24doughty hero."
On March 10 the Lnaex GfiZftttfi offered another
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first page. The memorial* addressed MTo The PUBLICK. "
commemorated "Preston's Massacre" resulting from "16
Months'* Of *ftrifri«>i Military fyranny. " Liberal US6 Of
italics and large type provided additional emphasis*
Inside* the Halls reprinted an account of the displays and
25
orations from the Boston papers of the previous day.
Four days after the anniversary celebration both
the Boston fiflaettfi and Evening~FQBt gave their readers an
identical account of the displays and Joseph Warren's
oration on the "dangerous Tendency of Standing Armies ...
in Commemoration of the horrid Massacre. . . . " This was
the East. * s only article in 1772. The £££&££&.* however*
reprinted "To The PtfELICK" from its Salem namesake two
weeks later. Earlier* on February 17* Edas and QUI had
announced Warren's selection as speaker for the
occasion.
Like the £yfining,T?oat» the EteWfl-LflttflE printed only
a single account describing the celebration of March 5.
Draper's article of March 12 gave a more detailed descrip-
tion of Warren's oration delivered at "1230" in "Old South
Meeting House" to a "vast Concourse of the Inhabitants of
this and the neighboring towns* of both Sexes" than either
the £qj& or flaaette . Three weeks earlier* the Sewer^fc*^*"
had presented a Tory appeal for reason and calm in the
celebration. Although "Civis" recognized that "The
Continuance of Standing Armies in Populous Cities is indeed
•sJLsajfqpi* Is.-. ;;q *T£3 ft^iflX btm moll&il
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productive of much Mischief" and approved of the orations
and ball-tolling* he believed the displays improper and
tending to "incite and arouse the population unnecessarily
27
"to the dishonor of the dead. H
In 1773 all Massachusetts newspapers except the
Ktewa-ivifcfciar printed only one account of the celebrations.
Draper gave his readers two. The sgafcon Evening~gn«t; and
Q&ziatftt* led in reporting the commemoration on March 8 with
essentially the same story describing both the displays and
Benjamin Church's speech. The two accounts differed only
in describing the problems Church and John Hancock
encountered in getting through the crowd. The gazette told
of them coming through a window , while the Pggt stated the
"Orator reached the pulpit with Difficulty." On March 9
the MMmm fiflfflattfi* reverting to previous practice,
reprinted the Boaton fiamtta version* but the tl**"****^****-*
spy used the £oal as a source for its account of March 11.
That day the JBfcwg-frstter also reprinted the fcygiung-goafc
version. Earlier Draper had been the only printer to
announce the town meeting for the purpose of engaging an
orator "to perpetuate the Memory of the horrid Massacre
... and to impress upon our Minds the ruinous Tendency of
Standing Armies. . . ." 28
In June* 1773* Sam Adams presented the "Hutchinson
Letters" to the Massachusetts House of Representatives as
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evidence of a plot against the colony* The House
"Resolves* in condemning both the letters and their
writers* stressed a conspiracy against liberty beginning
with "certain Acts of the British Parliament for raising a
revenue in America" which "slight be carried into Effect by
Military Force" introduced "into his Majesty *s loyal
Province* to intimidate the Minds of his Subjects. ..."
The "Resolves" further blamed Hutchinson* Oliver* and the
customs officials as "the chief Instruments in the intro-
duction of a Military Force • . . to carry their Plans into
Execution." As the Whigs saw it* these men were "justly
chargeable with the . . . Confusion* Misery and Bloodshed*
which have been the Effects of the Introduction of Troops.
"
The mtMtimmMMM Sfiy and faaaton MmmsM&mm featured these
"Resolves" on June 17* while the Bne*"" p*Mfc»^ and
29WmmaasMMk **-& likewise four days later.
1774
With tensions increasing in Massachusetts following
the Boston Tea Party in December* 1773* all seven news-
papers in the Bay Colony reported some aspect of the
Massacre anniversary of 1774. On January 31 the fto«ton
Gazatta announced that "The Honorable John Hancock* Esq? is
appointed to deliver the ORATION* (in Commemoration of the
horrid Massacre) on the 5th of March next." Edes and Gill
printed this as a proclamation* using large type in a
prominent display. The &Yfifiinq frost also reported the
:;,..•-. . ' :'. '. -".-•-. •''•". -'- :'&f>.X&\ • . - .'• I &0 •.-'.- .•;.:' v '>
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appointment, but in simpler form. In Salem* the uStittML
QaaattiB copied the fiveninq-gQfifc version the next day,
30followed m toewburyport a day later by the km** JftUfnai.
March 5th fell on Saturday in 1774 and the oration
took place that day. Because of the Sabbath, however, the
displays were postponed until Monday night, the 7th. The
Boaton Oaaette* Evening-goat * and Foat-ac-y, which all
published on Monday, reported the oration in similar
fashion. As with the original accounts of the Massacre
four years before, it appears that a Whig source provided a
standard account to these papers. By way of introduction,
the front-Boy also printed a song denouncing the British
soldiers. The aaati* fiaafttts reprinted the account on
March 8, the e«««* Journal on March 9, and the ^m-i^ttar
and £q£ on March 10. Also in the March 9 issue of the
Rmm^^t Jnumai
.
ma Son of Liberty" told about Mewburyport '
s
celebration. After recounting the bell-tolling and a
sermon by Reverend Jonathan Parsons, "Son" discoursed on




A week after reporting Hancock's oration, the
PoMfe-noy gave its readers an account of the Hewburyport
celebration different from that of the E««e* Journal . In
the same issue Mills and Hicks reported Boston's "solemn**
observation of the "horrid Massacre, H describing the
"Portraits of the premeditated Murderers ... exposed to
flQ









view at Mrs. Clapham'a in Kiny Street. u A cay later the
ia—M Biaafcti ended coverage of the 1774 anniversary by




By early 1775 the word battle between John Adams
and Daniel Leonard was occupying much space in both the
Knut-on Gagu*fct-*> and ffqatTBay« The series gave Adams an
opportunity to again comment on the conspiracy which
resulted in the Massacre* "Novanglus" described the event
that "has never been forgotten* nor the murderous minster
and governors* who brought the troops here* forgiven* by
any part of the continent* and never will be. . . .
"
"Massachusettensis" had no thoughts on armies for his
readers* but told them the Whigs were using the anniversar-
ies to "arouse the emotions." "Bovanglue" ran in the
Gegatfca through the anniversary date* sometimes filling an
entire issue. This preoccupation with the series may
account for the failure of Kdes and Gill to print anything
about the 1775 celebration.
Coverage of Boston's commemoration that year was
light in all papers. Besides the fto^nn r.aagtte. the iiftaaat
Gazette and BQltQt. fctewa-Lstter ignored it. while the
hvgning-gp«t: and gQgfc~%*y merely printed one-sentence
announcements that Warren would speak in Boston. On
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text of Warren's address in which he railed at the dangers
to liberty of a standing army. Hills and Hicks followed
suit three days later. Strangely* the address appeared in
the same issue of the Poet-Boy as a "Massachusettensis"
article. Thus* the strongest Tory voice in Massachusetts
at the time was one of two newspapers to print the whole of
34
a Massacre oration.
Although the frflflftx Journal failed to report the
anniversary celebrations in 1775* it did give its readers a
final look at the threat of the army and reminded them of
the impending event. On March 1, in an article telling of
the landing of British troops in Marblehead, the Joiirna,!
asked that "ye sons of Liberty" remember the Massacre "when
our brethrens innocent blood was shed . • . by a murderous
banditti* sent on the vile errand to reduce freebora Sons
of Liberty to abject Slavery. . . . * Then* on March 8—in
on© sentence—the Journa
.
1 announced Oliver Noble'© oration
for that day. **
Noted similarities in the Massachusetts newspaper
accounts of the Massacre celebrations make it impossible to
identify the exact source from which papers in other
colonies drew their articles. Therefore* discussion of
diffusion during this period will be more general than in
the previous two chapters.
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Each of ti«* Whig papers in Connecticut provided
approximately the saxae amount of coverage of the commemora-
tions. Both the tig at" flat, anu Journal printed six articles
over the £our-year span, while the Maw-London Gazette
published eight. The Connecticut papers had no favorite
source in the Massachusetts press for their accounts. By
reprinting stories from a variety of papers* they appeared
to be taking from whichever source was first available.
For its accounts, the Journal used the frtewa~I^ttftr. in 1771
and 1772, either the JMtfMM ftaattttfr or fvuflinsrfloat in the
latter year, tim Evaninq-Poat in 1773, either the &SMMZ
teiA&L or the Mttanflrtviiretts Spy in 1774, and either the
goat-flay or lYGi\ii*jr?QUi in 1775. The Cauxajit went to the
fiaafix, fiflfift.t.tft in 1771, the fijjy. in 1772. ZvnnimrtiQj&L in
1773. cither the £££ again or the itewi^ttef in 1774* and
the fiafifta Juno*! in 1775. Finally, the ffearlgndofi QaZfitt*
reprinted from either the BoatQn Gazette or £YKiunq~Foat in
1771 and 1772, the Sveninq-Ppat and Haasachuaatts Spy in
1773. the Pogfe-ftoy in 1774. and either the Post-Boy or
Evani^-Poat in 1775. In all but a single case. Connecticut
papers ignored the proclamations printed in Massachusetts.
The one exception was the Couyant . which reprinted the 1772
3fc>
memorial of the Maaaaclmaetta Spy.
One locally written article referring to the
Massacre also appeared in Connecticut during the anniversary
period. On March 12, 1773. the yiew,"LQnPPft. fiftSfttfr^ printed
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a two-column essay by "A Connecticut Freeman** stressing the
threat to liberty of standing armies. "Freeman" referred
to the British troops "(the murderers of our British
37Brethren) " as coveting ground in the "garden of Eden.
"
By this limited coverage of the Massacre anniversaries*
Connecticut readers were informed of the celebrations in
Massachusetts and reminded again of the threat to liberty
imposed by the British army.
Maw Ypgk
Articles about the Boston celebrations were
scattered over the period in the Sew York press. The Mew.
York Marcory„ reprinted the 1771 account of the displays
which had originally appeared in the Bawa-u>tteg. while the
Journal used either the Boaton JiBsMl or Kvflfting-pQ«t
article about the displays and oration in 1772. Again* in
1773* Holt went to one of these two sources for the
"Resolves" to "Hutchinson's Letters." Two years passed
before a New York newspaper again covered a Massacre
anniversary celebration. On March 16* 1775* Rivington
printed an extract of a letter from "A Spectator" in Boston
received in "Wednesday's Post." The Tory writer mocked
Warren '8 oration.
Caajiaylvftnla
Pennsylvania newspapers followed the same general
pattern as those in Connecticut in coverage of the
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anniversaries, each taking articles from a variety of
sources. The chronic \& did provide somewhat fuller coverage
than the others* however. During the period 177 1-177 3
,
Goddard printed six articles, more than any other newspaper
outside of Massachusetts over the same time frame. By
contrast, the fiajs&tfcs. ana Oaurjoal, printing through the
entire period, offered three and four accounts, respectively,
while the Packet printed four from 1772 on. The Evening-
£flt&£ and l@&ggx. each printed a single article in 1775.
Again, as in Connecticut, only one Pennsylvania
paper published a memorial proclamation. On March 30.
1772. Goddard reprinted "To the Public** from the &sm&
Ga«fltta . He probably took this directly from the Salem
paper of three weeks earlier, because less than a week had
passed since it had appeared in the Boston fiaget:fc«—the
only other paper to print it. And Pennsylvania was one of
two colonies outside Massachusetts to read Warren's 1775
oration in a newspaper. The Kv«ning-»Po*t: reprinted it on
March 25. Town© could have got it either from the Mftjuur
gtoamMMM spy of March 17 or Warren's pamphlet which went on
sale in Boston the same day. It is unlikely that the £qa£~
Boy. provided the source, because only a little over four
days had elapsed since the oration had appeared in that
40paper.
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about the anniversary celebrations, two appeared in 1771.
Purdie and Dixon took them both from the BaafcQn
.
ifew«-
Letter - Nothing laore appeared until 1775 « when John
Pinkney reprinted Warren's oration on April 13. Xt is
impossible to tell his source for this article, because
both Massachusetts papers that printed it (S&& And
gftfit-Soy) • Warren's pamphlet, and the FftnilBylVffltlUff fiyflningT
41
£qsJL had sufficient titan to reach Williamsburg.
SQUt,h CaffQllDfe
All anniversary coverage in South Carolina appeared
in Charles Crouch's gauntry Jflusrnal. He reprinted one
story in each of 1771. 1772, and 1773. adding two in 1774.
In 1771 he published his article under a Boston dateline of
March 12, which does not correspond to a printing date of
any Boston paper. This was probably a typographical error
on Crouch's part, because the article resembles those of
the IttMtttt Qazafeta and §aamfmtSMa*& of Kerch 11. Be also
used one of those two papers for his 1772 article, the
HftwjTJtetter, in 1773 and the SvsnlftSrgQafr and gpafSoy for
42his 1774 pieces.
Over five years the newspapers provided Massachu-
setts with full coverage of the Boston Massacre story. To
a lesser degree, people in Connecticut and Pennsylvania had
access to information about the affair. In the South,
I --Ai,
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Virginia and South Carolina knew about the incident itself*
but subsequent to the killings* newspapers in both colonies
showed little interest in the continuing aspects of the
Massacre. Such was the case in Hew York as well; but where
the southern newspapers presented a substantially Whig view
of the affair* those in New York avoided taking sides.
Of three basic themes exposed by Whig writers in
the newspapers* one stood considerably above the others in
importance. To the Whigs* the ultimate threat to liberty
and the major lesson to be learned from the Massacre was
that Great Britain possessed a means of enforcing
"unlawful*1 laws in America—the army stationed "illegally"
in her cities. This theme appeared strongly in
Massachusetts* Connecticut* and Pennsylvania* considerably
less in South Carolina (though still there) , somewhat in
Virginia* but hardly at all in New York.
Newspapers showed strong public reaction in
Massachusetts over five years. Following the shootings*
towns throughout the province supported Boston* and that
city* together with at least two other towns* conducted
annual celebrations of the Massacre „ And the great bulk of
all articles appearing in the Massachusetts press was
provided by local writers. Writers in Connecticut news-
papers also showed an aroused public in that colony subse-
quent to the killings. But the newspapers do not report
anniversary celebrations outside Massachusetts or any
Mipxmdim Sod
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public response to the various aspects of the Massacre
—
save a letter or two—south of Connecticut.
The preponderance of all articles about the
Massacre diffused out of the Boston newspapers. Of the few
stories that originated outside Massachusetts (London and
Haw Hampshire) and diffused* all appeared under a Boston
dateline. While this shows the importance of the Boston
newspapers as a source of news* it does not mean that
printers in other colonies clipped stories directly from a
Boston source. Only in the case of the major articles
appearing in the Boston press during the week following the
Massacre* and a few others* has the study shown this to
have been the practice. But the study did not eliminate
possible intermediate reprinting for a majority of the
articles. Thus* it would be inaccurate to claim that* over
time* printers in other colonies clipped Boston stories
directly from Boston newspapers.
Certain newspapers failed to live up to their
partisan reputations in the way they covered the Massacre.
Strong Whig papers like John Holt's Haw York, Journal and
James Parker's Ham XqxK goat-Boy adopted a neutral* hands-
off attitude. In Massachusetts* the froefcon Hawa-i^tter.
considered a Tory paper* printed far more Whig material
than Tory. To a lesser extent* the Bpaton Po»t-Boy also
presented a Whig view when it supposedly favored the







expected* although the Baiton Ev^ning-Po^t saved its
neutral reputation only because it fought a Tory battle
against the Boston jJstttJsl following the trials. Its
coverage of the killings and the anniversary celebrations
was pro-Whig.
Of all newspapers, the Soatftn fiaaftttfi led in the
amount of space devoted to the Massacre. It also
originated most of the predominant Whig view of the affair.
Additionally, the Gamttn was reprinted more than any other
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Mar. 4, 1773. p. 3. Mar. 11. p. 3.
29* BML. June 17. 1773. p. 3? MS. June 17. 1773.
p. 1? BG. June 21. 1773. p. 1; BEP, June 21, 1773. p. 2.
30
BG. Jan. 31. 1774, p. 2? BBP. Jan. 31. 1774,
p. 3j EG. Feb. 1. 1774. p. 3j EJ, Feb. 2. 1774, p. 3.
31
BG. Mar. 7. 1774, p. 2j BE*. Mar. 7. 1774. p. 2j
BPB, Mar. 7. 1774. p. 2; EG. Mar. 8. 1774. p. 3? EJ.
Mar. 9. 1774. p. 3; BHL. Mar. 10. 1774. p. 3.
32
BPB, Mar. 14, 1774. p. 3? EG. Mar. 15. 1774.
33
BG. Feb. 6. 1775. p. 1? BPB. Feb. 27, 1775. p. 2.
"Massachusettensis" was later compiled into a pamphlet
which will be discussed in Chapter V.
BEP, Mar. 6. 1775, p. 3; BPB, Mar. 6, 1775. p. 3j
MS. Mar. 17. 1775. p. 1? BPB. Mar. 20. 1775. pp. 1~2 of
Supplement.
35
EJ. Mar. 1. 1775, p. 3, Mar. 8. p. 3.
CJ, Mar. 15. 1771. pp. 2-3. Feb. 28. 1772. p. 4.
Mar. 20. pp. 2-3. Mar. 19, 1773. p. 2. Mar. 25. 1774.
p. 2. Mar. 8, 2775, p. 1? CC, Mar. 26. 1771. p. 3, Mar. 17,
1772. p. 3. Mar. 16. 1773. p. 2. Feb. 8. 1774. p. 2.
Mar. 22. p. 2. Mar. 13. 1775. p. 1; MXG. Mar. 22, 1771.
p. 1. Mar. 13, 1772. p. 3, Mar. 19, 1773. p. 3. June 25.
p. 2. Mar. 18, 1774, p. 2. Mar. 10, 1775, p. 2.
37
HIX3, Kar. 12, 1773, p. 2.
38HYM. Mar. 18. 1771. p. 2? NYJ. Mar. 26. 1772.
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39
PJ, Mar. 26, 1772, p. 2, Mar. 24, 1773, p. 3,
June 30, 1773, p. 1, Mar. 16, 1774, p. 3y PC, Mar. 18,
1771. p. 2, Apr. 1, p. 2. Mar. 9, 1772, p. 3, Mar. 15,
1774, p. 4, Mar. 22, 1773, p. 3, June 28, p. 2; PG, Mar. 21,
1771. p. 2. Mar. 12, 1772, p. 2. June 30, 1773, p. Ij PL.
Mar. 8, 1775. p. 2? PP. Mar. 9. 1772. p. 2, July 12, 1773,
pp. 2-3, Feb. 14, 1774, p. 3, Mar. 13, 1775. p. 3.
40PEP. Mar. 25, 1775, pp. 1-4? PC, Mar. 30, 1772.
p. 2; BNL, Mar. 17, 1775, p. 3, has ad for Warren's
pamphlet.
41VG(PD), frpz. 4, 1771. p. 2. Apr. 11, p. 2;
V0(R), Apr. 13, 1775. pp. 1-2.
42SCCJ, Apr. 19, 1771, p. 2, May 19, 1772, p. 2.
Apr. 13, 1773, p. 2, Mar. 15, 1774, p. 1, Apr. 19, p. 2.
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PAMPHUBTS* BBKftOUS, AUb COMMITTEES QF
CORRESPONDENCE TEEL ABOUT THE
MASSACRE 8 177G~1775
Standing armies in general* in a time of peace have
been judged extremely dangerous to a free state. And
When they have been quartered among the people, on whom
they had no dependence for their support* the
consequences in many instances* have been intolerable*
—John Lathrop, AxtH iQgy
Sarnan , 1774
This chapter seeks to describe and compare the
parts played by sermons* pamphlets* and committees of
correspondence in providing information and airing opposing
views about the Boston Massacre throughout the colonies.
As such it focuses upon the dual function that pamphlets
performed as a means of communication. In some cases
persons simply wrote their ideas and argument as pamphlets*
but more often (in the case of the Massacre) pamphlets
provided a convenient vehicle for wider dissemination of
views which appeared first in some other form.
Thirty pamphlets (Appendix B) referring to the
Boston Massacre appeared in America between the time of the
incident and the outbreak of open warfare with Great
Britain. Fewer than one-third originated in that form*
137
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however. Over half originated as oral presentations--
sermons and orations—while the remaining twenty per cent
began as either a letter* newspaper article* or legislative
or town meeting proceeding. (Table 4)
TABLE 4
TYPE-REFERENCE TO BOSTON MASSACRE IN PAMPHLETS
BY ORIGINAL COMMUNICATIONS FORM







Two-thirds of the pamphlets were occasioned by the
shootings* trials or anniversaries* or discussed the affair
in some detail with positive identification of it. The
remainder alluded to the Massacre through use of symbols
associated with the killings in discussion of the threat to
liberty posed by a standing army; called "oblique refer-*
encee" herein. An example is that from a Brie* Raviaw Of
The Rise And Progmas, services and Suffering! of Saw
jsjftfjsj - - - * in which the author inquired if it was in
the interest of Great Britain to maintain troops in New
England during time of peace when this practice "results in
ati
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affronting* and even furthering /sic/ some of the
Inhabitants ... while appropriating Castle William with
its artillery. • • . "
Distribution mu&..Xtitivmian
Whatever its original source* the political
pamphlet played a substantial role only in Massachusetts in
communicating word about the Massacre. Eighty per cent of
the pamphlets originated in the Bay Colony* but of these*
evidence of circulation outside Massachusetts is available
for only five. The five included the record of trial*
imported in its original Boston edition into South Carolina
in 1771 by Robert Wells? John Allen's An Oration Upon tha
Beaut- iaa of Liberty . > - * reprinted in Connecticut in
1773; Pennsylvania and Connecticut reprints of John
Hancock's 1774 commemorative oration; QHaarvatinna Qn Th^
i . Boston pQCfaill . t • by Josiah Quincy* also
reprinted in Pennsylvania in the same year; and a 1775 New
York reprint of Joseph Warren's commemorative speech of
that year. Wells' advertisement in his South Carolina
American General Ga&ette for the Boston printing of trial
record marks the single instance of importation of a
Massacre pamphlet into another colony in its original form.
2All others which diffused were reprinted for sale.
Six Massacre pamphlets were originally printed in
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Intercity and giftfcy tha beat Principle* o£.,a good
MmininfZ.eX.iQn » ,, « and the anonymously written UxJl&Jl
Reviftw of thft Kiac Hi tMjBMMU Servicea and Sufferings.
Qt Wm England . . > appeared in Connecticut in 1770 and
1774 « respectively. Peter Timothy printed William Henry
Drayton's letter to the continental congress as a pamphlet
in South Carolina in 1774* and Joseph Crukshank did
likewise in Philadelphia that year for Arthur Lee's
pamphlet & True Statu Of The Procttadinqa . . , In . «
Hflaaachusfltta Bay* Two pamphlets appeared in New York in
1775 as James Rivington collected all of Daniel Leonard's
"Massachusettensls" articles into Thfl Origin ft f thfi
Afflfiruifln Contest .« ,„. , «. * and John Holt printed Mo Standing
Army In tha aritiah Go Ioniaa. . . of these, American
Contest was the only one to be reprinted elsewhere*
3
appearing also in Boston.
To aid the reader in better visualising the limited
distribution of Massacre pamphlets. Tables 5 and 6 have
been prepared. They show that the thirty pamphlets had
thirty-seven identifiable points of distribution throughout
the six colonies. Some, that is, were reprinted at a
second or third location, and one was imported in bulk for
resale by a retailor-printer.
From these it may be seen that only one pamphlet
making direct reference to the Massacre appeared for sale
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single pamphlet referring obliquely to the affair showed
beyond that colony in the first three years following the
incident* (Table 6)
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF BOSTON MASSACRE PAMPHLETS
I
YEAR BY COLONY—DIRECT REFERENCE*








DISTRIBUTION OF BOSTON MASSACRE PAMPHLETS.
YEAR BY COLONY—OBLIQUE REFERENCE*







•Tables 5 and 6 show number of single appearances
of all pamphlets within each colony.
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The two-year period of relative quiet experienced
by the colonies in their relationship with Great Britain
following repeal of the Revenue Act is reflected not just
in a reduction in the numbers of Massacre pamphlets which
appeared* but also by a substantial abatement in general
political pamphleteering. In 1771* four general political
pamphlets were printed—two of them reprints of earlier
ones—while three appeared in 1772. Of the seven, four
referred to the Massacre* but only one diffused beyond
Massachusetts. (Tables 5 and 6, Appendix B)
Beginning in 1773 and continuing through 1775*
political pamphleteering increased as tension grew between
America and England. Among the nearly 100 pamphlets
printed in the colonies during this period—not counting
multiple printings and editions—appear eighteen of those
referring to the Boston Massacre. (Appendix B) With the
exception of one* all pamphlets referring obliquely to the
affair are included in this group. Moreover* the period
1773-1775 saw Massacre pamphlets appear in colonies other
than Massachusetts.
But the overall record of distribution and
diffusion outside the Bay Colony is not impressive. For
the full period 1770-1775* approximately sixty-eight per
cent of single-pamphlet appearances occurred in Massachu-
setts* leaving slightly less than one-third spread over
the other five colonies* with but two showing south of
UI
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Pennsylvania. (Tables 5 and 6)
Sftgmona and the Clergy
Sermons played an important role in spreading word
of the various aspects of the Massacre story throughout
Massachusetts but* so far as pamphlets tell the story* did
little in other colonies. With the shootings fresh in the
minds of the people of Boston* the clergy picked up the
story. On Thursday, March 3* 1770* John Lathrop preached
about it at a lecture in the city. He repeated the sermon
in Boston's Second Church that Sunday and again in
Charlestown, a week later. Innncent Blood «, . «. was first
printed as a pamphlet in London later in the year* and read©
it8 way back to Boston where Edes and Gill printed it in
the spring of 1771 because of "solicitations" upon Lathrop
by persons who felt it germane to the political situation
existing there.
May of 1770 saw the Massacre addressed in the
pulpit three times. On the 10th* in Hartford* Connecticut*
Stephen Johnson referred obliquely to it in an election
sermon preached before the general assembly of that colony.
This is the single instance revealed in the public communi-
cations media of a sermon referring to the Boston Massacre
being preached in a colony other than Massachusetts.
Timothy Green put it into pamphlet form in Hew London.
Then* on May 30* Charles Chauncey* pastor of Boston's First
'•'
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Church* addressed the subject directly in a sermon later
printed uy Daniel Kneeland and Thomas Laverett. On the
same day Samuel Cooke mentioned the Massacre obliquely as
he preached in Cambridge before an audience including
Lieutenant-Governor Thomas Hutchinson. This sermon also
got into print.
Massachusetts ministers are known to have orated at
three Massacre anniversary celebrations in 1771 and 1772.
In 1771 John Lathrop preached an anniversary sermon at the
"Old North Meeting House" in Boston to a "large crowd 14 on
Sunday following the 5th of March. Lathrop has been
described by one historian as an ardent patriot who shared
in all revolutionary activities dating from his installation
as pastor at the Old Worth Church in 1768. Reverend
Whitaker also preached in 1771 to "A numerous and crowded
Assembly" at his "Meeting House" in Salem on the occasion
of that town's anniversary celebration. Then in 1772*
Charles Chauncey preceded Joseph Warren's Massacre oration
in Boston's "Old South" with a sermon on the subject.
Chauncey was another pro-Whig clergyman and has been
described as an "ardent and influential" friend of both
John and Samuel Adams. Ho copy of these three sermons was
found in any reference consulted by this writer. It is
7presumed that they were not printed after delivery.
In 1773* two ministers mentioned the Massacre in




















itinerant Baptist preacher who spent time in both Boston
and New York between 1770 and 1773* referred to it
obliquely in early January at the Second Baptist church in
Boston. An Oration Upon tm BgaufcifltJi of l.iherty . .„. was
subsequently published in three editions in Boston and one
in Salem, then reprinted twice in Connecticut, thus making
it the only Massachusetts Massacre sermon to diffuse in
print outside the Bay Colony. In April* Allen also wrote
the pamphlet An %a«rigan Alarm, . . ., in which he referred
directly to the killings, So evidence exists that he first
offered this as a sermon, and the pamphlet appeared only in
Massachusetts. Finally, Reverend Howard Simeon made
another oblique reference to the Massacre in a s^ramn
greachfiti To The Ancifint and apnorajaie Artil lury-Co^pany, In
Boston . .. ,, dunfe 7th, 1773.
The years 1774 and 1775 saw the clergy again
speaking at anniversary celebrations, while the annual
election of officers of Boston's militia artillery company
also inspired reference to the affair. Jonathan Parsons
delivered the oration at Newhuryport * s commemoration in
1774, and Oliver Noble did likewise the following year.
John Lathrop made his third direct reference to the
Massacre on June 6, 1775, in his "Artillery Sermon. " Bach
q
of these was reprinted as a pamphlet in Massachusetts.
By their participation in Massacre commemorations
and other continued references to the affair over the






five-year period, the pro-Whig clergy demonstrated their
political activist. But their sermons and pamphlets—with
but two exceptions in Connecticut—were limited to
Massachusetts. In the Bay Colony, Tories believed the
clergy's efforts had considerable effect upon public
opinion regarding the Massacre. Chief Justice of the
Superior Court Peter Oliver thought their endeavors both
prior to and following the Massacre trials caused the
people to believe in the soldiers' guilt, while Hutchinson
felt the sermons led the citizens to feel they could as
lawfully resist the British troops as those of a foreign
10power.
Cojaaittttfifi of CortsiipprKtencfl
Committees of correspondence paid scant attention
to the Massacre in their public communications. They wars
involved in only two of the pamphlets which mentioned the
killings. One appeared in late 1772 and the other in
mid-1773.
Boston appointed its 21-member committee on
October 28 $ 1772* at a Whig-dominated town meeting.
Included were such illustrious names as James Otis, Samuel
Adams, Joseph Warren, Benjamin Church, Josiah Quincy,
Thomas Young, and William Molineux. The committee's first
effort at uniting Massachusetts behind the whig cause was a
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Massachusetts" and listing grievances and violations of
those rights* Among the listing was the Boston Massacre.
This statement, written largely by Sam Adams, was printed
under authority of the town meeting as the y«t«g and
i'rQcasd.jLnwa , ,., , Qt Tha Town Qt Boaton * . ^ • it circu-
lated under a cov&r letter to correspondents throughout
Massachusetts, but there is no evidence that it was
11
reprxnted outside the colony*
Then, in June, 1773, the Boston committee spread
"Hutchinson's Letters" accompanied by the "Resolves" of the
Massachusetts assembly through the Bay Colony as a pamphlet.
As we have earlier seen, the press in Boston, New York, and
Philadelphia carried the "Letters" and "Resolves" at the
same time. The newspaper and pamphlet versions differed in
display, however, and the articles in the flew York and
Pennsylvania newspapers came from the Boston press, not the
pamphlet* The pamphlet, therefore, doas not show in the
distribution figures in Table 6 for either Mew York or
Pennsylvania. Regardless of form, historians credit the
committee with circulating the "Letters" and "Resolves,"
thus they represent the single instance in which a
committee of correspondence disseminated word of the
12Massacre outside Massachusetts*
WhJLa Themeb and, Tggy ftatouttal
A reader of a political pamphlet or a listener at
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have learned one principal thing about the Boston Massacre*
that it was the consequence of a standing army whose task
was not to provide protection to the people* but to terrify
them into compliance with unjust laws* laws which would
destroy their liberty by making civil authority subordinate
to military. Secondarily* he Cor she) was also told that
(1) the affair grew out of a larger plot between soldiers
and customs commissioners; (2) the soldiers were to blame*
killing innocent people for no reason; and (3) the remedy
for the situation was the removal of the army* substituting
a people's militia when protection was needed.
Because of the repeated assertion of the main theme
in all the pamphlets* each will not be mentioned in the
following discussion. Rather* examples illustrating the
themes have been selected. For the reader who may wish to
pursue the matter further* the list in Appendix B should
serve as a useful guide.
The initial pamphlet effort was A Short Narrative
of the .Hoggid flassftcrg jp aoatQft * «. «. • Lifce the original
newspaper article appearing in the Boston fiaaefcte following
the shootings* this pamphlet set the tone for all which
later came out of the Whig camp. It was written by a
committee consisting of James Bowdoin* Joseph Warren* and
Samuel Pemberton on order of the Boston town meeting from
depositions taken from among townspeople who witnessed the
shootings. The pamphlet was designed to fix blame for the
Q-3fl
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incident on the British troops in the minds of those in
Greet Britain. Ninety-four of ninety-six depositions were
biased against the soldiers. Official distribution was
restricted to England so as not to prejudice the jury which
would try the soldiers in Boston. When London printings
began appearing in America, however, Edes and Gill (who had
prepared the original copies for English consumption) put
out facsimilies of London editions. In all, it was printed
four times in Boston within four months, but never
13
reprinted in any other American colony.
The pamphlet traced the Massacre as a direct result
of conflict between the town and the customs commissioners
resulting in a gradual breakdown in relations between the
two, convincing the commissioners that they required
protection of British troops. The Whig writers stated
their case against stationing troops in the town, saying it
was "contrary to the Magna Carta, contrary to the very
letter of the bill of rights, in which it is declared, that
raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in
time of peace ... is against the law ... in direct
violation of an act of Parliament for quartering troops in
America. M Then, the pamphlet stressed the misconduct of
the troops in relation to the town's inhabitants, the
consequences of which was the "outrage and Massacre as
happened on the evening of fifth instant." It continued








officer~in-charge. Captain Preston* as part of a
14premeditated plan to murder the townspeople that night.
ft Short narrative began a pamphlet duel between
Whigs and Tories. In response the latter produced their
own version Of the affair in A Fair Account Of Vha I.atia
Unhappy Piaturbancfi At ftoatrm ... »...«, « which contained 125
depositions taken from other witnesses in the town. It
stressed culpability of the town in creating a threat to
the soldiers as part of a preconceived plan by radical
elements to remove both the troops and customs officials.
Although never printed in America, the Boston Etewe-Lettfig
reported in September, 1770, that the pamphlet was circu-
lating in the city. And we have earlier seen examples of
newspaper articles which derived from it. Whigs countered
this Tory response with Additional Observationa T.Q A Short
narrative . . - , which* though printed separately,
appeared as an appendix to some London editions of &J$hfi£t.
snttiMk*
The three sermons preached in 1770 offer good
examples of the pamphlet themes. In innocent, atood. John
Lathrop emphasised the threat of standing armies, saying
the Massacre should convince the world of the dangers of
stationing troops in a city under pretense of assisting and
strengthening the government. lie also said that soldiers
quartered among the citizens would abuse them, because
soldiers and civilians were incompatible living together.
zijir
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He asked for vengeance against those "determined to murder
the inhabitants" who were dispersing When fired upon.
Citing the Bible, he demanded "blood for blood." 16
In asking for impartiality of the courts, Charles
Chauncey implied that since the arrival of troops the
courts had been "suspect" in their adjudication of cases
involving soldiers and civilians- But, with the impending
trial of the soldiers, they had the opportunity to let
"justice and judgment run down the streets as a dream. " He
went on, hoping the trials would identify those guilty of
the "slaughter and wounding of innocents," asking death for
those "whoso sheddeth man's blood, by man shall his blood
be shed." On the same day Samuel Cooke cited the threat to
liberty imposed by standing armies in time of peace. Xn
that context he asked, "When a people are in subjection to
those ... armed with the terrors of death, under the most
absolute command, ready and obliged to execute the most
17daring orders—what has been the consequence?"
Over five years the commemorative orations—each
reproduced as a pamphlet—contained the most detailed
references to the Massacre, and best illustrate the themes
of all pamphlets. In 1771 love 11 devoted half his oration
to the threat and consequences of standing armies. He gave
legal status to his argument by citing an article in the
English bill of rights prohibiting "raising or keeping" a
standing army during time of peace. He was also the first
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to offer an alternative to a professional army* saying *by
brave militias'* a nation will "rise to grandeur; and they
I B
will come to ruxn by a mercenary array.
"
Joseph Warren* in 1772* said the Massacre was the
consequence of the introduction of a standing army "for
obedience to acts which upon fair examination* appeared to
be unjust and unconstitutional, " Be continued in an
emotional indictment of the crimes of the army*
Language is too feeble to paint the emotion of our
souls* when our streets are stained with blood of our
brethren—-v/hen our ears are wounded by the groans of
the dying* and our eyes are tormented with the sight of
the mangled bodies of the dead • • . our houses wrapt
in flames* our children subjected to the barbarous
caprice of the raging soldiery*—our beauteous virgins
exposed to all the insolence of unbridled
passion - - - - 1• • •
In 1773. Dr. Benjamin Church* a leader of the
Boston Tea Party, future member of the Provincial Congress
and future surgeon-general of the Continental i\rray, evoked
visions of "brutal ruffians 1* crushing "unsuspecting
victims . . • defenseless* prostrate* bleeding country-
men • • . " He called for those who survived to "fire the
aealous into manly rage* against the foul oppression of
20quartering troops in populous cities in time of peace."
Hancock* in 1774* eulogised the dead with passionate
rhetoric* describing the scene "when Satan with his chosen
band opened the sluices of Mew-England's blood* and
sacreligiously polluted our land with the dead bodies of








of tyranny imposed upon the colonies from without. Like
Love 11, Hancock's alternative to a standing army was Ma
well-disciplined militia" as "security against foreign
foes."21
In 1775. tfarren, making his second appearance as a
commexoorative orator, articulated Boston *s increasing fear
of standing armies with references to the pasts
But when the people on the one part, considered the
army as sent to enslave them, and the army on the
other, were taught to look on the people as in a state
of rebellion, it was but just to fear the most
disagreeable consequences. Our fears, we have seen*
were but too well grounded.
But Warren also believed that the coming of British troops
provided the colonial militia with an opportunity to
improve themselves, because "the exactness and beauty of
their discipline inspire our youth with ardor in the
22pursuit of military knowledge .
*
In pamphlets making oblique reference to the
Massacre, secondary themes do not appear. A typical
pamphlet discoursed on the faults of Great Britain in her
relationship with America. Argument ran from natural
rights philosophy to Parliament's lack of legislative
authority over the colonies to the tyranny of standing
armies. When addressing this latter subject, the pamphlet
referred to the consequences therein—symbols associated
with the Boston Massacre. A few examples should be
23




















Simeon Howard devoted the bulk of his 1773
artillery sermon to a warning of the need to be prepared to
defend liberty by military force. In the sermon he defined
the standing army as "a number of men paid hy the public.
to devote themselves wholly to the military profession,
while the body of the people followed their peaceable
employments without paying any attention to the art of
war." This, he said, was dangerous because the army was
"generally composed of men who have no real estate in the
dominion. " whose "manner of life tends to corrupt their
morals. " causing them to "abuse the unarmed and defenseless
people." He concluded that the colonies would never agree
to a standing army among them in time of peace. "Virtue.
domestic peace ... and even the once crimsoned SJMBMMI MM
24MM Street, all loudly cry out against the measure."
In his 1774 pamphlet directed at the closing of
Boston's port by the Boston Port Bill. Joslah Quincy also
attacked the standing army as a threat to freedom. "When-
ever, therefore, the profaagipn of armi becomes a distinct
oxjfer. in the state, and a standing MM part of the
constitution • . . the social compact is defeated. • • •*
Quincy went on to list examples throughout history of the
negative results of military might in society. He ended
saying Hew England was early warned of the dangers by "the
permission /sic/ of an early carnage in our streets" when
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beguiled into security and fraud fully drawn into bondages
25
—a state that sooner or later ends in rapine and blood.
•
Also in 1774 * South Carolina Whig William Henry
Drayton's letter to the continental congress in Philadelphia
listed eight consequences of British troops being quartered
among a "free population.* Included was this: "Frequent
robberies* Assaults. Batteries, Burglaries* Rapes* Rapines*
Murders* barbarous Cruelties and other moat abominable
Vices and Outrages • . . few of which • . • have been
26questioned* and fewer punished.
*
Then in 1775, an anonymous pamphleteer in New York
devoted his entire effort to dangers of a standing army to
that colony. In referring to a lack of choice afforded the
soldier in dealing with civilians because of the "will" of
his "tyrannical masters*" he concluded that "murders" were
27the result.
Of the thirty Boston Massacre pamphlets* twenty-
five put forth the Whig view* leaving five to rebut the
polemics of those writers. Of these* one was & Pair
Account-
. London editions of which circulated to some extent
in Boston. Another was the record of the Massacre trials*
printed in Boston in 1770 and imported into South Carolina
the next year. While testimony showed the Whig side* the
defense and verdicts substantiated Tory opinion of the
affair.
















on the Massacre orations delivered at Boston's British
Coffee Bouse in 1775 by Dr. Thomas Bolton. It attacked
Whig leaders in Boston as traitors to the Crown, but
appeared in only one Boston printing. That same year, the
Selectmen of Boston printed a series of letters by deposed
Boston Tory printer. John Mein. Mein wrote the letters in
a London newspaper the previous year* accusing "Doctor
/Benjamin/ Franklin's Faction" in Boston of exciting "the
soldiers to some form of outrage to ground a pretense for
their removal. " To Mein. the Massacre resulted from an
attack on the soldiers, causing them to fire in self-
defense out of fear for their lives. Thus, his argument
followed the standard Tory position regarding the affair.
Again, this pamphlet was printed only once—in Boston.
Also in 1775. Daniel Leonard used the Massacre commemora-
tions to illustrate advantages enjoyed by the Whigs in the
rhetorical contest with the Tories. Be cited the use of
orations, "effigies, paintings and other forms of imagery"
in the celebrations as a means "designed to arouse
emotions. " Printed in New York, it was one of two Tory
pamphlets to appear outside Massachusetts.
9wHUUCsk4utfHsVsaauuUflk
Pamphlets, sermons, and committees of correspondence
did little to spread word about the Boston Massacre beyond
Massachusetts. Only one-third of those mentioning the
affair appeared outside the Bay Colony. The South was
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particularly devoid of pamphlet references to the Massacre,
as Virginia received none and South Carolina but two. The
clergy was responsible for just two references to the
affair outside Massachusetts—both in Connect icut—while
committees of correspondence cited it only once in New York
and Pennsylvania.
Eighty per cent of the pamphlets circulated in
Massachusetts* however—many in multiple editions or
printings—thus adding considerably to the volume of
rhetoric that colony received about the Massacre. The
clergy participated actively in the Bay Colony* speaking
out following the killings and participating in anniversary
commemorationa over the years. Committees of correspondence,
on the other hand* mentioned the affair only twice in five
years.
Pamphlets referring to the Massacre were not
designed to inform. Instead, their purpose was to argue a
point of view—to persuade people that their liberty was
threatened by a standing army placed in their midst by
Great Britain not to protect but to tyrannise them. They
heard and read this Whig assessment of the situation for
five years, whereas the Tory effort to counter the argument
was minimal by comparison. The threat diminished in Boston
with the removal of the troops following the Massacre, and
so did pamphlet references to the affair. But the danger
reappeared in 1774 with the introduction of British
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soldiers as part of the Intolerable Acts. Concurrently*
pamphleteering on the subject flourished, anci writers used
the Massacre as a prime example to illustrate and under-
score the threat. Thus, the danger of the standing army
was the theme to which the Massacre was related.
, v jrmX ft .
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Appendix B and the Bibliography.
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CHAPTER VI
AM ACCUMULATION OF PERSUASION
During the five years that passed between the
killings in Boston and the Battle of Lexington and Concord*
the Massacre never disappeared from public view, but it
elicited peaks of attention in the various channels of
public communications. And, while the affair drew
simultaneous attention in several media, one usually
dominated in keeping the subject alive. This chapter
focuses on the relationship among time, volume of coverage,
and content of messages in order to compare the role played
by each medium in telling the story of the Massacre in each
of the six colonies.
Hftwapayar ppmlnancii in ttiaat of Eac lifting
Attention ovar Time
In quantitative terms, media interest in the
Massacre in the six colonies studied peaked in the first
year following the tragedy, then lessened rapidly and
considerably over succeeding years. In order to demonstrate
the degree of this diminution. Table 7 has been prepared.
It combines the number of separate references in massages
about the Massacre previously displayed in Tables 1-6 into
162
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a form which better enables the reader to visualize the
relative amount of attention each medium devoted to the
affair over the five-year period.
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION* OF MESSAGES REFERRING TO
BOSTON MASSACRES MEDIUM BY YEAR
Medium 1770 1771 1772 1773 1774 1775 Total
Newspapers 222 60 25 26 18 12 363
Sermons
and
Orations 4 4 2 3 3 2 18
Pamphlets 3 3 2 6 10 8 37
Total 234 67 29 35 31 22 418
I II I I 111———will III K l i W.W>HIWiMIW»Wp ilMi.^M>M ! H H *W»I———««»—».— m I L — - I IIM l M l llH '^MWW—
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From March 5, 1770—the day of the killings
—
through the &rvi of 1770* the various media collectively
provided nearly 60 per cent of all separate messages about
the Massacre that they would during all five years.
Succeeding references made to the affair in 1771 ended with
the first anniversary celebration. Thus* within the first
full year following the incident* three-quarters of all
Messages mentioning the Massacre in the six colonies had
bean transmitted through channels of public communications.
(Table 7)
Table 7 must be read with caution, because it in no
way discriminates between the two-paragraph newspaper story
or single-sentence mention by pamphlet of the Massacre* on
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the one hand* and the extended treatment in any medium on
the other. It is merely a summary of the evidence of the
Massacre by the various media. Furthermore, it must be
remembered that the study of newspaper content about the
Massacre after the first anniversary—that is. in the years
following 1771—-was performed only for the two-month period
either side of the anniversary; a substantial number of
newspaper mentions may have appeared during the unexamined
months. To indicate relative substance and length of
separate messages
s
From the killings through the first anniversary, at
least 17 newspaper articles were a page or more, while
at least 44 others ran a column or longer. After 1771.
however, only nine newspaper accounts of the Massacre
exceeded one column, while just seven others—memorial
proclamations—were longer than two or three
paragraphs.
Of the 13 sermons and orations. 14 messages were as
much as a page long, and 11 were devoted almost
entirely to the Massacre* as they were delivered on the
occasion of the shootings or anniversaries.
Then, of the 37 pamphlets. 27 were at least a page
in length, while 16 were devoted almost entirely to the
affair, as they were printed as a result of the
killings, trials, or commemorations.
no art njt ftiomi- ;> % btuui ono ed3
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In that first year* media attention cantered upon,
but was not limited to, events associated with the affairs
the killings themselves* trials, and anniversary celebra-
tion. Within three weeks after the initial break in news
coverage of the shootings newspapers turned again to the
subject of the Massacre. From the last day in April until
the beginning of the trials in late October, a major news-
paper article* sermon, or pamphlet discussed the Massacre
almost every month. Following the trials the newspaper
debate between San Adams and Jonathan Sewall, coupled with
publication of the trial-record pamphlet, overlapped by
five weeks calls in the press for annual commemorations of
the "horrid Massacre," thus filling the gap until the first
anniversary.
By comparison with the relatively full and continu-
ous coverage of the Massacre in the first year following
the incident* channels of communications devoted substan-
tially less time and space to the affair over the next four
years. By 1775 the number of messages had diminished to
less than 10 per cent of what it had been four years
earlier. (Table 7)
References to the Massacre after 1771 were made
mainly in conjunction with anniversary celebrations. tSow-
ever, as political discussion began to increase in 1773
—
concurrently with mounting tensions between Great Britain
and her colonies—the media also discussed the Massacre
tip
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during intermediate periods. June, 1773, saw the affair
communicated three times, while the summer of 1774 brought
five references to it. Then, during the first four months
of 1775, public communications addressed the subject on
four occasions not directly connected to the anniversary
celebration of that year.
Table 7 also shows the dominance of newspapers over
other forms of communication in placing the Massacre before
the public. During the first year following the killings,
newspapers accounted for 93 per cent of the messages which
were transmitted to the public. Even as their dominance
dwindled over time in comparison to pamphlets, sermons, and
orations, it never fell below the near-parity reached in
1775. For the five-year period, approximately 87 per cent
of all references to the affair appeared in the press.
newspapers not only held a numerical preeminence,
but they also led in presenting argument about the
Massacre. Through the first year following the incident,
newspapers both initiated all major argument and introduced
all principal themes concerning the affair, which circulated
in the various media over the five years. This was the
"big moment" for the press, and all but two newspaper
articles making substantial reference to the Massacre were
printed at this time.
Pamphlets, sermons, and orations augmented what
first appeared in newspapers; they never initiated
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discussion and argument. Even in later years* whan
pamphlet s became relatively more important in the continu-
ing discussion of the Massacre* the argument they
presented was nothing more than an expansion of what news-
papers first introduced during the year following the
killings.
Interest Outsit- ftftfiarehmrett.fi
itot only was media interest in the Massacre
characterized by a rapid and substantial decline over time*
but it diminished considerably outside Massachusetts.
Table 3 depicts the number of separate messages about the
Massacre made by each medium in each of the six colonies.
Used in conjunction with Table 1, it should enable the
reader to obtain a fuller picture of how, when, where, and
in what proportion channels of public communications sent
the story of the Massacre to the people. The same caution
must be used in reading this table as in reading Table 7.
Approximately 57 per cent of all references to the
Massacre by public communications over five years occurred
in Massachusetts. The most interest mustered by the media
in any of the other five colonies came in Connecticut and
Pennsylvania—each providing about one-quarter of that
provided in the Bay Colony. In Hew York and South Carolina,
media coverage of the Massacre in each amounted to approxi-
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below that paltry percentage. In fact* the press in
Virginia produced only about six per cent of what the media
in Massachusetts provided. (Table 3)
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OP MESSAGES REFERRING TO
BOSTON MASSACRES MEDIUM BY COLONY
**—
" 1 III! Will II II
Medium Mass. Conn. N. Y.
HMHI
Pa. va. S. c. Total
News-
papers 197 53 21 59 14 19 363
Sermons
ora-
tions 17 1 18
Pamphlets 25 4 3 3 2 37
Total 239 58 24 62 14 21 418
While the media showed relatively little interest
in the Massacre outside Massachusetts* Table 8 shows that
newspapers were* in fact, the principal public channel by
which the other five colonies learned about the affair.
What information was printed in Virginia was provided solely
by newspaper accounts; no pamphlet was printed there. And.
Connecticut was the only colony besides Massachusetts in
which a sermon or oration addressing the subject was
delivered. Pamphlets provided the other five colonies
somewhat more exposure to the Massacre, but in comparison
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pamphlets represent more than 10 per cent of the total
references to the affair. Additionally, the small number
of different pamphlets distributed in any one colony over
five years indicates the relative infrequency of use of
that form of communications in keeping the subject before
the public.
In Massachusetts* however, the situation was some-
what different. Most of the important pamphlets were
published there—many in more than one edition or printing—
and all the sermons and orations occurred there* save one.
Although the percentage comparison with the number of
newspaper articles is small
—
pamphlets* sermons* and
orations represented about 17 per cent of total references
to the Massacre—the actual number of different pamphlets
printed and orations and sermons delivered was substantial.
(Table 8) Consequently* they probably contributed much to
the body of information and argument about the Massacre
available in Massachusetts. But* it is important to note
again that they presented nothing that newspapers had not
placed first before the public. Thus* they followed the
lead of the press* augmenting and reinforcing rather than
innovating.
Prominence at tfea Whig Viflv
Regardless of communication form* content of
messages about the Massacre was designed to persuade
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receivers to adopt a partisan view of the affair. Only
about 14 per cent of newspaper articles eliminated bias*
(Tables 1-3) Pamphlets* and the other forms of communica-
tion which were reprinted as pamphlets (ser&ons. orations*
etc.), never did. Both sides of the story were exposed to
the public, but always in a partisan account. Ho writer or
speaker attempted to analyze and compare divergent views of
the affair. A reader or listener had to seek out differing
versions, before balancing and weighing conflicting views.
In the process of obtaining news about the
Massacre, the receiver faced a preponderance of Whig-biased
material. Approximately 75 per cent of newspaper accounts
were slanted in favor of the Whigs' concept of the
incident. (Tables 1-3) In articles Bixppli&d by partisan
writers, printers graphically portrayed the killings as a
"horrid Massacre"? exposed the affair as the consequence of
a dark conspiracy against liberty? tried to discredit the
soldiers before, during, and after their trials for murder*
and promoted and publicized the anniversary celebrations
with their commemorative orations and displays. Addition-
ally, the press reprinted one of the orations, one of only
two "proceedings** in which committees of correspondence
referred to the Massacre, and published several proclama-
tions memorialising the affair.
Other forms of communications displayed an even
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All sermons espoused the Whig view, as did approximately
nine out of every ten pamphlets. Of six orations known to
have addressed the incident* five projected the Whig side
of the argument*
The predominance of Whig-biased communications
about the Massacre carried into Massachusetts, Connecticut*
Pennsylvania, Virginia, and South Carolina, varying in each
principally in terms of volume* In five of the six
colonies, therefore, a receiver of information about the
Massacre was likeliest to get a picture of the affair
primarily as the Whigs saw it.
Mew York was an exception. Over five years, press
coverage there was essentially neutral, as the total number
of neutral and Tory-biased newspaper articles actually came
to one more than the number favoring a Whig view.
(Tables 1-3) And, even the Whig accounts lacked the
polemical vigor of those which were printed in other
colonies. Of the three pamphlets printed in Mew York, two
provided a Tory view of the Massacre, making Mew York the
only colony other than Massachusetts to print a Tory
pamphlet mentioning the Massacre.
A shift In gffiphaciai QuaUtfttixa, Factors
To examine media coverage of the Massacre over tii«e
and by colony and bias merely in terms of quantity of
references is simplistic. Volume alone is something less











than a totally accurate indicator of What American* knew
about the affair over the five years froio 1770 to 1775, and
of the comparative role of the various madia in bringing
news to them. We have said that newspapers dominated other
forms of public communications both in telling the story of
the Massacre over time and transmitting messages to all six
colonies studied. But we have also indicated that there
was a shift toward pamphlets, sermons * and orations after
1771. For an explanation of what this shift meant and a
fuller understanding of the complex relationship that
existed among the various media, we must look to the factor
of qualitative nature in message content as opposed to
quantity of messages transmitted.
The Massacre received peak attention in the year
following the killings* as newspapers dominated the
numerically overwhelming Whig effort at persuasion. Over
the next four years newspapers continued to report each
anniversary* producing more than a hundred articles
(Table 3) « but they no longer presented detailed argument.
Articles were substantially shorter than previously and
contained little discussion. The press remained biased*
however* furthering the Whig view of the affair by continu-
ally referring to it as the "horrid Massacre*" describing
the commemorative displays* announcing subjects of the
annual orations* and publishing memorial proclamations.
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newspapers print substantial argument concerning the
Massacre.
From 1771 on, ana particularly after 1773* discus-
sion of the Massacre was better suited to the pamphlet,
sermon, and oration where time &t*& space permitted all
aspects of the affair to be gathered together and presented
in larger context—-and that context was the growing issues
of "constitutionality." after 1773. the newspaper was
absorbed with the onrush of events, incidents, happenings?
the constitutional issue, complex and basic, required
putting the revolutionary events into its own context.
1
Here the pamphlet served better than the newspaper.
The period 1773-1775 was one of rapidly accelerating
tension between America and Great Britain; a period when
influential lawyers, merchants, planters, and ministers
used pamphlets to debate constitutional questions involving
the depth to which England was denying the colonies rights
guaranteed and protected under the English constitution and
common law, but deriving ultimately from the "abstract
universale of natural rights." In this atmosphere,
pamphleteers elevated the meaning of the Massacre to a high
level of principle and legality. They gave it a quality
which transcended mere events. Zt made little difference
whether their references were substantial, as in pamphlets
which were occasioned by the anniversaries or made other
direct mention of the Massacre, or minimal, as with those
$9*iu* Snixq aifiqt-
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which referred obliquely to the affair. All fitted the
Massacre into the raging constitutional argument as yet
another grievance in which the mother country was abrogating
constitutional liberties in America, Zt became what
Bernard Bailyn described as *a great* transforming debate m s
a debate in which the Whigs continued to convert loyalty
and contentment with Great Britain into a move for
2independence and a war to achieve it*
After 1773* then* newspapers and pamphlets
(including sermons and orations) served mutually supporting*
but qualitatively different* functions in keeping the
Massacre alive • On the one hand* newspapers maintained the
Massacre in public view with occasional stories about the
annual commemorations* which clearly represented them in
the Whig view. On the other hand* pamphlets assumed the
task of debating the larger meaning of the affair relating
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER VI
HBailyn* Eac©Jal£la» I» PP* 4, 17? pp. 3-17 contains
the latest interpretation of the function pamphlets
performed as a means by which Americans expressed! political
theory* opinion* argument, and polemic.
Schlesinger, Pr.ejyd®* p. 44; Bailyn, Pamphlet, X,
p. 13; Bailyn, ffleo.logical firitfina, pp. 21, 133. In




ANSWERS* INFERENCES, AND SOMS
REMAINING QUESTIONS
Queata.cna Ajnswqred
In attcsmpting to assess the significance of the
Boston Massacre and estimate relative impact of the various
media throughout the colonies, we shall turn first to the
original questions for which the study sought answers.
They provide a framework for understanding the larger
propositions
.
In answer to the closely related questions of what
was known about the Massacre throughout the colonies and
what central themes diffused, evidence shows that the
principal message transmitted by all channels of public
communications was that the Massacre was the inevitable
consequence of a standing army stationed "illegally** among
civilians in time of peace; that the army was inherently
evil and threatened liberty. This message received fullest
exposure in Massachusetts, diminishing in Connecticut and
Pennsylvania—but still present to a significant degree.
It was revealed to a much lesser degree in South Carolina
and Virginia, but still represented the bulk of limited
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information those* colonies received. Only in Mew York was
this theme minimised and obscured.
Looking to the extent to which communications
favored either a Whig or Tory view of the affair or
remained neutral, evidence indicates that for five years
the Massacre was kept before the public largely through the
efforts of militant Whigs. To accomplish their purpose of
persuading the public that the Massacre was the ultimate
manifestation of an overriding threat to liberty imposed by
the British army, the Whigs used—among other things*
newspapers, sermons, and pamphlets* Ho Tory minister
opposed the Whigs, and the number of different pamphlets
the Whigs printed exceeded those of the Tories by more than
six times.
In presenting their newspaper case, the Whigs
overwhelmed their opposition in number and size of articles
and stridency of polemics. Perhaps nothing illustrates
better the Whig dominance of the press than the manner in
which they were able to use all newspapers in Massachusetts!
even those which normally supported the Tories or usually
tried to print both sides of an issue. Faced with the
preponderance of Whig material. vis-a~vie Tory, printers
had little alternative to emphasizing a Whig view of the
Massacre. Several times Whig writers provided articles
which were used by more than one newspaper at the same
time. For instance, in the week following the killings.
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all newspapers in Boston printed essentially the same story
about the incident* Although the various accounts differed
in length* and some contained more polemics than others*
all appear to have come from a single source. Large
portions of those appearing in the Boston Gftaettft* E-Y^aiag-
£o&fc* and goat-Boy on March 12, 1770. were so similar that
each printer seems to have had cocoas to a single "news
release** froei which he simply edited his own article to
taste. In reporting anniversary celebrations in 1772* 1773*
and 1774* Boston's newspapers printed on the same day again
carried nearly identical stories. Nothing can account for
this behavior other than the printers* receiving a standard
news article. Regardless of partisan political stance* if
newspapers were to cover the Massacre* they had to take
what was supplied by the Whigs.
In the matter of which channel of public communica-
tions provided the fullest coverage of the Massacre*
evidence strongly favors newspapers. By the total volume
of messages and amount of argument they carried, coupled
with initiation of major debate and sustaining performance
over time and through all six colonies, newspapers were the
principal means by which the Whigs maintained the Massacre
in the public's view. There was simply no other method in
Virginia. To varying degrees, pamphlets augmented the
press in the other five colonies* and sermons similarly
reinforced newspapers in Massachusetts, but nowhere did
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these other forms really coma close to matching newspapers.
Newspapers probably enjoyed greater circulation
than other forms of public communication, thus adding to
their dominance in transmitting word of the Massacre. Of
newspaper circulation* Schlesinger says the figures are
"fragmentary and unverifiable. " but "possess an inherent
credibility. " According to him* "circulation in major
towns iDBoston* New York* and Philadelphia/ in the period
from the Stamp Act onward averaged 1475 per newspaper until
the climactic events of 1774 and 1775 raised the number to
2520. ''' His figures for smaller communities like Salem*
Massachusetts* Hartford* Connecticut* and Williamsburg*
Virginia* average about 800. Even if his figures are
halved, weekly circulation in 1770 in Boston--with its five
newspapers—would have amounted to 3500 copies. In a city
of about 15*000* that means the press exposed a sizable
portion of the adult population to what the Whigs were
2
saying about the Massacre.
By contrast with the newspaper effort* the clergy's
contribution to public dialogue over the Massacre amounted
to only 12 sermons (that we know of) for the five years.
And* 11 of these were preached in Massachusetts. Nonethe-
less* in helping spread the word of the Massacre* the
clergy showed their willingness to deal with what was
essentially a political subject. This participation by the
ministers substantiates historians* claims to their
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involvement in politics as well as religion.
Pamphlets also performed their traditional function
in communicating the Massacre. Not only were they used to
spread further* messages about the Massacre originated in
other forms of communications* but they also provided a
handy method by which authors articulated basic themes in
3larger context.
Their greatest impact* however* was probably upon
the colonial leader. According to Philip Davidson* pamphlets
appealed mainly to intellectuals. Schlesinger supports
Davidson's view by saying their function was "to unify the
thinking of leaders" and "persuade the educated classes.
"
Bernard Bailyn* the foremost authority on the role of
pamphlets in the American Revolution* implies the same.
While Bailyn makes no categorical statements similar to
those of Davidson and Schlesinger* he says that pamphlets
presented the "leading or dominant ideas of • . • the
leaders of the Revolutionary movement* and it is their
thought at each stage of the developing rebellion that Z
attempted to present . . . ." Therefore we may infer that
pamphlets circulated to a different and probably much
smaller—albeit more influential-—audience than newspapers.
The final question asked if Schlesinger 's credit to
the newspapers as the principal vehicle for fomenting
revolution was valid in the case of the Massacre. The
preponderance of Whig argument contained in the press
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coupled with the dominance of newspapers over other forms
of communications in transmitting that argument to the
public largely substantiates his position on the revolu-
5tionary role of the press.
This credit does not suggest* however, that news-
papers in all colonies necessarily viewed the Massacre
equally as a major grievance against Great Britain, or that
public reaction to the argument they carried was the same
overall. Xt merely recognises the dominant function
performed by the press, in relation to other forms of
public communications, in carrying Whig revolutionary
thought about the Massacre to the people. The significance
of the Massacre is a separate question with which we shall
deal shortly.
ItoUticaj, jteputatiQim of aftiwagflpera
Considering the preponderance of Whig material
available, most newspapers throughout the colonies covered
the Massacre in a manner reasonably consistent with their
political reputations. The Whig press featured the affair
more strongly than Tory newspapers as it carried most of
the substantial Whig argument. Tory papers, while largely
compelled to print Whig accounts of the affair, if they
were to cover it at all. did not match the volume and argu-
ment of their Whig counterparts. To a substantial degree*
Tory printers edited out the stronger whig polemics.
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There are three notable exceptions to the general-
isation concerning consistency of printing by newspapers in
relation to their political reputations* and they deserve
special mention. On® was in Boston and two in New York.
Of the newspapers with a Tory reputation* the
JMjWi .fefeftwa-i^Efcfcur printed the greatest number of Whig-
biased accounts* With the relatively large amount of Whig
Material he printed icompared with the amounts which
appeared in other Tory newspapers) * Richard Draper went
beyond aaerely printing "what was available. * Be almost
seemed to embrace the Whig position on the affair. There
are no final explanations for this* just some suppositions.
Seeing John Mein forced out of business by the Whigs
because of his fight against non-iiisportation may have
caused Draper to fear the same if he fought the Tory battle
or minimized the Whig position. Schlesinger implies this
when he says Draper "trimmed his journalistic sails to the
prevailing wind.* And* that "wind" was definitely Whig in
the case of the Massacre. Yodelis, on the other hand*
would question this suggestion of coercion. She contends
that Whig attempts to pressure Tory newspapers into
printing news favorable to the Whig cause had little effect
on printers. Her recent study shows that partisan political
position did not keep any Boston printer from advertising
in other newspapers* and no newspaper lost advertising
because of its political stance. Then* as now* advertising
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was largely what kept newspapers in business. It is
possible* then* that Draper was simply appalled by the
killings* and given a large degree of press freedom* reacted
as an *American" printer rather than a Tory sympathiser.
While a supposedly ardent Tory newspaper in Boston
seemed to exceed the bounds of necessity in printing Whig
material about the Massacre* two newspapers in Sew York
with strong Whig reputations paid relatively little atten-
tion to the incident. Although John Holt had previously
joined in agitating against British soldiers* coming to
Boston* he rejected an obvious attempt by the Boston Whigs
to spread their view of the Massacre to New York in the
weeks following the killings. Thereafter* by printing
relatively few and mainly neutral accounts* he virtually
ignored continuing aspects of the affair. Overall* Holt
simply minimised the Massacre in his Maw York; Journal. So
did James Parker* the other staunch Whig printer in Hew
York—that is. until his death in June* 1770.
Schlesinger * a belief that strong pressure from the
government constrained Holt's and Parker's printing
activities on behalf of the Whigs in 1770 offers a possible
explanation for their failure to seise upon the Massacre,
at least to the degree that Whig newspapers in neighboring
colonies did. But* this contention is largely unproven*
and it fails to resolve the question of why Holt continued
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Who, gaged fltacmt the Hflaeasra?
Historians and famous persons in American history
who have asserted that the Boston Massacre had deep meaning
for all colonies have done so on the basis of small
evidence. This study of the channels of public communica-
tions adds little weight to that evidence. Information
about the event was widely circulated by newspapers*
pamphlets, and sermons only in Massachusetts* and only
there was it associated with substantial public response
over five years. Apparently no other colony instituted
anniversary celebrations. If one did* the event was of
such minor importance that it failed to elicit public
mention. Public reaction was strong in Massachusetts where
numerous towns supported Boston after the killings. And*
two towns besides Boston are recorded as having conducted
commemorations of the Massacre. Many persons wrote news-
paper articles and pamphlets addressing the subject* while
clergymen are known to have preached 11 sermons about it.
One other colony—Connecticut—combined substantial
media interest in the Massacre with significant public
response. Newspapers there reprinted substantial amounts
of material taken from the press in Massachusetts* particu-
larly in the year following the killings. Several
Connecticut writers responded with newspaper articles* and
others were omitted from the press for lack of space. One
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preached in the colony, and rnore pamphlets were printed
there than in any other colony outside Massachusetts* Even
this amount of interest, however, failed to approach that
displayed by Massachusetts.
Pennsylvania was th® only other colony in which
public communications showed substantial interest in the
Massacre. Newspapers in the colony reprinted about the
same number and variety of articles about the Massacre as
those in Connecticut. Press coverage in both colonies, in
fact, was remarkably similar. Several pamphlets mentioning
the affair were also printed in Pennsylvania. Other than
pamphleteering, however, channels of public communication
reveal no public outrage or reaction to news of the
Massacre.
Response to the Massacre in New York, Virginia, and
South Carolina matched the minimum amount of attention paid
the affair by public communications in each. Press
coverage in Sew York was minimal, falling considerably
below that of Connecticut and Pennsylvania, and essentially
neutral. Three pamphlets were printed in the colony, two
of which originated there. The only other known public
response in &ew York to the Massacre was a single inquiry
about the affair by a Sew York citizen to a friend in
Boston, the answer to which appeared in the press.
fclewspapers in South Carolina gave the Massacre















while the press in Virginia offered somewhat less volume.
In both Southern colonies* newspapers expressed a stronger
Whig view of the affair than those in Hew York, with South
Carolina's press emphasizing it more than Virginia's.
However, newspapers in both colonies carried comparatively
little about the Massacre subsequent to the summer of 1770.
In Virginia there was simply no public interest other than
that shown by the press. Additional public response in
South Carolina consisted of a single pamphlet written by
radical Whig William Henry Drayton and the importation by
Tory printer Robert Wells* of the record of the trial.
No distinct pattern of interest in the Massacre is
revealed through all six colonies. Overall* this writer is
struck by the relative lack of impact of the event outside
Massachusetts—even in Connecticut and Pennsylvania where
it was portrayed to the public to a significant degree. To
fully examine the question of why the Massacre impacted as
it did is beyond the scope of this study* but sons
relationships may be shown and inferences drawn.
Distance had bearing on how the Massacre was
treated by various communications media* and received by
the public. Of the colonies outside Massachusetts*
Connecticut-—a neighbor—showed greatest interest and
recorded the most significant public response to the affair.
Newspaper articles of New Hampshire origin* which appeared
in the Massachusetts press* suggest that colony also
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responded to the Massacre. Given this interest by three
Mew England colonies* a fourth—Rhode Island—may have been
receptive to news of the Massacre* as well.
Beyond Massachusetts* however* any attempt to
generalize about the effoots of distance is largely
defeated by inconsistencies in the relationship between
distance and interest. Granted that the southern colonies
—as a section—showed the least interest; yet* distance
was not a factor in Mew York. That colony had at least as
much opportunity to receive information as Pennsylvania*
but its newspapers published nowhere near the volume or
polemics of those of its neighbors to the south* thus
turning around the concept of distance as a reliable
indicator. Then too* public channels of communications in
South Carolina had more to say about the Massacre than
those in Virginia* again to the weakening of a distance
theory.
Tied closely to distance as a possible factor for
explaining how interest in the Massacre developed throughout
the colonies is the degree of difficulty any colony had in
obtaining news about the affair. Reprinting of Massacre
stories on a regular basis in newspapers south through
Pennsylvania indicates that postal service was reliable and
consistent. Indeed, this ready availability of news may
partially explain why Pennsylvania newspapers covered the
Massacre as well as those in Connecticut. But* as already
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noted, access to news through a reasonably reliable
communications system fails to account for New York's
indifference to the Massacre. Zf anything* the opposite
should have been the case.
Different lines of communication coupled with
irregular service may explain* to some degree* the limited
news coverage in the southern colonies. South Carolina
received its news from the north by sea; Virginia overland.
Ship service, though irregular, could have provided more
newspapers to South Carolina than the postal rider brought
to Virginia. But this is pure supposition. We lack
information as to which newspapers South Carolina and
Virginia received; and when. This study suggests that
Virginia printers awaited newspapers from Philadelphia.
But which newspapers? We do not know whether they got only
those from Pennsylvania* or whether the post brought papers
from Slew York* Connecticut* and Boston as well. Virtually
the same questions apply to South Carolina. From where did
the ships come? Which newspapers did they carry? In the
case of the Massacre* Boston papers were used by both Peter
Timothy and Charles Crouch for their first accounts of the
killings, while Robert Wells went to Mew York sources
brought by the same ship. But this is insufficient informa-
tion to permit drawing general conclusions as to the
influence of lines of communication on the manner in which
the Massacre was treated in South Carolina and Virginia.
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It merely suggests that the former's printers may have had
more direct access to Boston news than those of the latter*
Political advocacy* particularly support for Whig
causes * was also a factor of some importance to the
question of why printers handled the Massacre as they did*
One might expect that the dominant Whig view would be
accepted by Whig printers. Thus* the attention given the
Massacre by the predominantly Whig press in Connecticut and
Pennsylvania is predictable. So is the somewhat stronger
view of the affair provided by the South Carolina papers*
as contrasted with those in Virginia. Peter Timothy and
Charles Crouch had stronger Whig reputations than any of
the printers of the various Virginia Gazettes. But again*
New York does not fit the pattern* because John Holt and
James Parker provided minimum coverage of the affair.
There appears to be a positive relationship between
the amount of attention paid the Massacre by the media and
the degree of popular response elicited. Massachusetts*
with the largest display of media interest* showed the
greatest popular outcry. Connecticut was next in media
attention to the affair (actually about equal with Pennsyl-
vania) , and second in amount of popular outrage. Public
communications in Hew York* South Carolina* and Virginia
paid minimum attention to the Massacre* and no popular
response is indicated in any of them. Pennsylvania is the
exception to this relationship. With about the same media
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attention to the Massacre as in Connecticut* Pennsylvania
failed to display any popular interest.
None of these factors by itself provides convincing
argument for why the Massacre impacted as it did. Collec-
tively they also lack strong persuasion. There is an
element associated with the Massacre* however* which has
greater applicability for ail colonies* and logically fits
the context in which the Whigs presented the killings. The
major theme stressed in the bulk of Whig messages about the
Massacre was the evil of a standing army stationed among
civilians in time of peace; in this case* the British army
living in Boston. But* was that army really evil; or
rather* was it viewed a« evil by all Americans? If the
army was not universally perceived as the great threat to
liberty pictured by the Whigs* then the Boston Massacre
could hardly be viewed by all with the alarm that it was in
Massachusetts.
This study can not examine this hypothesis in
detail* but John Shy's Toward l*acinaron—the single full
study dealing with the part the British army stationed in
America contributed to the American Revolution—takes the
position that the army was really feared only in Massachu-
setts until just prior to the outbreak of warfare. I shall
present only some of his argument here. To appreciate it
8
fully* the entire work must be read.
Shy begins by pointing out that Americans were not
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opposed to the use of military force. Each colony had its
local militia, which had augmented British regulars for
many years. Militia duty was an accepted part of life for
men in colonial America. And, in the brief review of the
Boston Massacre pamphlets, we have seen this demonstrated
by writers who advocated militia as the best means of
9protection for the colonies.
Then, too, the British army fought a major war
against the French in America, preserving the security of
the colonies under the British flag. Many colonials
willingly fought in that war both as regulars and as
militia. A warm comradeship existed between British
soldiers and American civilians as a result of that
.xperionc. 10
But this agreeable situation began to deteriorate
following the peace in 1763, eventually breaking down
completely in 1775 with war. "These years of political
conflict, " Shy says, "had leached away much of the senti-
mental, wartime affection for the army." But, lifce the
move for independence, the process was slow and not
supported by the whole population. American attitudes
toward the army "hardened, but never crystallised around
the army as a major grievance in itself." As Shy sees its
"Americans acted as if they did not truly vajQJL to make the
army a major issue." The reason "is obscure but surely
involves an intricate tangle of fondness and fear," where
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"discontented people feel the need to act as If soldiers
are themselves not the target of political attack • • • but
guiltless instruments of an oppressive government.
"
Shy also points out that economic benefits accruing
to America from the army's presence mitigated against fear
and distrust. He estimates that the army brought about
£ 300*000 Sterling into America each year. "In an economy
with a chronic imbalance of payments and shortage of hard
money* he says* "and with total imports of roughly
£ 2*000*000* this injection of specie was of sons
12importance.
"
Host important* this writer believes* are the
comments Shy makes about how the army was received in the
various colonies. Prior to 1775* Virginia never had
British troops stationed on her soil* while Connecticut saw
them only sporadically. South Carolina had garrisons on
the frontier and in Charleston over the years. Relations
between troops and civilians always remained cordial* how-
ever* even when South Carolina supported Boston's stand—-in
1768 and 1769—against introduction of troops there.
British officers in Charleston could report, therefore,
that "The people are very civil and polite. We receive all
kinds of civilities from the hospitable inhabitants of this
-13pretty town. ..."
In the middle colonies, Pennsylvania, which had a
















1772* encountered no difficulties in its relations with
thorn. Even in Hew York* where numerous minor altercations
had taken place between British troops and citizens over
the Quartering Act* saleable relations between officers and
"gentry" had smoothed over the more difficult situations.
Despite the potential for it. Shy says that real violence
never developed there.*"
But the situation was different and unique in
Boston. In Shy's words*
• • • that exception is all important. There* where no
regular garrison had been since the war* soldiers cane
again to disrupt the life of the city; there the danger
of coercion had been faced squarely, rather than
obliquely •» elsewhere, because it could not be
deflected by the habitual presence of regulars or by
the question of defense against external attack. The
result was to stifle fondness and to transform fear
from inhibition into a new source of energy and
determination. There* in 1775, war would begin. It
could have begun nowhere els©.*5
Shy's analysis of the general respect for and good
relations with the array enjoyed by all colonies except
Massachusetts*—and possibly New York—squares most closely
with reactions of the various colonies to the Boston
Massacre. His evidence argues strongly that little objec-
tive reality existed outside Massachusetts for fear and
distrust of the army. Hence* most citizens could view the
Massacre as little more than a local confrontation* not as
an overriding threat to liberty. Thus* the Whig argument
foil largely on "deaf ears.*'
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Shy 1 8 thesis is not a perfect fit* out taken in
conjunction with the other factors already discussed, it
makes sense in most cases. Lack of fear of the military in
Connecticut could have been partially offset by a combine-*
tion of a feeling of neighborlineas for Boston and strong
Whig sentiments of the printers, Whig advocacy by printers
in Pennsylvania probably accounts for the relatively large
volume of newspaper coverage the Massacre received in that
colony, while basic trust for the army negated popular
resentment for the affair. Distance* unreliable communica-
tions, and lack of a strong Whig press, combined with no
experience with the British army best explain Virginia's
low level of involvement in the affair. And, in South
Carolina, presence of militant Whig printers is the likely
reason for the press in that colony providing a larger Whig
view of the Massacre.
Mew York remains a largely unexplained exception.
Distance, communications difficulties, and political stance
of printers lack validity as explanations for New York's
neutral reception of the Massacre. Even Shy's otherwise
persuasive concept of lack of fear of the army is weakest
in the colony where General Gage had his headquarters.
Although New York never had a "massacre, • relations between
British soldiers and citizens were not nearly as amicable as
in other colonies. Kew York's indifference to the Massacre










Thus, the Boston Massacre was not universally
viewed throughout the six colonies as a significant event,
local conditions dictated the manner in which it was
perceived, and these differed from colony to colony. The
popular image of the "horrid Massacre." conceived by the
Whigs in Massachusetts and sustained over time by
historians, was really that held by the Bay Colony from
1770 until 1775.
Suqqfiatlona .for,, JPtorthmc $%\tiu
As with most studies, this one probably asXs more
questions than it answers. Certainly it reveals several
topics for further examination.
The behavior of Richard Draper and his RPflfcQn Haws*
i>fcfc^r in reporting the Massacre suggests that historians
may be at least partially incorrect in ascribing strong
Tory sentiments to this printer and his newspaper. ft
detailed study of the Mew-T^tter during the American
Revolution and a biography of Draper are nxa&6e6» The
latter would probably be difficult because of lack of
sources, but a content analysis of the former is possible.
The manner in which Whig newspapers in New York,
particularly John Holt*s Hew, YPCK Journal, treated the
Massacre, coupled with Schlesinger's suggestion that they
were being coerced by the government questions the degree
of freedom printers possessed in that colony, ft study of
or- acres
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the press in Sow York* similar to that dons by Yodelis for
Boston and Teeter for Philadelphia is indicated. Such a
study would likely provide an answer to the question of why
the Boston Massacre had so little meaning for New York.
Beyond the simple fact that colonial printers
obtained most of their news about other colonies by
clipping stories from newspapers* little is known about
sources of news in the colonial press. A basic question
here 1st did printers in non-adjacent colonies habitually
get their news directly from newspapers of the colony in
which events occurred; or did they take articles from an
intermediate source? Xn the case of major news stories
about the Boston Massacre, the former method prevailed.
The small number of articles traced* however, is insuffi-
cient to establish a general pattern. To be most meaning-
ful* a study of this kind should be done over time; not for
a single event.
As for the Boston Massacre itself* this study
infers that Mew England was the only section in the
colonies where the affair could have had significant impact,
This might be tested by examining news coverage of the
event in Mew Hampshire and Rhode Island. And* if one
wanted to test this study further* it could be repeated in
Maryland and Georgia* as well.
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JflOOTNOTES TO CHAITER VII
Andrew* "Hews Dissemination. " pp. 113-17, was the
first to suggest that a single news source provided
original accounts of the Massacre in the Boston Ga^t^ and
gyening-Pgftt.
2Schlesinger. £sa2aaS&. pp. 303-304.
3See text above notes 27 and 29, Chapter I, for
discussion of the roles of the clergy and pamphlets as a
swans of communication; Davidson, Propaganda , p. 210,
Davidson, fXQpffigttnjfla,, p. 210; Schlesinger.
jegfiluOe., p. 44; Bailyn, Ideological Origins, p. x.
5Schlesinger, £rjoXy$ig.. pp. 45-46.
6
JQaisi., pp. 94, 285; Yodelis, *Paper War.- pp. 120,
139-42. 443-46.
7Schlesinger , grfllutifla* pp. 113-17.
%h» last two chapters of Shy, Toward
...tottington,










JbM>. pp. 254. 336; Thad Tate, -The Coning of
the Revolution in Virginias Britain 8 s Challenge to
Virginia's Ruling Class, 1763-1776," WilUttffl «ffld Mftry
Ui.Uirter.Iy., 3d. ser. , XIX (July, 1962), 324.












During the period covered by this study thirty-four
newspapers were printed throughout the colonies. Ail were
English-language except for two German papers printed in
Philadelphia, Of these* I examined twenty-eight* skipping
only the German papers and those not available through
resources of the State Historical Society of Wisconsin.
Hot consulted were the Norwich^ (Conn.) Packet; . published
1773-1775? the Salsaa (Mass.) fiflaetfcft. printed from July.
1774* until April. 1775; story and fiuraphray'a PunnaylvanU
Mftgggry (Philadelphia), which first appeared on April 7.
1775; and the Albany (K. Y.) 3s\SfiJ&3.» printed between
November, 1771. and August, 1772. Because of the
relatively short lives of these papers, they probably
contributed little to the story of news coverage of the
Boston Massacre not contained in the newspapers consulted.
Issues were missing in collections of some of the
newspapers* Thft Mflftaftghmettfi Spy, begun by Isaiah Thomas
2in July. 1770. lacked issues between then and November.
1770. and again for 1775. With the exception of two widely
scattered issues, the Stow York Po^t-Boy was not available
from April 9. 1770, until April 8, 1771. Prior to May 25.
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1772* all issues bat one were missing* and issues for March
and April, 1773, were not available. Excepting April 9 and
May 29. all issues of the South CflEQl&lMt vflSSittfc were
missing for 1775. Although the missing issues leave gaps
in a study of these particular newspapers* they presented
little problem for this investigation. Full availability
of other newspapers in the same colonies provided suffi-
cient material for ray purposes.
All issues were not examined over the full period.
Instead, coverage of each aspect of the story (event,
trials* commemorations) was followed in the Boston papers
until it broke. Then using the diffusion times in Andrew
as a guide, pickup of accounts in newspapers of the other
colonies was located and followed until it broke.
Some problems arose as a result. Coverage in the
Boston and other Massachusetts papers was nearly continuous
from the time the first stories appeared until coverage
broke. Outside Massachusetts, however, coverage became
increasingly erratic as distance increased. Printers
either grouped stories from several Boston sources of
different dates in a single issue, or they skipped an issue
or two for want of space or material. To offset this, all
newspapers outside Massachusetts were searched for at least
a month beyond the break in initial coverage for further
articles which had appeared in Boston.
Intervening periods were searched differently.
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Whore research into the other communication* channels
revealed reference to the Massacre outside the basic tins
frame of the newspaper study, newspapers were searched for
evidence of it. Several major newspaper stories were thus
uncovered by this method of purposive sampling. They are
identified in the text* and their diffusion was traced.
Three methods of tracing news stories to their
source were used. In many cases the printers simply
identified the source by name. Major stories of a column
or more* such as the original accounts of the Massacre
itself* were compared on nearly a word-for-word basis.
Minor stories* ranging from a sentence to several para-
graphs* were traced through the habit of the colonial
printer of heading his stories with a dateline from their
source city. Since there was limited duplication of
printing days among the Boston papers* the source was
narrowed to one or two. Where two newspapers printed on
the same day* comparisons were made. Sufficient differ-
ences existed in stories emanating from the incident itself
and the trial period to allow positive identification of
the source in almost all cases. During the period of
annual commemorations* however* such close similarities
existed in articles appearing in the Boston press on the
same day that it was only possible to narrow the source to
4two papers.
Thomas R. Adams* bibliography of American
.ail huiM •• »ll***i
i id ' tma
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Revolutionary pamphlets, flaarjgan Indaa^mfonctit .ttrowth Of
an idaa . forma the basis for identification and diffusion
of pamphlets and sermons about the Boston Massacre. In
preparing his bibliography, Adams consulted ten other
bibliographies including fiharlfea ^vanfi 6 ittaagiean jjJrJlflT
9 r^P^y- His criteria for selection of pamphlets met my
requirements—that they be*
1) /American in origin.
2) Political, dealing with the main issue of the
political relationship between the colonies and Great
Britain.
3) Concerned with issues or events leading to the War
for Independence.
His selection also included sermons and orations, which
were printed as pamphlets subsequent to delivery, and
"discussed at length or were stimulated by a major event
such as repeal of the £tas$> Act, Boston Massacre, or the
Battle of Lexington and Concord.** He eliminated sermons
which were "essentially religious" in nature or "contained
5
only brief reference to politics.**
Adams* listings were checked against those of
Bernard Bailyn and Merrill Jensen, and Roger P. Bristol's
updating of Evans. All titles in Adams for the years of
the study plus titles in the other references, not dupli-
cated by Adams, w&re located and examined on micro*
6
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Three collections of Revolutionary sermons were
also examined as additional sources for sermons. Thus*
sermons forming a part of this study were either reproduced
as pamphlets, for which a Shipton microcard imprint exists,
7
or printed in the noted collections.
Of 130 titles in Ratios for the period only four
were not available. Of these one (A &®±£> AjSCfiunfr of the
fciftl tfnhaapy UiMtaOmam at Boaton „ ., ) made direct
reference to the Massacre. Although it could not be
examined, sufficient references to it exist in other
sources for it to be included. The others were not exam"
ined. Thirty pamphlets were found which made either direct
or oblique reference to the Massacre. Titles »xe listed in
6Appendix B. Of these Adams contained all but two.
Lvidenee for pamphlet diffusion cones from both
Adams* newspaper search and my own. For the period, he
examined at least two and sometimes three newspapers,
published in the colonies comprising this study, for
instances of advertising &ind reprinting of pamphlets or
their contents. As earlier explained, my research included
an examination of all newspapers at the time appropriate
for appearance of a pamphlet. This included advertising.
9
I found no important differences from Adams.
newspapers, pamphlets, and secondary sources formed
the basis for evidence of committee of correspondence
interest in the Massacre. Since this thesis is a study of
.mm . ;>r>fi am 5»
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public communications means, internal letters of committee*
were not included. They are considered interpersonal, thus
falling outside the 3Cope of this study.
Sophisticated ncsthods of content analysis were not
used in categorising communications by political position.
In that clay of partisan writing* and particularly in
Massacre accounts, political sides "smack the reader in the
eye." Whig sources consistently referred to the event as
the "horrid Massacre. " blaiaed the soldiers, demanded "blood
for blood** vengeance, and accused the British of purposely
creating an atmosphere in which the Massacre became
inevitable. Tories blamed the town for inciting a riot,
general lawlessness in the colony, looked upon the soldiers
as the real victims, and consistently acknowledged Crown
authority. A neutral account—there were some—reported
facts as known without polemical embellishment. Data have
been quantified, in somt cases, to show, in tabular form,






J?OOTHOTES TO APPENDIX A
^righam. Bibliography* Vol. I. pp. 67, 397, 532;
Vol. II, p. 993. The German newspapers were Die German-
towner Zeitung and Dig WocteanlichtQ StaatabQta>
2
Ibid., Vol. X. pp. 319-20.
3Andrew, "News Dissemination, M pp. Ill, 117.
4
For purposes of this study, the term "original
accounts, " applied to colonial newspapers, means stories
which did not derive from other newspapers.
Adams, Bibliography., PP* xi-xviii.
6Bailyn, Pamphlet a; Merrill Jensen. Tracta of the
ftMnrlrffin jagaalsaUssV 17fil"T77*i (Indianapolis, Ind.s
Bobbs -Merrill. 1967); Roger P. Bristol, &jtf&lsj9ftnjL_&&
Charles Svana' ssmKltaaa Bibliography (Charlottesville,
University of Virginia Press, 1970) ; Clifford K. Shipton
and James £. siooney, Hational Index pf Ajmrican Imprinta
through laQQi The Short-Title Evans (2 vols.i Worcester,
Mass. s American Antiquarian Society and Barre Publishers,
1969). Adams, Bristol, Bailyn, and Shipton were all
working on pamphlets and colonial imprints at the same
time. They had access to and cross-checked their
individual listings with each other. Of Adams* work,
Bailyn says it is "authoritative." Bailyn, Pamphlets,
p. xi.
7Thornton, Jfculttit; Baldwin, Clergy; Potter, Xaiom.
Additional sermons dealing with the Massacre, which were
not printed, are discussed in the text.
a
Titles not examined, with their numbers as listed
in Aam&a, ares John Zubly, Calm and Baapccted Thoughta . » ,
(89); John Randolph, Conaidgrfttiflna on the, Preimnt State of
.Y.lcgin,ia (133); John Burgoyne, The Speach of a General
Qfficetr t » (155). Baldwin, CJL&rj3#, p. 113, provided
reference to Cooke's sermon, and Bailyn, Ideological
QrJLaioa, P- 270, referred to Parson* s. For this study
direct reference means any pamphlet or sermon occasioned by
the Massacre or which discusses it in some detail with
identification of it. Oblique reference means allusion to
symbols associated with the Massacre in discussion of other
topics, e.g., in discussion of consequences of standing
..*«rx&v .££« -q ,11 .IoV
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armies use of such words or phrases as "murders* "blood in
the streets," etc.




This list is arranged by year of first printing in
Asaerica. In parentheses following each «mtry, letter "D"
identifies a direct reference to the Massacre* letter **0"
an oblique. The number is that assigned to the pamphlet by
Thomas ft. Adams in his bibliography* Ajflagjcaa laJftjMMMJMMMUL
The Growth of an Idea. Titles have been shortened somewhat
by deletion of superfluous words. Enough is retained to
insure accurate identification.
A Short marrfttivg Qf The JMCUtf Maaaacr^ in fioaton ,. «, &.
the rifth Pay of March*,, , 177,0,. .ay. SqIdlera jo£JJi&
XtfiUX tegiraent .. . * • Boston* 1770. (D* 75)
Additional Obs^rvationa To 1 Short flaxr,ativ*iLj*iLThe Horrid
JSaaaagare in Baaton. .. , «. . Boston, 1770.
(D* 751)
A fair Account Of The Lat«» Unhappy aiaturbane^ At Boston in
frtew an^Land, « >~^tfith auJ>ff&**ndix.containing t « »
ividsncoB,,,* « ., not mentioned in fch& Maxrativs
. fr ,^.,.,itL • London* 1770. (L, 77) Although never
printed in America, this pamphlet circulated in
Massachusetts during 1770.
Johnson* Stephen. Inftftaxity and Platy the baat Principlfla
oJE a, good fldainlatration of Govarnraent «
—
*,.,,.».,&,
sermon freached Before The General Aafl*mfo)y Of The.
Colony of Connecticut . * , « May, IQt 177Q . » •
New London* 1770. CO. 78)
Chauncey* Charles. Trust in God, the Paty of a People in a
Pay of Trouble.. A Sartaort..i>j;e^chQt.. May 3Qth>
1770 , ,,„,, . Boston. 1770. (D, 76)
Cooke* Samuel. A Sermon tMMMJMJ at Cambridge, in the
audiangs of hla honor* .Thoraaa Hutchinson > lam*
Lieutenant-Governor and Com«?andex In Chief « «..-«.
May 3Qth« 1770 t . Boston, 1770. (O. no Adams)
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ggooeadinqa Qf His MfmaMxlM Council Of Tha Fgovincft Of
KannrtrrhusetterBay. Relative To The Imposition of
Mdrtrw Qlivftg. gag « . .in Consequence of tha
unhappy Affair of the 5,th of Magch. .1,770. Boston,
1770. <D, 80)
Tha Trial of . ,. . Soldiega in his Mfljsaty'a 29th aagifflant
of Foot. Fog the ttugdar # ... On Montiay-ttvcnin?, tha
5th Of March. 177Q t . . . Boston, 1770. <D, 84)
12Z1
Lathrop. John. Innocent. jBlQQd Crying To God firora The
Streeta Qf floaton. A german Qccaaionsd ay The
Horrid Mugd^r . . . Qn Tha Fifth Of Match. ,1770
x-^. . Boston, 1771. <D, 79)
Loveii, James. An Oration ,Peliveg«d Apgji, 2d*. 1771 » . .
To Commemorate the fcloody Xraqady 01 The Fifth of
March. 1770 . . . Boston, 1771. (D, 85)
1172
The Vataa .and Frocgadinqa Of Tha Fraftholdara and other
Inhabitants Of Tha Town of Boston, In Town meting
llad . t . . Boston, /177J2/. (»» 37)
warren, Joseph. An Oration Pelivarad Mason 5th. 1772 . ...
To Cofflfflcmogfltra The Bloody Traqady Of Tha Fifth Of
MftgCh. 1770. .> . t . Boston, 1772. (D, 88)
11.73
/Alien, John/ This African Alarm. Or, Tha. Boatonian Flaa.
Fog Tha flights, and l.iparties, of the Feopls
. A T . Boston. 1773. (D, 90)
/Allen, John/ An Qgation, Upon tha Beautinn of friharty
Or tha feasantial Rights of the Afflaricana . . * .
Boston, 1773. (O, 91)
Church, Benjamin. An Oration to 3 iversa Starch Fifth. 17731
-
t T^ r^rm^mnrmtA fche isSoody Tragedy Of The
Fifth Of March. 177Q » . , . Boston. 1773.
(B, 94)
Howard, Simeon. A Sermon Preached Tq The Ancient And
SonorajQle Artillery-Company, in Boston . . t June
7th. 1773 « . . . Boston, 1773. (O, 95)
m•OS ftm rffTTfff* %rt rf^ ^ 4 *n *la%»A yy^rim.
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Thft flejaraaantfltipna Qf Gpyarnar Hatehinapa ana Qthara
togethflr with the Resolves of the two fltauaaa
jfcfcSJC&oa. Boston, 1773. (©, 9t>)
fi Brief Review Qf the, Riae An£ Prpffr,®aai.,aery,iefta ana
Sufferings. Qf Mew England. ^specially Tha JErovinraa
Qf MtMBflGhttfl&t 'flcBay... ». , ,. «.. . Norwich, 1774.
(O, 104)
/Drayton, William Henry/ & Lef.frar Prpffi £ ffJEftSfflftft Qf South
Carolina, i Tip. ..Tha, PfiptftAfis sat, .Worth rffi^ncfl ».-.»,,,», •
Charles-Town. S. C, 1774. (O, 111)
Parsons, Jonathan, ffreflitaffl from Civil anti fScclaaiaatical
HlMMagi th@ Purchaaa of .Qiriat. ,.t. ....,«. •
NewBury-Port. 1774. (B. no Adams)
Hancock, John, fln Oration? &»i ivftCfld .March r)« 177,4 ,t .»„
To. .ComiaBraoratfi The Bloody .Tragedy Qf the .fifthjaJE
March 177Q . . . . Boston. 1774. (D, 117)
Lathrop, John, A garmon Preached To The flnaient ami
Hnnm.'fthlfvi flrti1ftry~CQjTiff,&ny, %n Boston »—» n Jama 6th,
1X14-*.-*.^ • Boston, 1774. (£. 122)
/Lea. Arthur/ A Tx.ue State ,pf The Proceedinga In the,
Parliament ol Great Britain* flmiHn Thf? Province, of
Maaaacaaaatta, Bay » t » • Philadelphia, 1774.
(B, 124)
Quincy, josiah. Ooaarvationa On The. ,^ct Qf garliaaaant
Commnnly CalXa<l Tha aaaton Port-ail 3 « With Thoughts
On . ..... Standing Armies . . . . Boston. 1774.
(O. 132)
warren. Joseph, flu Oration .aBlivareti Marsh Sixth* 1775
*»..«. .*. 2o Cnmmffimorate. tha Bloody Tragftfly Of The
fifth of March* 177Q . . ,«, . Boston. 1775.
(£>. 201)
Bolton, Thomas, An Oration Bs,liv@rati March Fifteenth,
m&iJht The Raqraat of a ftfuaber of the Inhabitant!
Qf The Town Of Boatan .—*—*. . /Boston/ 1775.
(D. 153)
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Noble, Oliver, iaaa S.tricturaa Upon The Saciffld Story
Racard&d In TTia Book Of gather . . , In A Siaconraa
Etelivsrafl At aewfoury-^ort . « » in CoiwwimnratiQn Of
Thft Mflaaagrft At Boaton , t » . Hawbury-Port , 1775.
(D. 187)
Jjab in, ooha/ Sflgittariua'a Letters fliuS Political SgiaGiila.~
tioaa axtsflctadi From thfi Public totijgar . . «. •
Boston. 1775. (O, 183)
/lieonard, Daniel/ The Origin Of Thfi American Conf^at With
firsafariteifti Qr Ttra.Preafcnt Political State q£
the,Maaaaghua«tta-ftay ... ,. . • Hew York, 1775.
<D, 180)
Ho Standing Army In, The Britiah Colonic a,: Or An Address To
Thft Inhfthitanta„.Qf The ManrYorKi Agalnat Unlawful
Standing Araiaa. sew York, 1775. (o, 136)
era ,"*-3o<i-v^u<iw*H . n i mJanfl 1ft artttiiinfH wfT
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